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1
Abstract

Democratizing Web Automation:
Programming for Social Scientists and Other Domain Experts
by
Sarah Elizabeth Chasins
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Rastislav Bodik, Co-chair
Professor Björn Hartmann, Co-chair
We have promised social scientists a data revolution, but it has not arrived. What stands between
practitioners and the data-driven insights they want? Acquiring the data. In particular, acquiring the
social media, online forum, and other web data that was supposed to help them produce big, rich,
ecologically valid datasets. Web automation programming is resistant to high-level abstractions, so
end-user programmers end up stymied by the need to reverse engineer website internals—DOM,
JavaScript, AJAX. Programming by Demonstration (PBD) offered one promising avenue towards
democratizing web automation. Unfortunately, as the web matured, the programs became too
complex for PBD tools to synthesize, and web PBD progress stalled.
This dissertation describes how I reformulated traditional web PBD around the insight that
demonstrations are not always the easiest way for non-programmers to communicate their intent.
By shifting from a purely Programming-By-Demonstration view to a Programming-By-X view
that accepts a variety of user-friendly inputs, we can dramatically broaden the class of programs
that come in reach for end-user programmers. Our Helena ecosystem combines (i) usable PBDbased program drafting tools, (ii) learnable programming languages, and (iii) novel programming
environment interactions. The end result: non-coders write Helena programs in 10 minutes that can
handle the complexity of modern webpages, while coders attempt the same task and time out in an
hour. I conclude with a discussion of the abstraction-resistant domains that will fall next and how
hybrid PL-HCI breakthroughs will vastly expand access to programming.
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much I love, appreciate, respect, and admire you. I hope you know anyway. I love all of you so
very, very much. Thank you.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Helena web automation tool represents the first evidence that Programming By Demonstration
(PBD) can automate large, realistic programming tasks—tasks that take programmers hours rather
than minutes [15]. This dissertation describes the design and implementation of Helena and how it
puts complex programming tasks in reach for non-coders and novice coders.

1.1

Web Automation

For more than two decades, social scientists from a variety of fields have argued that web data is
the future of the social sciences and that they are in dire need of the large, rich, ecologically valid
datasets we can extract from webpages [7, 77, 74, 76, 38, 49, 88, 21, 55, 18, 35].
Our contention is that software tools will get easier to use, so need no longer be
the exclusive domain of a technological elite, and that the network society is an
increasingly pervasive reality that social scientists will not be able (or want) to ignore.
The information society is either around the corner, or we are already in the middle of
it. Perhaps we will know which in ten years’ time.
–The Internet and the Future of Social Science Research, 2008 [18]
Although these social scientists’ 2008 prediction about the expansion of computer-mediated
communication and its impact on human society has come true, their prediction that new computational forms of social science research will spill beyond the purview of a “technological elite” has
not. Given the spate of social science vision papers in this vein, we cannot trace this failure to a
lack of interest on the part of the social sciences. Rather, we must lay it at the feet of the computer
science community, which has yet to provide the easier software tools the authors envisioned.
With a decade-long backlog of social scientists—and other non-programmers—clamoring to use
easier programming tools, we have a tremendous opportunity for the programming languages and
human-computer interaction communities, a chance to build high-impact languages and tools.
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Field of Study
Sociology
Nursing
Political Science
Civil Engineering

Goal
helping low-income families move to highopportunity neighborhoods
reducing effects of perceived race on medical
crowdfunding outcomes
increasing transparency of government agencies,
governing bodies
reducing effects of natural disasters on infrastructure and human mobility

2
Web Sources
Craigslist.com, Apartments.com
GoFundMe.com
ONPE.gob.pe,
InfoGob.jne.gob.pe, more
Maps.Google.com,
HoustonTX.gov, more

Table 1.1: Web Data ! Policy Action and Social Change. For a sampling of my social scientist
and data scientist collaborators, the team’s field, the team’s goal, and the websites from which they
collect datasets with my Helena web automation tool.
Many social and data scientists face questions that they can answer by analyzing data available
on the web. Over the course of the work described in this dissertation, I have worked with about a
dozen teams of social scientists and other non-technical domain experts seeking web data. It quickly
became clear that the demand for web data is high.
To give a sense of the data users need, consider a few of my collaborators. For my sociology
collaborators, the motivating question is how to set rent thresholds for housing vouchers to help
low-income families move to high-opportunity neighborhoods, and the sources of real-time data
at a fine geographic granularity are rental listing websites. For my public policy collaborators,
the goal is to help charitable foundations reach and communicate with new supporters, and the
best data sources are social media sites. Economists look at review sites to observe how minimum
wage changes affect restaurants, transportation engineers look at carpooling sites to obtain training
data for driver-passenger pairing algorithms, and civil engineers look at disaster relief coordination
webpages to observe how hurricanes affect cities. See Table 1.1 for a sample of our collaborators’
goals and target websites. To collect their target datasets, these are the websites they must automate.
A web automator is any program that interacts with webpages. Web scraping is the subclass
that focuses on extracting data from webpages. While some applications—e.g., automated webpage
testing—are primarily useful for industrial purposes, scraping is useful across many fields and
beyond the software industry. Its rising popularity reflects a dawning realization of the value of web
data. As more people become interested in making data-driven decisions, the interest in web data
grows.
While the interest in web data is not limited to programmers, the access to web data often is.
Web automation programming is hard. To date, even medium-complexity scraping tasks require
the use of traditional programming languages and libraries. The end result is a large class of social
scientists and other non-coders who want access to web data but lack the programming skills to use
the available tools.
The social science teams in Table 1.1 wanted a diverse array of datasets, but they had one thing in
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common: all teams failed to get access to the target data via traditional programming. These teams
were all comfortable writing other kinds of programs, especially data analysis scripts in Python and
R. However, all teams eventually ran up against a programming or webpage reverse-engineering
task that they could not complete (Chapter 3.3), which prevented them from scraping their data
themselves. Existing programming tools did not meet the needs of these teams or the many other
teams we interviewed. There is exciting data available on the web, and non-traditional programmers
do want it, but they cannot collect it with today’s tools.
Even for highly trained, experienced programmers, web automation programming is hard. In
one of our user studies, only four out of 15 Computer Science Ph.D. students could complete
a moderate-complexity web automation task before the one-hour cutoff time. This dissertation
demonstrates that we can make web automation programming easy (Chapter 4).
The subject of this dissertation is Helena, a web automation synthesizer and its associated
programming language. The goal of Helena is to put web automation programming in reach for
non-traditional programmers—social scientists, data scientists, and other domain experts. With
Helena, users both learn Helena and write their first successful programs in under 10 minutes.
After less than 10 minutes of training, even users who identify as non-coders can parallelize a web
automation program in 61 seconds.

1.2

A Note on Usable Programming

Since you are reading my dissertation, I have a brief window in which to influence you. Perhaps
I will persuade you that my web automation tool is good, that you can implement it with the key
insights summarized in this document, or that you can apply these insights in other domains. I
hope I will. However, I would much rather persuade you to consider studying or applying Usable
Programming (UP) techniques. UP is the idea of bringing together approaches from Programming
Languages and Human-Computer Interaction to make programming accessible to broad, diverse
audiences.
If you want to put a programming task in reach for an audience that cannot complete it with
existing tools, consider taking a UP approach to designing your new language or tool. In particular,
I suggest the following key focuses:
• Machine Needs, Capabilities. Thoroughly understand the needs and capabilities of the
machine. What does a compiler or program synthesizer need in order to complete the task,
and how much of the task can it do alone?
• User Needs, Capabilities. Thoroughly understand the needs and capabilities of the human
audience. What concepts do the target users find natural or unnatural to discuss? What parts
of traditional programming do they find easy and hard?
• Fresh Problem Formulations. Accept that your audience may need to see a different version
of the problem than you or your programmer friends would want to see. In short, you may
need to discard old problem formulations.
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Chapter 2 will discuss why web automation matters and how the Helena programming language
and synthesis tool meet real users’ automation needs. Before our work, progress on web automation
had stalled for almost a decade. Thus, Chapter 2 can also be read as a UP case study, since UP was
the approach that ultimately let us make progress in this previously stagnant domain.
I believe we are still in the early stages of understanding and disseminating the principles of UP.
However, I hope this dissertation gives readers a taste of the PL successes that UP can deliver.

1.3

Contributions

This dissertation describes Helena, a set of program synthesis and programming language contributions that center on the goal of empowering non-technical domain experts to write their own web
automation programs. In particular, Helena contributes:
• A DORA programming-by-demonstration tool that accepts a single straight-line demonstration
as input and produces a web automation program as output.
– The output programs can interact with distributed data—that is, data that is split across
multiple webpages. Programs can enter data, extract data, navigate between pages,
interact with webpage widgets, download files, and affect server state as human browser
users can.
– The output programs can traverse and collect relational or tree-structured data.
– Our novel DORA (Demonstrate Once, Revise Anytime) workflow reflects a key insight
about novice programmers’ preferences and skills: drafting is hard, but editing is easy.
• A bi-level web automation language.
– The Helena language is a bi-level DSL, pairing a low-level DSL (for robust replay) with
a high-level DSL (for readability and editability).
* The bi-level DSL is a novel approach that empowers non-coders and novice coders
to program in abstraction-resistant domains.
* The Helena ecosystem includes a reverse compiler that makes the bi-level DSL
approach possible.
– The Helena language includes novel language constructs for supporting non-programmers
and novice programmers in accomplishing advanced programming tasks such as parallelization and failure recovery.
• A blocks-based program editor for the Helena language.
• Formative studies of end-user needs and preferences that shaped Helena’s design.
• Evaluative studies of the tool and language usability. In particular, we evaluate:
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– How usable and learnable participants find our programming-by-demonstration programming model.
– How usable and learnable participants find our novel language support for tasks like
incrementalization and parallelization.
• Evaluative studies of the performance of language constructs that accelerate program execution.
In short, this work contributes (i) a tool, the Helena web automator, which is usable and useful
for a broad audience; (ii) key insights, summaries of the critical insights and techniques required
to implement Helena; and (iii) generalizable insights, hints about how these same insights and
techniques can be applied in other programming domains.

1.4

Outline

Chapter 2 describes the challenges of web automation programming and the approach Helena takes
to shelter users from those challenges. It also highlights the key research challenges and outlines
the insights that let Helena meet those challenges.
Chapter 3 describes the Helena synthesis tool in detail. It discusses the reverse compiler, relation
selector, and generalizer algorithms that form the core of the PBD tool. Chapter 4 evaluates the
usability of the PBD tool and its programming model.
Chapter 5 introduces a Helena language construct, the skip block, and explores how we can use
skip blocks for incremantalization, failure recovery, and more. Chapter 6 details how the skip block
can also be used to transparently parallelize or distribute Helena programs. Chapter 7 evaluates the
usability of the skip block, especially whether it is usable by non-programmers.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes with suggestions about next steps for end-user web automation
and for usable data science tools more broadly.
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Chapter 2
Overview
This chapter presents an overview of the Helena approach. We start with an exploration of why users
struggle to use standard web automation programming tools. We discuss the alternative approach
that we use for Helena and the design priorities that drove our techniques. We also highlight four
key research challenges, and we describe how Helena meets these challenges.

2.1

Why Johnny Can’t Scrape

To understand the need for more usable web automation tools, we must first understand why writing
these programs by hand is so hard. Here we illustrate three of the first challenges a programmer
encounters on the path to web automation.
Reverse Engineering the DOM Tree
For a glimpse at why web automation programming is so hard, consider the following webpage and
a snippet of JavaScript for scraping the price of the product displayed in the webpage:

return document . getElementsByClassName (
"a-color - price ") [0]. innerText ;

This snippet finds the first node with the “a-color-price” class attribute and scrapes the text. Unfortunately, webpages change often—as they are redesigned, A/B tested, obfuscated, or otherwise
updated. This snippet will fail if the price element ever ceases to have this class or ceases to be
the first element with the class—e.g., if the webpage begins obfuscating class names, if the class
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name is updated, if an earlier node is assigned the same class. In order to get access to the price
information over time, we need to write a much smarter selector. We need to observe the page over
time until we understand the structure well enough to anticipate what features are likely or unlikely
to change over time.
Reverse Engineering the JavaScript Code
Now consider another snippet with another failure case, this time for scraping the first entry in an
autocomplete menu:

$x( searchBarXpath )[0]. value = " query string ";
return $x( firstEntryXpath )[0]. innerText ;

This snippet mimics how a user first enters a query into a search box, then observes an autocomplete
menu. The snippet sets the search textbox’s value to the search query, at which point the textbox
contains and displays the query text. Next, the snippet looks for a node at the position in the
webpage’s DOM tree where autocomplete items appear and extracts its text. This snippet will never
work because the autocomplete menu will never appear. The autocomplete menu is implemented
with JavaScript event handlers that are called in response to DOM events. DOM events occur when
the user interacts with the webpage—for instance, when mouse buttons go up or down, keyboard
keys go up or down. If a user types into the textbox, DOM events fire and trigger the JavaScript
that produces the autocomplete menu; if we programatically update the textbox value, it shows the
right string, but the DOM events never fire, and the relevant JavaScript never runs. To scrape the
autocomplete menu, we would need to reverse-engineer the JavaScript that runs on the page.
Reverse Engineering the Server Communication
Consider one final buggy snippet, this time for adding a product to an Amazon “shopping cart.”

$x( secondVariantXpath )[0]. click ();
$x( addToCartXpath )[0]. click ();
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Figure 2.1: The key idea behind PBD. The synthesizer records a user’s demonstration of a task and
automates the task by replaying the user’s actions.
This snippet first clicks on the button for selecting a particular product variant, then clicks on the
“Add to Cart” button. Again, this snippet could fail from a failure to reverse-engineer the webpage
structure or JavaScript, but this one fails for a third reason. When a user clicks on a desired product
variant, the page grays out part of the page content to communicate that the webpage is not yet ready.
A human viewer who is attuned to these visual cues realizes that the page is updating something
and waits for the page update before clicking the “Add to Cart” button. The reason for the delay is
that the webpage requests details of the second product variant from a remote server via an AJAX
request, then updates the page with those details (say, a different price), when it receives a response.
However, the webpage does not in fact prevent the user from clicking the “Add to Cart” button
during this wait between request and response; the user can click, but it adds the original product
variant rather than the last-clicked product variant. Thus, to automate this interaction, we also need
to reverse-engineer the ways in which the webpage interacts with web servers, the AJAX that runs
in the background on many modern interactive webpages.
DOM, JavaScript, AJAX, and the End User
To write robust web automation programs, programmers must understand several classes of browser
internals—webpage DOM structures, JavaScript code that runs on webpages, and AJAX requests
and responses that communicate with remote servers. Each new webpage with which a program
interacts may entail fresh reverse-engineering challenges in any or all of these domains. This is
challenging even for trained programmers who already know the basics of web browsers and web
design, and even more so for those who lack those foundations.
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Programming by Demonstration

Given that writing web automation programs requires identifying the correct DOM elements,
triggering the correct JavaScript behaviors, and waiting for all requisite server responses, and
given that non-coders may not know about DOM trees, JavaScript, or AJAX, how can we expect
non-coders to produce these programs? The key is to observe the user.
The user may not know how to reverse engineer webpages, but if the user can perform the target
interaction with the webpage themselves, a synthesis tool can observe how the user’s actions affect
the DOM, JavaScript, and AJAX state. The trace of observed actions and state changes can serve as
a specification for the target program. From a high-level perspective, a standard human-webpage
interaction is a feedback loop in which the user does some actions and the webpage returns some
data. With this view of the problem, we can frame the goal of web automation as: collect the actions
that a human user would take to complete an interaction, then make an artificial user that performs
those same actions. This is the key idea behind Programming by Demonstration (PBD), a particular
class of program synthesis (Figure 2.1).
Here let us briefly consider how PBD fits into the broader world of program synthesis. At
the highest level, a synthesis algorithm is any algorithm that takes a specification f as input and
produces as output a program that satisfies f —see Figure 2.2. Some readers may be familiar with
Programming by Example (PBE), the variant in which the user provides input-output pairs and
the synthesizer produces a program that maps each input to the paired output. PBD goes one step
farther; the synthesizer observes input-output pairs and the sequence of actions that the user takes
to transform the input into the output.
In the context of web automation, using a demonstration to create a web automator can dramatically simplify the user’s experience. From the user’s perspective, all three of the challenging
reverse-engineering problems go away if they only have to provide a demonstration. In truth, we
simply shift responsibility for the reverse engineering from the user to the synthesizer, and each
of the three challenges requires a custom synthesis algorithm. Implementing a PBD workflow
also means extracting a whole program structure from a straight-line demonstration and a set of
webpages, which introduces fresh challenges. We will discuss these new challenges in the key
challenges subsection.
Researchers and other interested parties have been attempting to use PBD to automate web
interaction tasks for decades, at least since 1997 [86, 43, 4]. First, they observed that many webpages
displayed tables. In response, they developed the first table extractors [43, 4]. Later they realized that
many of the important web tasks revolved around interacting with webpages, navigating between
them, entering information, using widgets. They developed the first web record and replay tools for
automating recorded webpage interactions [34], which facilitated tasks like webpage testing.
By 2009, PBD web automation technology still had not reached the point of producing the
kinds of programs required to collect datasets like the ones described in Table 1.1, the programs
non-traditional programmers need for their target tasks. Around the same time, the web started to
become much more complicated. With the rise of single-page applications (SPAs) and the transition
from thin-client towards thick-client approaches to web applications, pages became much more
interactive. Webpages began to use much more JavaScript and AJAX, and stateful webpages became
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Figure 2.2: Synthesis, Programming by Example (PBE), and Programming by Demonstration
(PBD). In the context of PBD, we have access not only to input and output pairs but also to the
sequence of actions users take to transform the input into the output.
commonplace.
The web was no longer a map from URLs to DOM trees. It was a map from URLs to program
start states. From the perspective of web PBD, the task went from reverse-engineering only
webpage structure to all of webpage structure, JavaScript, and AJAX. State-of-the-art PBD had not
yet reached the point of synthesizing the target program class even for static pages; even techniques
for producing DOM selectors were unreliable. With pages starting to be updated more often, the
DOM selector synthesis problem became even harder, and scripts failed more often. With the
introduction of stateful, interactive pages, the existing tools started breaking for new reasons. No
one had figured out how to make a synthesizer reverse-engineer the JavaScript and AJAX to trigger
all necessary behaviors and get all necessary data from the web server. Progress on PBD web
automation stalled.

The Helena Approach
Helena takes a PBD approach to web automation. Users write Helena programs by demonstrating
how to complete part of the task in a standard browser—e.g., collecting the first row of a dataset.
The Helena synthesizer uses the input demonstration to create a program for the whole task—e.g.,
collecting all three million rows. See Figure 2.3 for a depiction of the technologies that compose
this PBD tool.
In addition to the PBD tool for synthesizing programs, the Helena ecosystem includes (i) a
blocks-based program editor in which users can directly edit their programs and (ii) the Helena
language, which includes specialized language constructs for advanced programming tasks like
parallelizaiton (Figure 2.4.
If you are reading this document on a computer or have convenient access to one, this is an
excellent point at which to view a demo of the Helena PBD tool in action: https://github.com/
schasins/helena/wiki/Helena-Video-Demo
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Figure 2.3: The Helena PBD Tool. The user demonstrates how to execute a sample of their task
using a standard commercial browser. The record and replay layer collects a trace of the DOM
events raised by the users actions, along with other details of the browser state throughout. From
these inputs, it generates a straight-line program in a low-level language that replays the same
interaction. The reverse compiler translates the straight-line program into the high-level Helena
04
language. Finally, the Helena synthesizer analyzes the webpages with which the user interacted !1and
adds loops to the program; with loops added, it no longer simply repeats the user’s demonstration
but executes the entire task.
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Figure 2.4: The Helena Ecosystem. With the PBD tool (see Figure 2.3), users draft Helena programs. Next, users see their programs in the Helena programming environment, where they can
directly adapt them in a blocks-based editor. Finally, they can run the programs. The Helena interpreter includes several specialized features, including support for incrementalizing, parallelizing,
and distributing web automation programs.
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To use Helena, users open a standard Chrome browser. They click on the Helena icon to start
the Chrome extension. They demonstrate how to collect the first row of their target dataset. If
they are collecting tree-structured or hierarchical data, they collect the first row of the join of their
target dataset. For instance, to collect all the papers written by the top 10,000 authors in Google
Scholar, the user would load the page that lists authors, demonstrate how to collect information
about the first author, click on the first author to load the page that lists the author’s papers, then
collect information about the first paper by the first author.
When the user has finished demonstrating how to collect the first row, Helena analyzes the
interacted webpages to identify logical relations in the page. If the user interacted with an author
and Helena finds other similarly structured webpage elements that might also be authors, Helena
suggests the user may want to iterate over authors. Likewise, on the webpage that lists the first
author’s papers, Helena suggests that because the user interacted with one paper item, the program
may iterate over all papers. It makes these suggestions by presenting a program to the user that
includes these nested loops (the outermost over authors, the innermost over papers).
The tool expresses the synthesized program in the Helena language, and it displays the program
in a blocks-based programming environment. At this point, users can make edits to the Helena
program or, if they are satisfied with the displayed program, they can press the “Run” button to
collect the full dataset. In the case of our Google Scholar example, the synthesized Helena program
collects three million rows of paper data.

End-User Program Synthesis Tools
It is tempting—I hope especially after the description of Helena—to believe that end-user program
synthesis tools are easy and that non-programmers should love them. Empirically, at least if we
judge by adoption, this is not the case. FlashFill [24] remains as close as the program synthesis
community has come to producing a mainstream tool.
Over the years, we as a community have learned a great deal about what users do not like,
what they will not adopt, but we have not learned very much about what they do like. In part, the
Helena line of work is about figuring out what non-traditional programmers do like in an end-user
programming tool and what can make them successful.
The first step was to identify the patterns behind the unpopularity of prior end-user programming
tools. A beautiful paper by Tessa Lau [46] lays out her view of the common pitfalls in PBD and
PBE tool design. She highlights several common weaknesses, but one key point concerns how
repetitive PBD interfaces can be, how long and tedious making the program specification can be.
Say a user has already completed six largely repetitive demonstrations, and then the user has a
tweak in mind that they feel they could express very simply in natural language—and then to make
the tweak they must execute a seventh long and repetitive demonstration. Users find this frustrating,
and if the program is only going to automate a small amount of work, using the tool may not be
worth the effort and annoyance of providing multiple demonstrations.
Within web PBD in particular, tools that demanded multiple demonstrations ran up against user
dissatisfaction. “Several users found the sequence of steps needed to construct a mashup overly
complicated...it was confusing to use one technique to create the initial table, and another technique
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to add information to a new column.” [53]. Even in the case of the relatively successful FlashFill
tool [24], which was built around accepting multiple input-output pairs as a specification, this same
complaint emerged when it was commercialized. In the course of putting FlashFill into Excel, the
company studied how it works for real users and found a simple pattern. If, after providing one
example, users get the right program, they are happy. If they do not, they are not happy. Across
these various sources, we see one theme again and again, the fact that users dislike having to provide
multiple demonstrations.
The key theme running through end users’ complaints suggests a simple question: can we invent
a tool that demands only one demonstration? The natural answer if one comes from a program
synthesis background is no. A single demonstration is a very ambiguous specification. Say we
have demonstrated how to collect one of the papers we want a program to collect, the first paper
by a given author. Do we want a program that collects all papers by all authors? One that collects
the first paper by each author? All papers with more than x citations? All papers that include a
given word in the title? Any of these programs would be consistent with the single-demonstration
specification. How can the synthesizer distinguish between the program we want and all the others?
Key Observation
Drafting is hard. Editing is easy.
Helena’s design reflects a realization about what makes traditional programming difficult for nonprogrammers and novice programmers. Our social science collaborators consistently reported that
drafting programs is hard for them. Many of them do in fact have some programming background—
typically up to one semester of training in Python or R for data analysis. However, even in the
context of data analysis scripts, they reported that they rarely sat down and wrote a new one from
scratch. Many described experiencing aspects of blank page syndrome, finding it intimidating to
face an empty text editor. Rather than write from scratch, they start with a script from a past data
analysis project or from a course, then tweak it to meet their current needs. This is the approach
that works for them. The key insight: drafting is hard, but editing is easy.

2.3

DORA: Demonstrate Once, Revise Anytime

Helena’s design is built around moving away from the traditional PBD approach of demanding
large numbers of disambiguating demonstrations. In traditional PBD, the user provides many
demonstrations as input to the synthesizer, which then produces a program. The user debugs by
running the program and observing the output. If the program output is incorrect, the user goes back
and provides another demonstration. If the program output is correct, the process is done, and the
user exits the feedback loop. See Figure 2.5 for a standard PBD workflow.
Given the usual assumptions about end-user programmers (especially that they cannot read
programs) and the standard design of synthesis languages (designed for conciseness rather than
human usability, often unreadable even for trained programmers), traditional PBD design makes
sense. It lets us build tools around the tasks the audience can do, demonstrating processes and
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Figure 2.5: Traditional PBD vs. Demonstrate-Once, Revise Anytime PBD. In traditional PBD,
the user provides multiple demonstrations and debugs the synthesized program by observing the
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output and providing additional demonstrations if the output is incorrect. Typically the program
is expressed in a language optimized for synthesis rather than for human readability. In DORA
PBD, the user provides one demonstration and debugs by directly editing the program in a readable,
learnable language.
inspecting program outputs. However, this design also results in the multi-demonstration interfaces
that users find so frustrating.
In place of the standard PBD workflow, Helena uses a novel Demonstrate Once, Revise
Anytime, or DORA, workflow. The user provides a single demonstration. The synthesis algorithm
uses the demonstration as input to produce a draft program, a program that is close enough to the
user’s intent and readable enough that the user can then directly edit it to meet their needs. This
suggests a few key design goals for the language and synthesizer. First, the output program must be
expressed in a learnable language, a language that the user can read, understand, and edit. Second,
since some edits are harder than others—for instance, adding a loop is harder than removing a
loop—the synthesizer should aim not to produce the likeliest program but rather the most editable
program. Figure 2.5 illustrates the DORA workflow. Look back at Figure 2.4 to observe how
Helena’s workflow uses DORA.
DORA Advantages
We have touched on the key motivation for transitioning to a DORA style, namely that a singledemonstration interface makes users happy and successful. However, the single-demonstration
approach comes with several other benefits as well, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
First, DORA reduces the constraints on the builder of the synthesis algorithm and puts much
larger programs in reach. For a traditional synthesizer to be useful, it must be able to synthesize all
possible useful programs, to reach all points in the program space. In contrast, a DORA synthesizer
can be useful even if it only reaches a subset of all possible programs, points in the space from which
the user can edit the programs to reach other points. This has the potential to dramatically reduce
the space of programs a synthesizer must search. Enormous search spaces that grow exponentially
with the size of the program are the critical factor that prevent traditional program synthesis from
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Figure 2.6: Benefits
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literature suggests users object to needing to provide more than a single demonstration,
whereas they
are happy and successful with tools that require only a single demonstration or example. Requiring
only a single demonstration also reduces the need for demonstration solicitation infrastructure. By
pairing a drafting tool with a learnable language, DORA also expands the classes of programs for
which we can apply PBD. For instance, long-running programs come into range, if users can debug
them by reading them in a learnable language, rather than needing to run them and inspect the output.
Finally, allowing users to directly edit programs (because they are expressed in a learnable language)
dramatically reduces the constraints on the synthesizer. In contrast to a traditional synthesizer,
which must be able to generate any program in the space of programs, a DORA synthesizer only
needs to be able to generate a subset of programs—for each input, a program close enough to the
target program that the user can tweak it to match their needs.
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scaling to large programs, so this change holds the key to making program synthesis practical for
large, real programming problems. With this approach, Helena represents the first evidence that
PBD can be used to automate large programming tasks—tasks that take experienced programmers
hours rather than minutes.
Second, DORA reduces the supporting infrastructure that a tool builder needs to provide. For
instance, we no longer need to build up a layer for detecting ambiguity or an agent that solicits
disambiguating demonstrations from the user.
Finally, DORA expands the class of programs that can be produced via PBD. Traditional PBD
demands that a user must be able to debug the target program by inspecting its output. For practical
purposes, this means the program must run very quickly, and the output must be small. With
a DORA workflow, the user first debugs by inspecting the program itself. Thus programs, like
scraping programs, that can run for hours or days come into range. Likewise, programs with large
outputs, too big to inspect by hand, come into range.

2.4

Helena Key Challenges

To make a DORA tool, we must build: (i) a usable program drafting tool, (ii) a learnable language.
Naturally these components may be useful and desirable even outside the context of a DORA
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Figure 2.7: Our approach. Many of the challenges discussed in this thesis shared a common form.
We have a goal and a standard problem formulation. If the human user can produce the inputs
required by the problem formulation (e.g., half a dozen demonstrations) and the computer can
produce the target output (e.g., a scraping program) from the user-provided inputs, we reach the
goal. We want to reach the point where both the human and the computer find their portions of
the task easy. For the problems discussed in this dissertation, the standard problem formulations
made the tasks too hard for the human, the computer, or both. For the human, this usually meant a
programming tool was too hard to use. For the computer, this usually meant a synthesis algorithm
could not scale to large programs or produced brittle programs. Our approach was to develop new
problem formulations that achieve the same goals but ask for inputs that (i) human users find easy
to give and (ii) a synthesizer or compiler can convert into the target output.
workflow, but we focus here on how they can work together. The remainder of this overview chapter
describes how we designed the Helena drafting tool and the learnable Helena language. In this
overview chapter, we will focus in particular on four key, illustrative research challenges:
• Synthesizing complex programs from a single demonstration.
• Making programs robust to webpage changes.
• Making programs both robust and human-readable.
• Facilitating end-user parallelization.
For each goal, we take a shared approach. We come to a standard program synthesis or
compilation problem. Typically the initial problem formulation, since it constitutes a research
challenge, is either hard for the user or hard for the machine, maybe both. From the user’s
perspective, it may be hard to write the specification for the synthesizer or the program for the
compiler. From the machine’s perspective, it may be hard or time-consuming to turn the user’s input
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into the correct program. We throw away the old problem formulation and develop a new framing
of the problem based around making it easy for the user to write the specification and also easy for
the machine to turn that input into the program the user needs—or at least doable, with thoughtful
synthesis algorithm design. See Figure 2.7. Typically, the key breakthrough is developing the novel
problem reformulation.
At the highest level, understanding the needs and capabilities of the user is about taking an
HCI approach and understanding the needs and capabilities of the synthesizer is about taking a PL
approach. Because developing problem reformulations that meet both user and machine needs is
the key step, we need both HCI and PL expertise at the same table, working together. This brings us
to the idea of usable programming and bringing programming to a broader audience.
Here I lay out the strategy I advocate for meeting a new programming need:
• Identify User Needs and Capabilities Study what users want their programs to do. Study
what is hard or easy for the user to express. What kinds of ideas can they communicate
naturally and fluently when they discuss the tasks on which they are working? What is hard
and easy for them about traditional programming?
• Identify Programming Tool Needs and Capabilities Study what inputs programming tools
need in order to produce classes of output programs. Come in to the design process with
knowledge of what is hard and easy for synthesizers, compilers, and any other programming
tool the target users might need. Know what these tools can do for the intended audience.
• Focus on the Problem, Not the Solution This final and most controversial piece of advice is
about de-emphasizing fancy new solutions. Instead of attempting a new solution to a standard
problem formulation, identify the end goal, then reformulate the problem until it meets the
same goal but is amenable to simple, elegant solutions.
Here let us take a moment to consider the final prong of the strategy and why I include it here.
In order to build a programming tool, typically, one must be a programmer. Builders of end-user
programming tools thus find themselves in an unusual position. They are building tools for users
with much less programming background, perhaps even less shared vocabulary. This is quite a
different experience than they might have building standard programming tools. The tool builder
and all of their programmer friends have substantial shared training and background, and they may
all be inclined to tackle a given problem in a particular way. This can make it tempting to push on
that solution, on making that solution a little better. However, this may not be the right approach for
the tool’s target audience. In cases where we want to make tools that work for non-coders, people
who do not share the same training and background, it may be better if we throw away that old
solution and make a new problem formulation that is more suited to the kinds of information they
are comfortable contributing.
The strategy described above shaped our solution to each key Helena research challenge.
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Challenge 1: Synthesizing complex programs from a single demonstration
The synthesizer design process began with identifying the kinds of data that social scientists and
data scientists need. A formative study revealed users needed: (i) Multi-Load Data: They were
not going to one webpage and extracting an entire dataset from that single page. To access the data
they wanted, they were doing all the same things one does during daily web browsing activities—
clicking on links and other webpage elements, interacting with widgets, entering data into forms.
(ii) Hierarchical Data: They wanted tree-structured data—e.g., not just a table of authors, but a
table of authors and a table of papers with the links between authors and papers maintained.
The need for hierarchical data is especially challenging, because collecting hierarchical data
means the synthesizer must be able to produce programs with nested loops. (In our authors-papers
example, the outer loop iterates over authors, and the inner loop iterates over all papers by each
author.) Because of how dramatically loops increase the space of programs to search, most state-ofthe-art synthesis tools do not produce programs with loops. The space of programs with no loops is
already frequently big enough to prevent scaling to large programs. The space of programs with
singly nested loops is even larger, enough to discourage most tools from searching this space, even
if their algorithms can theoretically produce programs with loops. If we expand the space again to
programs with nested loops, the space is massive.
Making a synthesis algorithm that can successfully search the huge space of programs with
nested loops is a long-standing research challenge, so here we reach a fork in the road. Traditionally
at this point, we hunker down to build a better, faster synthesis algorithm. However, the research
community has been pushing on this direction for a couple decades without reaching the class of
program structures these users needed. At this point we asked if there is another path, another way
to produce the programs users need.
For any given task a user wants to automate, there are many different demonstrations they could
offer. For our authors-paper task, the user might collect a few of one author’s papers, press the
browser back button to return to the list of authors, collect information about an author. Or the user
might collect information about an author, click on the author link, then collect information about
the author’s first paper. If we allow both of these demonstrations, there is little a program synthesis
algorithm can do except search the space of Helena programs until it finds one that produces the
sample data that the user provided. On the other hand, if we ask users to only give demonstrations
like the second one, we can make the synthesis process much simpler. Notice that for the second
demonstration, the key transformation required to turn the user’s straight-line sequence of actions
into the final program is identifying where to insert loops (and over what data). In short, one of
these demonstrations makes the synthesis problem hard, and one of them could make the synthesis
problem easy. The key here is that if we can limit the user a little, we can make the synthesis design
problem much easier.
Within the space of demonstrations a user might offer, there is a class of synthesizer-friendly
demonstrations. For various subclasses of the synthesizer-friendly class, we know how to build
synthesizers that can efficiently produce output programs from the input demonstrations. For any
space of programs outside of the class or even partially outside the class, we simply do not know
how to build that efficient synthesizer.
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Limiting the user can make synthesizer design much easier…
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Figure 2.8: Synthesizer- and User-Friendly Demonstrations. For synthesizer-friendly inputs, we
can write specialized synthesizers. For those outside of the synthesizer-friendly class, search-based
techniques are our only feasible strategy. User-friendly inputs are simple enough that a user can
understand what they need to do and does not find the tool frustrating. To produce a usable tool that
scales to large programs, we must select a class of inputs at the intersection of the synthesizer- and
user-friendly classes.
Naturally, if we allow synthesizer friendliness to be our only design constraint, we could easily
end up with a baroque set of requirements for our users to learn. We have already seen that the
multi-demonstration interfaces that made disambigutation easy—a synthesis-friendly approach—
ultimately made users frustrated. If the restrictions we place on input demonstrations become too
complicated or difficult, we can no longer expect the human user to produce inputs from that class.
We must find a set of inputs at the intersection of the synthesizer-friendly and user-friendly classes
(Figure 2.8), something we expect the user can comfortably provide.
To elicit synthesizer- and user-friendly inputs, Helena makes a contract with the user. The user
must:
• Execute the first iteration of each loop
• Ordered from outermost to innermost loop
Naturally, Helena’s tutorials and documentation do not use this same terminology to describe the
contract, but these are the key constraints on the input demonstrations. The user must execute the
first iteration of each loop—collecting the first row of each table of interest. The demonstration
must start with the outermost and descend towards the innermost loops. We are helped by the fact
that the structure of web navigation enforces this second requirement.
The contract with the user limits the inputs the user can give the synthesizer, gives us much
more information about each input demonstration, and ultimately lets us dramatically simplify the
synthesis problem. We are left with the new but simpler problem of where to insert loops.
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The assumption that we know all tables of interest is a big assumption, given that our input
demonstration has given us only a sequence of actions on an assortment of nodes from one or more
webpages. On any given webpage, which interacted nodes are part of a table and which are not?
Consider the webpages in Figure 2.9, with interacted nodes highlighted in red. The user may
have scraped, clicked on, or typed into the interacted nodes. To a human observer, it will probably
be clear which nodes are part of a logical table that has multiple rows on the same webpage. In the
Google Scholar page, all highlighted nodes appear to be part of the first row of a papers table. In
the Craigslist page, none of the nodes appear to be part of the first row of a listings table, since no
other listings are visible on the page. In the Twitter page, a subset of the nodes appear to be part of
the first row of a tweets table. At a high level, Helena uses the same intuitions as a human viewer.
The table selector synthesis problem takes as input a record-time webpage W and a set of
interacted nodes I{n 2 W |interacted(n)} With these inputs, the synthesizer must produce a table
selector s.|s(W )0,⇤ \ I|maximized ^ rows(s(W )) > 1, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. We want the
selector to produce a table with more than one row because the trivial table that has a single row of
all interacted nodes is not the best answer. (Consider how the trivial single-row table would work in
the Twitter sample webpage). The output table should have multiple rows but also include as many
of the interacted nodes as possible in the first row.

Let’s actually find those tables….
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Figure 2.9: Red-highlighted nodes represent nodes with which a user interacts during a demonstration. Any or all of them may be elements of the first row of a table. This information is the input to
Table
Selector Synthesis Problem
the table selector synthesis
problem.
Record-Time Webpage W
Table Selector
s.|s(W)0,* ∩ I| maximized ∧ rows(s(W)) > 1

synthesizer
Interacted Nodes
I {n ∈ W | interacted(n)}

s(

)=

Figure 2.10: Table Selector Synthesis Problem. Given a record-time webpage and a!41 set of
interacted nodes, the goal of table selector synthesis is to identify which nodes are part of the first
row of a table and to generate a selector that extracts the table.
The first task is to find the appropriate cells to include in the table—we identify the appropriate
table output before we synthesize the table selector, a separate problem. This is not traditional
relation extraction, in which the user has labeled multiple rows of data in an unstructured document;
rather, this is the process of identifying iterable objects that should be treated together. Identification
of iterable objects should typically leverage domain-specific patterns. Here, Helena uses the fact
that web best practices demand the use of templates that produce repetitive subtrees in the webpage.
Logically similar information is thus presented in structurally similar ways.
Helena begins by guessing that all interacted nodes in a given webpage are part of the first row
of a table. If the nodes produce a subtree structure that can be found elsewhere in the webpage, we
have found multiple rows of the table, and we can pass these on to the next stage, relation extraction.
On the other hand, if no other parts of the webpage share a template, Helena backs off to smaller
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Figure 2.11: Usability and Learnability. Usability and learnability ratings for Helena and Selenium on 7-point Likert Scales.
and smaller subsets—beginning with all subsets of size |I ` 1, then all subsets of size |I ` 2, and so
on. If we eventually find a subset that shares a template with another page component, this becomes
the input to the relation extractor. If we never do, we conclude there are no relevant logical tables
on the page, and no loop is inserted into the output program for the current webpage.
From the machine perspective, introducing this formulation of the problem shifts Helena from
having to search the space of all programs in the target language to the still difficult but much more
constrained table selector synthesis problem. The Helena interface is also a dramatic shift from the
user perspective. The user in the traditional programming realm has to reverse-engineer webpage
internals for one or more webpages for each new scraping program. With Helena, the user has to
learn and master a demonstration contract once.
This is how we achieve a highly usable tool. Comparing traditional web automation with the
Helena approach, we find Helena is dramatically more usable and even more learnable (Figure 2.11).
It also makes users more effective. See Figure 2.12 for the change in completion rates and times.
Even among computer scientists, we leap from 27% completion with traditional programming to
100% completion with Helena. All users went from never having heard of Helena to having learned
the contract and produced the target output program in under 10 minutes.

Challenge 2: Making programs robust to webpage changes
To understand this challenge, we need some background on webpages. One constructs a webpage by
building a tree of nodes. Nodes have text or image contents and a variety of other attributes—font,
background color, x-coordinate—mapped to values.
Unfortunately for our purposes, webpages change all the time. They may change for many
different reasons: webpage redesigns, A/B testing, obfuscation, even straightforward cases of
fast-changing content like breaking news or social networks’ user-contributed content. Further, they
may undergo multiple classes of changes: node content can change, the structure of the tree can
change, the values of node attributes can change, or the set of attributes associated with a node can
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Figure 2.12: Task Completion Times. Time to complete a web automation task with traditional
programming versus with the Helena ecosystem of tools. With Python and Python’s Selenium
library, only 27% of users complete the task. With Helena, 100% of users go from never having
heard of Helena to having successfully written the target program in under 10 minutes.
change. A web automation program must be able to find its target nodes even in the face of these
changes.
Here we must draw a distinction between deterministic replay, with which some readers may
be familiar, and generalizable replay. In the context of web record and replay, we should expect
that by the time we do a replay of a recorded script, the input webpages will have changed. If we
aim to do a deterministic replay, the correct move at this point is to throw away the new webpages,
overwrite them with the record-time webpages, then execute the recorded program and ultimately
return the recorded answer. This makes sense if we are, say, attempting to reproduce a buggy trace.
In contrast, Helena’s record and replay aims to do generalizable replay. We need to be able to
run Helena programs on the new inputs, and we need to be able to return the new answers. This
raises the question of how Helena programs can find their target nodes in updated replay-time input
webpages.
The traditional web record-and-replay approach is to assume that a few key attributes—perhaps
the text, perhaps the ID—will remain stable. The problem is that they are not in fact stable.
The classical node selector synthesis problem, as pictured in Figure 2.13, takes the rerecord-time
time webpage W and the target node t 2 W as input, then synthesizes a selector s.s(W ) = t, a
selector that identifies the correct node in the webpage we have already observed. We initially
attempted to solve this problem in the traditional way—especially focusing on redesigning the
Domain-Specific Language (DSL) in an attempt to capture the features that would make the output
selectors robust. However expressive the DSL, this problem formulation did not result in robust
selectors.
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Classical Node Selector Synthesis Problem
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Figure 2.13: Classical Node Selector Synthesis Problem. A traditional formulation of the
!56 node
selector synthesis problem. Given a webpage and a node in the webpage, synthesize a selector that
finds the node in the webpage.

Record-Time Webpage W

s(

Target Node t ∈ W

)=

synthesizer
Node Selector
s.|attr(s(W’)) ∩ attr(t)| maximized
Replay-Time Webpage W’

Figure 2.14: Reformulated Node Selector Synthesis Problem. Our novel formulation of the
node selector synthesis problem. Given a webpage, a node n in the webpage, and a variant W 0 of
the webpage, synthesize a selector that finds the node in the webpage W 0 that is most like n. By
deferring synthesis until replay-time, we can take advantage of knowledge about how the webpage
has actually changed since record-time, rather than attempting to anticipate changes at record-time.
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Figure 2.15: Synthesized node selector accuracy over time. For selectors synthesized on day 0,
performance over the course of a month.
The solution was to discard the classical node selector synthesis problem and replace it with a
new problem formulation, a deferred synthesis approach. The deferred synthesis approach takes
advantage of the fact that at replay time, we actually know how the webpage has changed, and we
can leverage that additional information. The new problem formulation accepts the record-time
webpage W , the target node t 2 W , and the replay-time webpage W 0 as inputs. The synthesizer
then produces a selector s.|attr(s(W 0 )) \ attr(t)|maximized. Figure 2.14 illustrates this deferred
synthesis problem formulation.
At record time, Helena records all available attributes of the target node—the ones that are
available by default via browser APIs, but also many computed attributes and custom-defined
attributes. The end result is a map from 300 or more attributes to their associated values. At replay
time, Helena scores all webpage nodes according to how many attributes they have in common with
the record-time target node. Finally, Helena selects the node that has the highest score.
The end result is that Helena programs are much more robust to webpage changes than the prior
state of the art. Figure 2.15 shows how Helena selectors compare to other established practices over
the course of a month. The move from synthesizing node selectors at record-time to synthesizing
them at replay-time produces better results even for the first few days, when we should expect few
webpage changes.
For the rest of this dissertation, we will mostly set aside challenges like this one that we solved
at the level of the record-and-replay tool. One way to decompose the PBD task is to break it
into: (i) a record phase, in which the tool records the user’s actions during a demonstration and
synthesizes a program that repeats those same actions and (ii) a generalization phase, in which the
tool takes the straight-line replay program as input and incorporates other information (e.g., analysis
of webpage structures) to synthesize a program that completes the whole task. Helena uses our
custom Ringer replayer for the record phase [8]. The fact that we follow the record phase with a
generalization phase imposes many interesting constraints on the design of the record tool; this is
one of the factors that drove our decision to implement our own novel replayer. However, some of
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Figure 2.16: When a user performs an action on a webpage, it triggers the webpage to raise DOM
events. The browser responds to DOM events with default webpage or browser state updates,
and the webpage designer can use event handlers to perform webpage-specific state updates. The
sequence of DOM events raised in response to an action may vary, even if the human user perceives
it as the same type of action.
the key challenges—e.g., finding webpage nodes even as the webpages change—are universal web
record-and-replay challenges and are not dramatically altered by the needs of the generalization
phase. Although many are very compelling research challenges, we leave them out of this document
in favor of the challenges that arise at the generalization stage and the program adaptation stage. For
more details on how we solved the record and replay challenges, we recommend Shaon Barman’s
dissertation about Ringer [8].

Challenge 3: Making programs both robust and human-readable
At this point, we shift from discussing the usable drafting tools portion of the work to the learnable
languages portion of the work. In particular, given that we must include enough detail about
low-level browser internals to make programs robust, how do we also make them readable by
humans?
First let us recall why we should care about synthesis languages being learnable. In our case, we
are building a DORA workflow, so we need a learnable language in order to handle the ambiguity
of single-demonstration specifications.
Even outside of a DORA workflow, expressing synthesized programs in a readable, understandable language is critical for building up users’ trust of the synthesized outputs. If we want users to
be comfortable running synthesized programs for high-stakes tasks, we probably want to produce
an output that the user can understand and approve.
Producing editable outputs also changes the class of programs end users can access via synthesis.
If the synthesized program produces a large output—say three million rows of data—the user cannot
inspect the output to approve or reject a synthesized program. If the synthesized program runs for
hours or days, they may be able to inspect the output to approve or reject it, but the debugging loop
becomes extremely slow and cumbersome. Expressing synthesis outputs in a learnable language
lets users identify issues even for programs with large outputs or long execution times.
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What we actually want to show the user

Figure 2.17: Our Google Scholar authors-papers program, expressed
in the Helena programming
H Helena language
language. The Helena synthesizer produces this exact program from a demonstration in which the
user demonstrates how to collect the first author in a list of authors, click on the first author, then
collect the first paper by the first author. Here we show the program as it is displayed to the end
user, in a blocks-based program editor.
71
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To understand this third challenge, we need some additional background on website internals,
particularly the JavaScript event loop. When a user does an action they perceive as a click,
the webpage sees not a high-level click event, but a sequence of low-level DOM events—e.g.,
mousedown, mouseup, click, blur, focus. Likewise, what a user perceives as a unified typing
action appears to the webpage as a sequence of keypress, input, keydown, keyup, textInput,
and other events. In the course of even a short interaction, it is common to trigger hundreds of
DOM events. Webpage designers can attach handlers to DOM events, which are then called when
a user triggers the target event. Automation tools within the browser do not have access to the
high-level interface that the human user gets—clicking, typing—but only to the lower-level DOM
event interface.
Traditional web record and replay tools handle this issue by mapping each sequence of userraised DOM event to a high-level summary action, then mapping each high-level summary action
down to a standardized sequence of low-level DOM events. At replay-time, they simulate the
sequence of low-level DOM events. The problem with this approach is that, as illustrated in Figure
2.16, when users raise a given high-level event, it does not always produce the same sequence of
low-level DOM events. Even clicking on the same node on the same webpage can raise different
sequences of events depending on the state of the webpage.
Variance in low-level event sequences does not necessarily need to be a problem for web
automators. If webpages only ever attached JavaScript handlers to the events that appear every time
a given high-level action occurs, it could be enough to map the high-level actions to the guaranteed
DOM events. However, modern webpages are highly interactive; they attach handlers to any and all
events the user might raise over the course of an interaction. If the program does not raise the same
sequence of events as a human user doing the same task, some of a webpage’s critical behavior may
simply never be triggered. Recall, for instance, the example from the beginning of this section in
which the failure to raise keypress events meant that a webpage never populated an autocomplete
menu. Thus, to be robust to modern webpages’ high interactivity, Helena must record the entire
sequence of low-level DOM events during a recording and simulate them all during a program
execution.
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Figure 2.18: Low-Level DOM Events Program. The low-level DOM events required for robust
replay are too numerous and too dense for non-programmers to read. These four events together
represent one click. The representation in this figure elides most of the detail required to replay
these events (and thus the detail required in our replay program), but already it is clear a program
with hundreds of these events is unreadable.
Modern, highly interactive pages thus introduce a critical design conflict. We want to show the
user a readable program with high-level abstractions, like the program in Figure 2.17, something they
can understand and manipulate. However, if we want the programs to run, to complete the intended
tasks, they must include hundreds upon hundreds of low-level DOM events, each packed with the
recorded event attributes (including hundreds of target node features for deferred node selector
synthesis) that let us simulate the event. In short, even a simple straight-line trace of all events logged
during a demonstration is long, dense, and difficult to read. (See Figure 2.18 for a simplified but still
unreadable DOM event-level representation of one click in a longer program.) Even programmers
do not want to read or edit programs in this low-level language, and non-programmers certainly do
not.
So should we choose to sacrifice robustness or sacrifice readability? The answer of course is
to throw away the old problem formulation, in which we must choose one language in which to
represent the synthesized program.
Helena introduces a bi-level DSL approach to end-user program synthesis. The synthesizer
produces its output program in the low-level DSL, which includes each individual DOM event
that the program must raise. Once we have a program in this low-level language, the Helena
reverse-compiler translates the program into the high-level Helena language, the language that the
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Figure 2.19: Helena’s Bi-Level DSL. A bi-level DSL lets us handle the web automation domain
even though it is abstraction resistant. Programming domains in which writing robust programs
requires writing low-level code are abstraction resistant. In the web automation domain, we must
replay all low-level DOM events, often hundreds of them, to ensure we trigger all required JavaScript
behaviors. However, code that includes all of these details is too low-level for end users to write
from scratch and even for them to read and edit. Instead, the Helena synthesizer writes programs
in the low-level DSL. Next the Helena reverse compiler maps slices of the low-level programs to
statements in a higher-level language. The user can make edits at the higher level. If the edits only
involve statements that do not interact with webpages (e.g., control flow), no changes are necessary.
If the edits involve statements that do interact with webpages, the changes are mapped back to the
low-level language.
human user can read, understand, and edit. Finally, program edits made at the Helena level are
mapped back down to the low-level language. Figure 2.19 depicts this bi-level DSL and how reverse
compilation links them. Also note that not all statements in the Helena language are mapped to
statements in the low-level language—only constructs that involve interactions with webpages need
to be linked to the second DSL. Thus, a click statement is mapped down, but a break statement is
not.
Our bi-level DSL lets Helena synthesize large, messy, complicated programs that we cannot
expect end users to read, while still making the output programs editable by end users. The outcome
is that Helena does handle modern interactive web pages much more effectively than the prior
state of the art, as shown in Figure 2.20. The comparison is not strictly fair, because the prior
state-of-the-art tool, CoScripter, was developed approximately a decade ago. That was before
webpages had become as interactive as they are now, so it is unreasonable to expect CoScripter to
handle the interactively of modern webpages. The better way to look at this result is to recognize
that web replay in the face of highly interactive pages is a new problem that had not previously been
solved.
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This bi-level DSL approach lets us handle one of the key challenges of modern end-user
programming: abstraction resistance. Non-programmers and novice programmers are keen to
produce programs for a broad and diverse set of programming domains. The critical hurdle is that
many of those domains are abstraction-resistant: they demand that someone writes low-level code.
There is no high-level DSL or set of abstractions that can encode all the information required to
generate the low-level code via traditional compilation. Thus, we cannot simply wait for someone
to produce the high-level library that will make this domains accessible. However, low-level code
is exactly the style of code that non-traditional programmers are least prepared to write. Thus, if
we want to facilitate end-user programming in abstraction-resistant domains, we must offer new
programming techniques that will let them produce low-level code through other means. In the
Helena case, our PBD tool writes the low-level code based on user demonstrations and thus puts the
abstraction-resistant web automation domain in reach.
The bi-level DSL design comes with some advantages and some disadvantages. Chief among
the advantages: the user can tackle domains (like web automation) that simply cannot be abstracted
enough to permit high-level DSLs or other high-level abstractions. Chief among the disadvantages:
from a tool evaluation perspective, it becomes hard to disentangle the effects of the program
synthesis tool and the effects of the language design. Ideally we would like to compare the success
rate of users with the language alone against the success rate of users with the language and the
synthesizer to identify how much of the gain relative to traditional programming comes from a
better language versus how much comes from the synthesizer. However, the bi-level DSL approach
means that there is in fact no (reasonable) way to write a Helena program without the synthesizer,
so there is no easy way to tease apart the effects of the synthesizer and the language. One key
potential disadvantage: the high-level DSL is of course less expressive than the low-level DSL and
thus offers less control over the final program. Fortunately, this disadvantage can be mitigated with
good tool design. With enough escape hatches—ways of letting the user transition from editing the
high-level program to editing aspects of the low-level program—the bi-level DSL approach need
not sacrifice expressiveness.
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Challenge 4: Facilitating end-user parallelization
If one gives a tool like Helena to real end users, it turns out they quickly begin attempting very large
tasks, and they start wanting their programs to collect large amounts of data in short amounts of
time. Naturally, when this occurred, we started thinking about parallelization. Why wait days for an
automation program to run when we could wait mere minutes?
The good news for parallelization: serial Helena web automation programs are not CPU-bound.
Their execution times are primarily driven by network latency. This means even parallelizing them
on a social scientist’s laptop, we can expect to get dramatic performance improvements.
The bad news for parallelization: if we browse the web, reach a particular webpage w, copy its
URL u from the browser bar, then paste u into another browser, there is no guarantee that we will get
w back. Modern webpages are stateful, interactive, and their contents are updated and shuffled and
replaced at a fast rate. Given those characteristics, we can no longer expect the web to behave like a
stable map from URLs to DOM trees. The reason this matters for parallelization is that typically in
the past, scrapers used URLs to transfer work between parallel workers. At this point in the web’s
development, this is no longer a reliable general-purpose way to move work between workers.
If we cannot use URLs as pointers to a given subtask, what alternatives do we have? We can
always transfer work from the web server itself to individual workers—that is, loading a URL
will let a parallel worker access some subtask or subtasks, if not a particular fixed subtask. The
problem here is that servers are allowed to serve whatever subtasks they want to any given browser,
and indeed they do this. Say we want to collect details about the top 1,000 restaurants in our city,
according to Yelp. If we set two workers to collect this list at the very same time, we have found
that about 11% of the restaurants in one list will not be included in the second list. The lesson
here is that web servers serve inconsistent workloads to parallel workers, and any web automation
parallelization approach must be able to gracefully handle the fact that each worker may see a
dramatically different set of tasks, even if they start from the same URL.
Even for a programmer, this is a rather peculiar sort of parallelization problem, with a totally
unknown task size (How many authors will this list include? How many papers will each author
have?) and workers pulling subtasks from an unreliable central store (Will workers see the same set
of restaurants? In the same order?) that the programmer does not control. If this is confounding
for a programmer who already understands the basics of what parallelism means and how to write
parallel programs, expecting a non-traditional programmer to sit down and write the fork-join
variant of an automation script seems out of reach.
Efforts to discuss parallelization with our social science collaborators largely floundered. The
initial goal was to teach them standard parallelization techniques. However, most of them had only
faint ideas of what parallelism means in the context of computing, and they were not sufficiently
comfortable with traditional programming to use even, for instance, Python parallelization libraries.
Fortunately a side conversation revealed that although asking them to parallelize data collection
programs only turned up blank looks, asking them to de-duplicate the outputs of those same programs
was a smooth process. Data de-duplication was a task they tackled regularly, and it came naturally
to them. At that point, we decided to steal the information they would use for de-duplicating scraper
outputs and use that same information to transparently parallelize the scrapers.
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On the surface, de-duplication and parallelization seem like different tasks, but the key is that
both can be boiled down to one goal: to avoid redoing work that has already been done. Determining
what work has already been done is complicated, because determining which object snapshots come
from the same object is complicated.
Recall that web data changes constantly and that different parallel workers see different data
variants. Object attributes change. Are two tweets with the same text but different retweet counts
and different comment counts the same object? Are two tweets with different text but the same
retweet and comment counts the same object? The answers can change based on the user’s goals. If
a user wants a set of rental listing addresses, one per rental property, a listing object remains the
same even if the price changes. On the other hand, if the user wants to track how each property’s
listed price changes over time, the same listing with an updated price is a new object. We cannot
automatically choose criteria by which to decide if two objects are the same, but we can rely on the
user to tell us what attributes to consider.
Once we have a way of identifying which objects are the same as previously encountered
objects, we have a way of parallelizing. If a program execution encounters an object that has already
been claimed—by another parallel worker or because it appears in the dataset multiple times—the
program should skip over that object. On the other hand, if it encounters an object that no workers
have seen before, the program should complete all work associated with that object. This is the idea
behind our novel skip block construct.
Below, we use the skip block in the context of our authors-papers working example:
for (aRow in p1. authors ){
skipBlock ( Author (aRow. author_name , aRow. author_institution )){
scrape aRow. author_name
scrape aRow. author_institution
p2 = click aRow. author_name
for (pRow in p2. papers ){
scrape pRow. title
scrape pRow. citations
output ([ aRow. author_name , pRow.title , pRow. citations ])
}
}
}

Note the skip block in the outermost loop. The line skipBlock(Author(aRow.author_name,
aRow.author_institution)) indicates that if the current author has the same name and the
same institution as a previously encountered author object, we should assume it is the same author,
and we should skip over the associated block of code. The body of the skip block is the block of
code that operates on author objects, the statements we skip if the author has already been claimed.
From this point, parallelization is straightforward. All parallel workers begin at the beginning of
the program. All objects that do not map to the same object based on the skip block’s key attributes
are considered independent subtasks that can be run in parallel. Helena maintains a claim log.
Helena maps the skip block key attributes for each object to a unique ID. When a parallel worker
encounters a new object, it checks if the UID has been claimed. If yes, it skips the block and
proceeds to the next object. If no, it executes the block.
Note that we can also use hashing instead of a claim log. The key is to use the attribute-based
UIDs to distribute the independent subtasks. Interestingly, data churn is so common that using a
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Figure 2.21: Skip Block Parallelization
Performance.
Speedup from parallelization on a single
parallel
execution
distributed
machine. For most of the automation tasks, the speedups hew close to the ideal. One task (here in
red) finally becomes CPU-bound; this task uses webpages that are very large not in terms of inches
but in terms of number of nodes. Distributing the task over multiple machines (with skip blocks,
distributing execution is just as easy as parallelizing) brings this task up to the ideal speedup.
hash-based approach instead of a claim log actually alters what data appears in the final output
dataset.
Ultimately, the key to putting parallelization, a very complicated programming task, in range
for non-traditional programmers was a problem reframing. Rather than asking for something that
is difficult for them, to parellelize a serial program, Helena asks for something that comes very
naturally to them, a de-duplication strategy.
Figure 2.21 shows the speedups skip blocks achieve on a single machine, quite close to the ideal
speedup. With distributed execution—equally easy with the skip block—speedups are even closer
to the ideal. In early experiments with interactive-time scraping, we have observed 70x speedups,
bringing hour-long tasks down under the one-minute mark. These results are promising, given that
the Helena runtime was designed for long-running scraping tasks and has not yet been optimized
for fast startup times.
We can also use skip blocks for a variety of other purposes, beyond parallelization and distribution. For instance, failure recovery turns out to be very important for our target audience. An early
stumbling block in one of our collaborations came when a research team started doing longitudinal
studies using a Helena scraper. The undergraduate in charge of running the program had it run every
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Figure 2.22: Skip Block Ease of Use. Orange dots represent programmers, and gray dots represent
non-programmers. Non-programmers add a new skip block—parallelize a new program—in about
one minute, non-programmers in a little less than one minute.
night on his laptop, on his home WiFi network. At one stage, the WiFi was cutting out every night,
interrupting the executions, and when he would wake up in the morning and restore the connection,
the program would repeat all the same work it had done the night before. With the skip block, the
same program can essentially fastforward over work that has already been done, so the skip block
offers simple, graceful failure recovery. Skip block recovery runs achieve 7% overhead relative to
hypothetical zero-time recovery strategies (which do not even exist for many automation tasks).
Users can also deploy skip blocks for incrementalization. By default, a skip block skips over an
object if it has ever been committed to the commit log or claimed in the claim log. Without going
into the details of the skip block syntax, the user does have the option to adjust this behavior. For
instance, we can use skip blocks to direct a program to rescrape any author who has not been scraped
in the last year, or in the last three scrapes, which is a convenient way to make sure we eventually
update data in longitudinal studies. Running the whole program for each run of a longitudinal study
could be very slow. We might prefer to incrementalize. We observe speedups of 1.8⇥ to 800⇥ for
real incrementalized Helena programs.
Most crucially, the skip block is easy for people to use. Within the Helena programming
environment, it is a simple matter of checking the boxes for the key attributes, and then the tool
can add a corresponding skip block to the user’s program. User study results make it clear the
skip block is learnable and usable. See Figure 2.22. Non-programmers take only about 7 minutes
and programmers only about 2 minutes to learn how they work. After that, non-programmers can
parallelize each new program in about 61 seconds and programmers in about 52 seconds. Since
producing a language construct that makes parallelization a one-minute task is a stretch goal for
any audience, the fact that skip blocks turn parallelization into a one-minute task for people who
consider themselves non-coders is a very encouraging result.
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Chapter 3
Programming Model
Programming by Demonstration (PBD) promises to enable data scientists to collect web data.
However, in formative interviews with social scientists, we learned that current PBD tools are
insufficient for many real-world web scraping tasks. The missing piece is the capability to collect
hierarchically-structured data from across many different webpages. We present the Helena synthesis
tool, a programming system for writing complex web automation scripts by demonstration. Users
demonstrate how to collect the first row of a ‘universal table’ view of a hierarchical dataset to teach
Helena how to collect all rows. To offer this new demonstration model, we developed novel relation
selection and generalization algorithms. In a within-subject user study on 15 computer scientists,
users can write hierarchical web scrapers 8 times more quickly with Helena than with traditional
programming.

3.1

Introduction

Web data is becoming increasingly important for data scientists [89, 56]. Social scientists in
particular envision a wide range of applications driven by web data:
“forecasting (e.g., of unemployment, consumption goods, tourism, festival winners
and the like), nowcasting (obtaining relevant information much earlier than through
traditional data collection techniques), detecting health issues and well-being (e.g. flu,
malaise and ill-being during economic crises), documenting the matching process
in various parts of individual life (e.g. jobs, partnership, shopping), and measuring
complex processes where traditional data have known deficits (e.g. international
migration, collective bargaining agreements in developing countries).” [6]
To use web datasets, data scientists must first develop web scraping programs to collect them.
We conducted formative interviews with five teams of data scientists to identify design requirements
for web data collection tools. The first critical requirement: do not require knowledge of HTML,
DOM trees, DOM events, JavaScript, or server programming. Our formative interviews revealed
that when data scientists attempt to use traditional web scraping libraries—e.g., Selenium [83],
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Figure 3.1: An example of a distributed, hierarchical web dataset. The goal is to collect a list of
movies and, for each movie, a list of actors. The placement of data cells in webpages appears at
left; one webpage lists multiple movies, and each movie links to a details webpage, which lists the
movie’s cast. The target output data appears at right; each row includes a movie and an actor who
acted in the movie. The data is distributed because it appears across multiple pages: one page that
lists movies and a set of movie details pages. The data is hierarchical because the root is a parent of
multiple movies and each movie is a parent of multiple actors. In our formative study, 100% of data
scientists’ target web datasets were distributed, and 50% were hierarchical.
Scrapy [80], Beautiful Soup [73]—they often find themselves lacking the requisite browser expertise,
especially when they need to reverse engineer browser-server communication.
Programming by Demonstration (PBD) delivers on this first design requirement, offering web
automation without requiring users to understand browser internals or manually reverse engineer
target pages. The PBD approach has produced great successes in the web automation domain, most
notably CoScripter [51], Vegemite [53], and iMacros [33], but also others [54, 82, 37, 32, 50].
CoScripter and iMacros offer record-and-replay functionality; users record themselves interacting
with the browser—clicking, entering text, navigating between pages—and the tool writes a loop-free
script that replays the recorded interaction. Vegemite adds a relation extractor, a tool for extracting
tabular data from a single webpage into a spreadsheet. By putting its relation extractor and the
CoScripter replayer together, Vegemite lets users users extend a data table with new columns; users
can invoke a loop-free CoScripter script on each row of an extracted table, using the row cells as
arguments to the script and adding the return value as a new cell. The end result is a PBD system
that can collect tables of data even if cells come from multiple pages.
Our formative interviews revealed several key design requirements, but our interviewees emphasized that one in particular is critical to making a scraping tool useful and has not yet been
met by prior PBD tools: collecting realistic, large-scale datasets. In particular, scrapers must
handle distributed data, i.e., data that is dispersed across multiple webpages, and they must handle
hierarchical data, i.e., tree-structured data.
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Distributed Data
The data scientists in our formative interviews indicated that they care about distributed data—that
is, datasets in which the data that constitutes a single logical dataset is spread across many physical
webpages. For instance, to scrape information about all movies in a box office top-10 list, we may
scrape the title of each movie from the list page, then follow a link to the movie’s details page to
scrape the name of the movie’s director, then follow a link to the director’s profile page to scrape
the director’s bio. In this case, each of the three columns (movie title, director name, director bio)
appears on a different page.
In general, web scraping includes two subtasks:
• Single-page data extraction: Given a page, collecting structured data from it; e.g., finding an
element with a given semantic role (a title, an address), extracting a table of data.
• Data access: Reaching pages from which data should be extracted, either by loading new
pages or causing new data to be displayed in a given page; e.g., loading a URL, clicking a
link, filling and submitting a form, using a calendar widget, autocomplete widget, or other
interactive component.
Many PBD scraping tools only write single-page extraction programs (e.g., Sifter [31], Solvent [58],
Marmite [90], FlashExtract [50], Kimono [37], import.io [32]). A few PBD scraping tools write
programs that also automate data access; in particular, record and replay tools (e.g., Ringer [9],
CoScripter [51], iMacros [33]) and the Vegemite mashup tool [53] can write programs that do both
extraction and data access.
Because distributed datasets split logically connected data points across many pages, a PBD
tool that aims to scrape realistic data must synthesize scripts that automate data access.

Hierarchical Data
Our formative interviews also revealed that data scientists want to collect hierarchical web datasets.
See Fig. 3.1 for an example of a hierarchical dataset. The task is to scrape, starting from a list of
movies, the title of each movie, then for all actors in each movie, the name of each actor. (Note
that this data is also distributed; the list of actors for each movie appears on a movie-specific page,
not on the page that lists all movies.) To scrape this data, we need a program with nested loops: an
outer loop to iterate through movies and an inner loop to iterate through actors for each movie.
To scrape distributed data, we need to automate data access. To scrape hierarchical data, we
need nested loops. However, to date, PBD scrapers that support data access all synthesize scripts
in languages that lack loops. The Ringer [9] language, iMacros language [33], and CoScripter
language [51] all lack loops. Vegemite [53] uses the CoScripter language but comes closer to
offering loops; by offering a UI that allows users to ‘select’ any subset of rows in a spreadsheet
and run a loop-free CoScripter script on the selected rows, Vegemite can execute one loop, even
though the output program presented to the user is loop-free. However, this approach does not
extend to nested loops. One could use Vegemite to extract an initial table of movies, then run a
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script to extend each movie row with the top-billed actor, but could not produce the full dataset of
(movie, actor) pairs depicted in Fig. 3.1; the script itself cannot extract or loop over tables. These
tools not only synthesize programs that lack nested loops but also—because they use loop-free
languages—prevent users from adding loops to the straight-line programs they output.
Introducing nested loops is a core outstanding problem in PBD. Even for domains outside of
scraping, most PBD systems cannot produce them. Some, like Vegemite, lack algorithmic support
(e.g., Eager [17]). Others use algorithms that could add nested loops but prevent it because it makes
synthesis slow (e.g., FlashFill [24]).
PBD systems that can produce programs with nested loops typically require users to identify
loop boundaries (e.g., SMARTedit [47]) or even whole program structures (e.g., Sketch and other
template approaches [84]). This is difficult and error-prone. In the SMARTedit study, only 1 of 6
participants could add a nested loop by identifying boundaries, even though the participants were
CS majors [48]. Designing interactions that enable automatic nested loop synthesis is an open
problem.
To produce scraping programs with nested loops via PBD requires innovations in:
• Algorithm design: A synthesis algorithm that can write programs with nested loops based on
a demonstration.
• Interaction design: An interaction model that produces demonstrations amenable to the
synthesis algorithm.
This chapter presents contributions in both algorithm and interaction design. In particular, we
introduce a novel interaction model that makes the synthesis problem tractable. In our interaction
model, a user demonstrates one row of the ‘join’ of their target output tables. For the Fig. 3.1 movie
and actor data, this is the title of the first movie and name of the first actor in the first movie—the
first row in the table at the right. Say we want to scrape a list of cities, for each city a list of
restaurants, for each restaurant a list of reviews; we demonstrate how to collect the first city’s name,
the name of the first restaurant in the first city, then the first review of that first restaurant.
Given a demonstration of how to collect a row of the joined data, our custom synthesizer
produces a scraping program with one loop for each level of the data hierarchy. A Relation Selector
algorithm leverages common web design patterns to find relations (e.g., movies, actors, cities,
restaurants, reviews). A Generalizer algorithm produces a loop for iterating over each relation.
This lets our approach introduce arbitrarily nested loops without user intervention. Although our
Relation Selector is a web-specific solution, designed to take advantage of web design patterns, our
interaction model and Generalizer are not specialized for the web. The success of our approach for
the web scraping domain suggests a general strategy: ask the user to demonstrate one iteration of
each nested loop (in our case, collect one row of the joined output table) and use domain-specific
insights to identify objects that should be handled together (in our case, the rows of a given
relation).
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Figure 3.2: Using Helena. The user starts by clicking on (a), the icon for the Helena Chrome
extension, which opens (b), the control pane at left. In (c), the normal browser window, the user
demonstrates how to interact with pages, collect data from pages, and navigate between pages. The
user collects the first row of the target dataset, which appears in the preview pane, (d). When the
user clicks on (e), the ‘Stop Recording’ button, Helena synthesizes a script that collects the full
dataset.

The Helena Synthesizer
This chapter presents the design the Helena PBD tool, which uses a novel interaction model and
novel synthesis algorithms to collect distributed hierarchical data from the web. Helena produces
a web scraping program from a single user demonstration. It is the first PBD tool that can collect
hierarchical data from a tree of linked webpages.
Fig. 3.2 shows a usage scenario:
(a) The user opens the Helena browser extension.
(b) The user starts a demonstration and is asked to collect the first row of the target dataset.
(c) In the browser window, the user demonstrates how to collect data from pages, interact with
page UX elements, and navigate between pages. In this example, the user loads a webpage with a
list of movies, collects the title, rating, and length of the first movie, clicks on the movie title to load
a movie-specific webpage, then collects the name and role of the first actor in the movie.
(d) As the user scrapes new data cells, the cells are added to the preview box in the control
panel.
(e) The user ends the demonstration by clicking on the ‘Stop Recording’ button. Helena uses
the demonstration of how to scrape the first movie and the first actor of the first movie to (i) detect
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Figure 3.3: The Helena workflow. A user provides a single input demonstration, recording how to
collect the first row of the target dataset. For instance, to collect the dataset depicted in Fig. 3.1, the
user navigates to a URL that loads a list of movies, collects the first movie’s title, clicks the first
movie’s title to load the movie’s details page, collects the name of the first actor in the first movie,
then ends the recording. A Recorder converts the user’s demonstration into a program that replays
the demonstrated interaction; it collects the first row. This replay program is the input to our PBD
tool. Our Relation Selector uses the interacted elements (e.g., movie name, actor name) to identify
relations on the target webpages; here, it finds a relation of movies on page one and actors on page
two. The input replay program uses the Ringer [9] language, which is low-level and unreadable,
so our Reverse Compiler translates from Ringer to our readable, high-level Helena web language.
Finally, our Generalizer uses the selected relations (e.g., movies, actors) and the straight-line Helena
program to write a Helena program that collects not only the first row of the data but all rows of the
data.
relations (movies, actors) and (ii) synthesize a scraping script that iterates through these two relations
using the demonstrated interactions. After this process, the user can inspect and edit a blocks-based
visual programming language representation of the synthesized script in the control panel.
The Helena architecture is depicted in Fig. 3.3. The input is a single user demonstration, the
recording of how to collect the first row of ‘joined’ data. From the trace of DOM events triggered
by the user’s interactions, a web record-and-replay tool, Ringer [9], produces a straight-line replay
script in the low-level Ringer language. From this single input, Helena extracts the inputs it needs
for synthesizing single-page data extraction code and data access code. From information about the
webpage elements with which the user interacted, Helena’s Relation Selector identifies relations
over which the user may want to iterate. Helena’s Reverse Compiler translates the loop-free
Ringer program into a loop-free program into our custom Helena web automation language, a more
readable language. Finally, Helena’s Generalizer combines the straight-line Helena program with
the relations identified by the Relation Selector and produces a Helena program with loops over the
relations. This chapter describes the interaction model for producing the input demonstration and
the algorithms that drive Helena’s Relation Selector, Reverse Compiler, and Generalizer.

Contributions
This chapter presents the following contributions:
• A set of design requirements for end-user web scraping tools, discovered via formative
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interviews with five teams of data scientists.
• For the domain of data-access web scraping, the first PBD tool that synthesizes programs
with loops and the first PBD tool that collects distributed hierarchical data.
• A user study demonstrating that programmers can write scraping programs for distributed
hierarchical data 8x more quickly with PBD than with traditional programming.

3.2

Related Work

We discuss related work from a broad space of web automation tools, with a special emphasis on
tools that use PBD.

PBD Single-Page Data Extraction
PBD tools for data extraction typically ask users to label DOM nodes of one or more sample
webpages, then produce extraction functions that take a webpage as input and produce DOM nodes
as output. For instance, a web relation extractor takes as input a page and a subset of the page’s
DOM nodes that constitute part of a logical table, labeled with their row and column indexes.
The output is a function that extracts a table of DOM nodes from the labeled page. Vegemite’s
VegeTable [53] and many industrial tools— e.g., FlashExtract [50], Kimono [37], and import.io
[32]—offer PBD relation extraction.
Other PBD single-page extractors collect non-relational data. For instance, to extract product
data, a user might label the product name and product price on one or more product pages. The
synthesized output is a function that takes one product page as input and produces a name and
price as output. Many tools offer this functionality, from the familiar Sifter [31], Solvent [58], and
Marmite [90] tools to a vast body of work from the wrapper induction community [19, 13, 44, 91,
42, 66, 20, 3, 43, 61, 29].
Alone, extractors cannot collect distributed data because they cannot synthesize data access.
The synthesized programs do not load pages; they take one already-downloaded page as input. By
definition, distributed data includes data from multiple pages, and finding and accessing those pages
is part of the scraping task. Thus, while data extraction programs may be used within a distributed
scraper, they cannot automate the entire collection process.

PBD Data Extraction + Data Access
Most PBD data access tools have focused on record and replay. A web record and replay tool or
replayer takes as input a recording of a browser interaction and produces as output a script for
replaying that same interaction. Ringer [9], Selenium Record and Playback [82], CoScripter [51],
and iMacros [33] all provide this functionality, as do many others [39, 54, 30, 52, 69, 22], although
some require debugging by a DOM expert and thus arguably belong outside of the PBD category.
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Traditional PBD data access tools focus strictly on replaying the same loop-free interaction and
thus cannot be used for large-scale web automation. The exception is the seminal Vegemite tool [53],
described in the introduction. Because it can collect distributed data and generalize beyond pure
replay, Vegemite comes closest of all existing PBD scraping tools to meeting the needs identified in
our formative study. The key differences between Vegemite and Helena are that Vegemite:
• cannot add nested loops. See the introduction for a discussion of why it cannot add them,
why adding them is a key technical challenge, why they are critical to scraping hierarchical
data, and why hierarchical data is desirable.
• uses a divided interaction model, requiring one demonstration for data extraction (relation
finding) and a separate demonstration for data access (navigation). Users reported “it was
confusing to use one technique to create the initial table, and another technique to add
information to a new column” [53]; early versions of Helena used a divided interaction model
and received similar feedback. Thus, Helena accepts a single demonstration as input and
extracts both data extraction and data access information from this one input.
• does not resolve the robustness-readability tradeoff. Vegemite uses a less robust replayer,
CoScripter, which was designed for an earlier, less interactive web. CoScripter’s high-level
language makes its programs readable but fragile in the face of page redesigns and AJAXheavy interactive pages. On a suite of modern replay benchmarks, Helena’s Ringer replayer
successfully replays 4x more interactions than CoScripter [9]. To use Vegemite on today’s
web, we would need to reimplement it with a modern replayer that uses low-level statements
for robustness. This would leave Vegemite with the same robustness-readability tradeoff that
Helena faces (and which drives one of Helena’s critical contributions, its reverse compiler
and bi-level DSL).
• can replace uses of typed strings only. For example, Vegemite can turn a script that types
“movie 1” in node into a script that types “movie 2” in node. In contrast, Helena can replace
uses of typed strings, URLs, and DOM nodes (e.g., click on node2 instead of node1 ). The
browser implementation details that make DOM node replacement more challenging than
string replacement are interesting but not related to the key contributions in this chapter; so
although this substantially limits the possible applications of Vegemite, we will not emphasize
this last distinction.
Another PBD data access approach uses site-provided APIs rather than webpage extraction [14].
This is a good approach for cases in which the website offers an API that includes the target data.
However, this is rare in practice; none of the 10 datasets described in our formative study are
available via API. (Only one dataset used a site that offers an API, and that site limits the amount of
API-retrievable data to less than the team wanted and less than its webpages offer).
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Web Automation Languages
There are many Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) for scraping, most implemented as libraries
for general-purpose languages: Selenium [83] for C#, Groovy, Java, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby,
and Scala; Beautiful Soup [73] and Scrapy [80] for Python; Nokogiri [63] and Hpricot [28] for
Ruby; HXT [26] for Haskell. Some drive a browser instance and emphasize human-like actions
like clicks and keypresses; others emphasize methods for parsing downloaded DOM trees, offer
no mechanisms for human-like interaction, and thus require users to reverse engineer any relevant
AJAX interactions (e.g., BeautifulSoup, Scrapy). To use any of these DSLs, programmers must
understand DOM trees and how to traverse them—e.g., XPath or CSS selectors—and other browser
internals.

Partial PBD
While the traditional web automation DSLs described above do not use PBD, a class of GUI-wrapped
DSLs do mix PBD with traditional programming. Mozenda [60] and ParseHub [67] are the best
known in this class, but it also includes tools like Portia [79], Octoparse [65], and Kantu [2]. With
these hybrid tools, users builds a program statement-by-statement, as in traditional programming,
but they add statements via GUI menus and buttons, rather than with a text editor or mainstream
structure editor. The user selects the necessary control flow constructs and other statements at each
program point, as in traditional programming. However, users write node extraction code via PBD.
When they reach a point in the program at which they want to use a node or table of nodes, they
use the GUI to indicate that they will click on examples, and the tool writes a function for finding
the relevant node or nodes. This class of tools occupies an unusual space because users need to
reason about the structure of the program, the statements they will use—essentially they need to do
traditional programming—but because these tools’ GUIs support such small languages of actions,
they do not offer the highly flexible programming models of traditional DSLs.

Helena Building Blocks
Helena makes use of two key building blocks, Ringer [9] and the Helena language. Ringer is
a web replayer. The input is a user interaction with the Chrome browser, and the output is a
loop-free program in the Ringer programming language that automates the same interaction. Helena
uses Ringer to record user demonstrations; the Ringer output program is the input to the Helena
synthesizer. Helena is a high-level web automation language. With statements like load, click,
and type, it emphasizes human-like interaction with webpages. The Helena synthesis tool expresses
its output programs in the Helena language.

3.3

Formative Interviews and Design Goals

To explore whether current languages and tools for web automation meet data scientists’ needs,
we conducted formative interviews with five teams of researchers at a large U.S. university, all
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actively seeking web data at the time of the interviews. The teams come from a variety of disciplines.
One team is comprised primarily of sociologists with two collaborators from the Department of
Real Estate. All other teams were single-field teams from the following departments: Public
Policy, Economics, Transportation Engineering, and Political Science. We group data collection
approaches into three broad strategies: (i) automatic collection with hand-written programs, (ii)
manual collection, and (iii) automatic collection with PBD-written programs. The primary focus of
each interview was to explore whether a team could meet its current data needs with each strategy.
All teams considered hand-written web scraping programs out of reach, despite the fact that
four of five teams had at least one team member with substantial programming experience. The
Political Science team even included a programmer with web scraping experience; he had previously
collected a large dataset of politicians’ party affiliations using Python and Beautiful Soup [73].
He had attempted to collect the team’s new target dataset with the same tools, but found his new
target website made extensive use of AJAX requests, to the point where he could not reverse
engineer the webpage-server communication to retrieve the target data. More commonly we saw
the case where one or more team members knew how to program for a non-scraping domain—e.g.
visualization, data analysis—but had attempted scraper programming without success because
they lacked familiarity with DOM and browser internals. Team members found traditional web
automation scripts not only unwritable but also unreadable.
In contrast, two teams considered manual data collection a viable strategy. One team went
so far as to hire a high school intern to collect their data by sitting in front of the browser and
copying and pasting text from webpages into a spreadsheet. Because their dataset was relatively
small—only about 500 rows—this was manageable, albeit slow. Another team scaled down their
target dataset to make it small enough to be collected by hand once a week, but the resultant dataset
was much smaller than what they initially wanted, and the collection process still took hours of
tedious copying and pasting every week. For all other teams, the target dataset was so large that
they did not consider manual collection feasible.
For PBD tools, the verdict was mixed. On the one hand, all teams included at least one proficient
browser user who felt comfortable demonstrating how to collect a few rows of the team’s target
datasets, so all teams had the skills to use them. On the other hand, most of the target collection
tasks could not be expressed in the programming models of existing PBD web automation tools.
Each team had defined between one and three target datasets. Between them, the five teams
had defined 10. All were distributed datasets, and all required scraping at least 500 webpages. Of
the 10 target datasets, only two could be collected with existing PBD web automation tools. With
a hypothetical variation on Vegemite that extends it (i) from parameterizing only typed strings to
parameterizing target DOM nodes and (ii) from handling only stable input relations to handling
live relation extraction across many webpages, we might collect as many as three more datasets.
However, even this hypothetical improved tool would still fail to express a full half of the target
datasets, because five of the 10 datasets are hierarchical.
Based on the challenges revealed in our interviews and the data scientists’ stated preferences
about programming style, we formulated the following design goals:
• D1 Expertise: Do not require knowledge of HTML, DOM trees, DOM events, JavaScript, or
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server programming.
• D2 Distributed Hierarchical Data: Handle realistic datasets. In particular, collect hierarchical data, including hierarchical data that can only be accessed via arbitrary webpage
interactions and navigating between pages.
• D3 Learnability: Prioritize learnability by tool novices over usability by tool experts.
Guided by these goals, we designed the Helena PBD web scraper, which can collect all 10 of
the web datasets targeted by the teams in our formative study.

3.4

Helena Interaction Model

To synthesize a scraper for distributed, hierarchical data, we need to acquire the following information from the user:
1. how to interact with and navigate to pages (data access)
2. all relations over which to iterate (data extraction)
3. the links between relations, the structure of the hierarchy
Whatever input a PBD tool takes, it must solicit all of these.
Single-Demonstration Model for Learnability. One possible approach is to require users to
complete a different type of demonstration for each of the three information types. However, users
find it hard to learn divided interaction models in this domain [53]. A multi-demonstration approach
thus inhibits design goal D3 (prioritizing learnability). To offer a learnable interaction, PBD scrapers
should aim to use only one demonstration.
Helena makes a contract with the user, restricting the form of the demonstrations they give,
and in exchange requesting only one demonstration. In particular, we designed Helena to accept
demonstrations in which users collect the first row of all relations in the target output data; essentially,
users must demonstrate the first iteration of each loop that should appear in the final scraping
program. A demonstration of this form has the potential to offer all of the requisite information
types: (1) to reach the first row data, the user demonstrates all interaction and navigation actions;
(2) the user touches all relations of interest; and (3) the order in which the user touches relations
implicitly reveals how they are linked.
With the form of the input demonstration fixed, a few key interaction design problems arise:
communicating what data users can scrape from a given element, communicating what loops users
can add, and communicating how Helena’s scraping program will operate.
Gulf of Execution. To use a PBD scraper well, users must know what data they can collect and
what loops they can add. What data can be scraped from a photograph? From a canvas element? If
a user interacts with the title and year of one movie in a list, will the scraper know to generalize
to interacting with the titles and years of all movies? To reduce the gulf of execution [64], a PBD
scraper should help users answer these questions about how to use the system.
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Gulf of Evaluation. Users also benefit from understanding the program a PBD scraper is
building. In particular, based on the demonstration provided so far, what kind of output data will the
scraper produce? Short of completing the demonstration and running the output program, how can
users learn if the program will collect the data they want? To reduce the gulf of evaluation [64], a
PBD scraper should help users answer this question about the current state of the system.

Interface
Here we describe the interface of the Helena PBD scraping tool and how it addresses key interaction
design problems.
Implementation. Helena is a Chrome extension, available at http://helena-lang.org/
download and open sourced at https://github.com/schasins/helena. We designed Helena
as a Chrome extension to make installation easy and fast. Chrome extension installation is a
drag-and-drop interaction, so this design choice reduces the setup and configuration complexity
relative to classical web automation tools like Selenium.
Activation. The user activates the Helena browser extension by clicking on its icon in the URL
bar (see Fig. 3.2(a)). Upon activation, Helena opens a control panel from which the user can start
a new recording, load saved programs, or download data from past program runs. Because the
focus of this chapter is on using PBD to draft scrapers, we discuss only the recording interaction for
writing new programs.
Recording. Users begin by clicking a ‘Start Recording’ button. This opens a fresh browser
window in which all the user’s webpage interactions are recorded. Users are instructed to collect
the cells of the first row of their target dataset.
Scraping. Users can scrape data by holding the ALT key and clicking on the webpage element
they want to scrape (see Fig. 3.4). This indicates to Helena that the element’s content should be the
next cell in the first row of the output dataset.
Gulf of Execution. For the most part, webpages look the same during recording as in everyday
browsing. However, we make two modifications to help users discover what Helena can do with
their recorded actions, to bridge the gulf of execution.
• What can we scrape? Hovering over any element in a webpage displays an in-site output
preview beneath the element, a hypothetical cell (see Fig. 3.4). This previewed cell communicates the content that Helena will extract if the user decides to scrape the element. The
user learns what scraping an element would mean without having to write and then run a
program that scrapes it. Previews are especially useful for (i) elements with text content that
comes from alt and title attributes rather than displayed text and (ii) non-text elements
(e.g. images are non-text elements, so Helena collects image source URLs).
• What loops can we add? Hovering over any element that appears in a known relation
highlights all elements of the known relation (see Fig. 5). This emphasis of relation structure
communicates that Helena knows how to repeat interactions performed on a row of the
relation for all rows of the relation; it gives users additional control over the PBD process
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Webpage

a
b
c
Figure 3.4: Scraping data. Boxes on the left show snippets of the Helena control pane at various
points during demonstration. Boxes on the right show snippets of the webpage with which the user
is interacting, at the same points in time. a) The user has already added a movie title, PG rating, and
star rating to the first row of data, shown in the first row preview at left. In the webpage, we see an
actor’s picture and link, but the user is not hovering over them. b) An in-site output preview. When
the user hovers over an element, an inline preview shows a cell the user could add to the first row.
Here the user hovers over the actor name. c) The user holds the ALT key and clicks on the actor
name. The text from the preview cell is added to the first row of data (see preview at left).
by indicating they can interact with a given set of elements to add a given loop in the output
program.
Gulf of Evaluation. When the user scrapes a new element, Helena adds its content to a preview
of the first row, displayed in the control pane (see Fig. 3.4). This preview of the output data reduces
the gulf of evaluation by giving the user information about the program Helena is building. Helena’s
output program will always produce the previewed row of data as its first output row, as long as the
structure and content of the webpages remain stable. If at any point the user realizes that the preview
does not show the intended data, they can identify without running the program—without even
finishing the demonstration—that the current demonstration will not produce the desired program.
Finishing. When the user ends a demonstration by clicking the ‘Stop Recording’ button (see
Fig. 3.2(e)), the recorded interaction is passed as input to Helena’s PBD system, described in the
Algorithms section. The output of the PBD system is a program in the high-level Helena web
automation language; the control pane displays this program in a Scratch-style [72] blocks-based
editor (see output in Fig. 3.3). At this stage, the user can edit, run, and save the new program.

3.5

Algorithms

In this section, we describe three key Helena components: the Reverse Compiler, Relation Selector,
and Generalizer. Fig. 3.3 shows how these components interact to write a scraping program based
on an input demonstration.
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Figure 3.5: A centralized
server stores relations used in
prior Helena programs; Helena uses stored relations to
communicate about loops it
can add. When a user hovers
over a known relation during
demonstration, Helena highlights the relation to indicate
it knows how to loop over it.
Here, (a) shows an IMDb.com
page, 1977’s top box office
movies, and (b) shows the
same page with the movies relation highlighted.

a

b

Reverse Compiler
Low-level Ringer Statements

High-level Helena Statements

...
mouseup
keydown
keypress
textInput
input
keyup
mousedown
...

waituntil server response matching hostname=='google.com'
&& path=='ajaxv2' && params.id=='bar':
dispatch input_H on node matching {type:'INPUT', ...}

Problem Statement: Traditional replayers write high-level, readable scripts but are fragile on
today’s interactive, AJAX-heavy webpages; modern replayers work on interactive pages but write
low-level, unreadable programs.
Our Solution: Use a modern replayer for robustness, but reverse-compile to the Helena language
to recover readability.
Helena uses Ringer to record user demonstrations (Recorder in Fig. 3.3). We chose Ringer
because it outperforms alternatives on robustness to page content and design changes [9]. However,
the output of a Ringer recording is a script in Ringer’s low-level language, with statements like
the red-outlined statement in the Reverse Compiler figure. With one statement for each DOM
event—e.g., keydown, mouseup—a typical Ringer script has hundreds of statements, each tracking
more than 300 DOM node attributes. This exhaustive tracking of low-level details makes Ringer
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scripts robust, but it also makes them unreadable even for DOM experts. To meet Design Goal D1,
sheltering users from browser internals, we hide these details.
The Reverse Compiler translates Ringer programs into our high-level web automation language.
It produces high-level statements that a user can read, but whose semantics are determined by
associated snippets of code in the Ringer language—the low-level statements that make replay
robust.
The Reverse Compiler slices the input Ringer program into sequences of consecutive statements
that operate on the same target DOM node and are part of one high-level action; then it maps each
sequence of Ringer statements to a single Helena statement. Each Ringer statement includes the type,
t, of its DOM event and the DOM node, n, on which it dispatches the event. Browsers use a fixed set
of DOM event types, T , and Helena has a fixed set of statements, H. The Helena synthesizer uses
a map m : T 7! H that associates each type in T with a high-level Helena statement; for example,
keydown, keypress, textInput, input, and keyup all map to Helena’s type statement. The
synthesizer uses m to label each Ringer statement: (t, n) ! (t, n, m(t)). Next it slices the Ringer
program into sequences of consecutive statements that share the same n and m(t)1 . Because many
event types are mapped to a single Helena statement type, the Ringer sequences are typically long.
Next, the Reverse Compiler writes the Helena program; it maps each sequence of Ringer statements
to a single Helena statement that summarizes the effects of the whole Ringer sequence. The Reverse
Compiler figure illustrates this process; note that a slice of typing-related Ringer statements are
mapped to a single Helena statement: type "H" in p1.
Each Helena statement stores its Ringer sequence, which the Helena interpreter runs to execute
the statement. Thus the Reverse Compiler’s output is a loop-free Helena program that runs the same
underlying Ringer program it received as input.

Relation Selector
Relation Extractor
null

Relation Selector

Problem Statement: To support a single-demonstration interaction model, we must determine for
each recorded action (i) whether the action should be repeated on additional webpage elements and
(ii) if yes, which additional webpage elements. In short, we must find relations relevant to the task.
Our Solution: A relation selection algorithm to extract information about relations from a
straight-line interaction script.
1 This

is a slight simplification. Statements for DOM events that are invisible to human users (e.g., focus), can
have different n.
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1 curSize = |N|
2 while curSize > 0 do
3
S = subsetsOfSize(N, curSize)
4
for subset in S do
5
rel = relationExtractor(w, subset)
6
if rel then
7
return rel
8
end
9
curSize = curSize - 1
10 end

50

Algorithm 1. Relation Selector algorithm.
Input: w, a webpage, and N, a set of interacted nodes in w. Output: rel, a relation of
nodes in w that maximizes:
|{n : n 2 N ^ n 2 rel[0]}|

The central goal of our Relation Selector is to predict, based on a single loop-free replay script,
whether the script interacts with any relations over which the user may want to iterate. Our Relation
Selector approach has two key components:
• Relation Selector: The top-level algorithm. It takes a replay script as input and produces a
set of relations as output.
• Relation Extractor: A subroutine. It takes a set of nodes as input. If it can find a relation
that has one column for each input node, it returns the relation; if not, it returns null.
Relation Selector. The Relation Selector uses a feedback loop with the relation extractor. It
starts by identifying the set of all DOM nodes with which the input replay script interacts, then
groups them according to the webpages on which they appear. For each webpage w and its set of
nodes N, the Relation Selector applies Algorithm 1. Essentially the Relation Selector repeatedly
calls the relation extractor on subsets of N, from the largest subsets to the smallest, until it finds
a subset of nodes for which the relation extractor can produce a relation. For instance, if a user
interacted with a movie title, movie rating, and webpage title on a single webpage, the Relation
Selector would first seek a relation that includes all three of those nodes in the first row. If the
relation extractor fails to find a relation (the likeliest outcome given standard web design patterns),
the Relation Selector tries subsets—e.g., subsets of size two until it finds a well-structured relation
that includes the movie title and movie rating (but not the page title) in the first row.
Relation Extractor. Our custom relation extractor is closely related to the relation extractors
[90, 50, 37, 32] discussed in Related Work, with one key difference: it is designed to excel in the
case of having only one row of data. We found that prior relation extractor techniques often required
at least two rows of data as input. Since being able to suggest a good relation given only a single
row of data is critical to our interaction model, we developed a custom relation extractor adapted to
this constraint. The key insight is to fingerprint the structure of the input cells’ deepest common
ancestor (DCA), then find a sibling of the DCA that shares the structure fingerprint (see illustration
in Appendix 3.7). For instance, if the path through the DOM tree from the DCA n to an actor name
is p1 and the path from n to the actor’s role is p2, the relation extractor would seek a sibling of n
that also has descendant nodes at the p1 and p2 positions. Using the sibling node as a second row
of labeled cells, we can apply the same techniques that drive prior relation extractors.
Saved Relations. A centralized server stores a database of relation extractors used in past
Helena programs. When the Relation Selector chooses which relation to extract from a page, it
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considers both freshly identified relations and stored relations that originated on a related page
and function on the current page. It ranks them, preferring relations that: include as many of the
input nodes as possible, have many rows on the current page, and have been used in prior scripts.
With this approach, users can expect that Helena already knows how to find relations on many
mainstream sites.

Generalizer
Relations
relation 1 cell 1
relation 1 cell 2

...
relation 2 cell 1

...

Straight-line Helena
Program

Loop Start, End Points
non-relation node

non-relation node
relation 1 cell 1

relation 1 cell 1

relation 2 cell 1

relation 2 cell 1

relation 1 cell 2

relation 1 cell 2

Problem Statement: Scraping hierarchical data requires nested loops, with one loop for each level
of the hierarchy.
Our Solution: A Generalizer that introduces nested loops.
The Generalizer takes a loop-free Helena program and a set of relations as input. It has three
roles: (i) adapt the program to store output data, (ii) for each relation, determine where to insert a
loop over the relation, and (iii) parameterize the loop bodies to work on loop variables rather than
concrete values.
Output Statement. The input program collects data from DOM nodes but does not store the
data or accumulate any output. The Generalizer appends an output statement at the tail of the
Helena program to add a row of data to an output dataset; it adds a cell in the output statement for
each scrape statement in the program. Thus a program that scrapes a movie title and an actor name
produces [movie, actor] rows. If the actor is scraped in a loop, the program produces multiple rows
with the same movie but different actors. This builds a ‘universal relation’ view of the hierarchical
data, a join over all relations. This meets our data science collaborators’ requests for tabular data
that they can manipulate with familiar spreadsheet and statistical software.
Loop Insertion. The input program is loop-free, but the output program should iterate over all
relations identified by the Relation Selector. To add loops, the Generalizer first identifies whether
each Helena statement’s target node appears in any relations. To identify the hierarchical structure,
we produce a total order over relations based on the order in which their nodes appear in the program.
The first relation whose cells are used is highest in the hierarchy (associated with the outermost
loop); the relation that sees its first cell use only after all other relations have been used is lowest
in the hierarchy (associated with the innermost loop). For each relation in the hierarchy, we insert
a loop that starts immediately before the first use of the relation’s cells and ends after the output
statement.
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Parameterization. The input program operates on cells of the first dataset row, so after loop
insertion, each loop body still only operates on the first row. For example, if the goal is to scrape 100
movies, the program at this intermediate point scrapes the first movie 100 times. The Generalizer
adapts loop bodies so that we can apply them to multiple rows of a relation. We use parameterizationby-value, a metaprogramming technique for turning a term that operates on a concrete value into
a function that can be called on other values. Essentially, (pbv term value) ! (lambda(x) term0 ),
where term0 is term with all uses of value replaced with uses of a fresh variable x. We execute
parameterization-by-value for DOM nodes, typed strings, and URLs. For each Helena statement in
a newly inserted loop, we check whether the target node appears in the loop’s associated relation.
If yes, we identify the index i of the target node n in the relation row. We then replace the Helena
statement’s slice of Ringer events E with (pbv E n)(row[i]), where row is the variable name used to
refer to the relation row at each iteration. We repeat this process for typed strings, for each type
statement in a loop (checking whether the typed string includes the text of any relation node), and
for URLs, for each load statement in the loop.

Range
Data Shape. The depth of a Helena program’s deepest nested loop is the bound on the depth of
the collected hierarchy; our Generalizer can add any number of nested loops, so Helena can collect
arbitrarily deep hierarchies. Sibling subtrees can have different depths—e.g., a movie can have no
actors and thus no child nodes. The number of child nodes of any given node is unbounded and
can vary—e.g., one movie can have 10 actors while another has 20. Thus, the number of dataset
rows is unbounded. The number of columns per row is bounded by the number of scrape statements
in the program; recall the Generalizer adds an output statement that adds rows with one cell for
each scrape statement—e.g., if the user scraped a movie title and an actor name, each output row
includes a movie title and an actor name. To collect variable-length data, users should add additional
layers in the data hierarchy rather than variable-length rows—e.g., if users want a list of actors for
each movie, they collect many [movie, actor] rows rather than one variable-length [movie, actor1,
actor2,...] row per movie. The number of scrape statements bounds but does not precisely determine
the number of populated cells per row; Helena leaves an empty cell for missing data—e.g., if an
actor appears in a cast list without an associated character name, the role cell is left empty.
Node Addressing. “Node addressing” or “data description” is the problem of identifying the
node on which to dispatch an action or from which to extract data. This is a long-standing problem
in the web PBD community and largely determines how well a program handles page redesigns and
other changes. Helena uses Ringer for replay and thus uses Ringer’s node addressing (see [9]). This
means any webpage changes that Ringer cannot handle, Helena also cannot handle.
Ambiguity. Helena uses a single demonstration as input to the PBD process, so inputs can be
ambiguous. For instance, say a user scrapes a table in which some rows are user-generated posts and
some rows are ads. The user may want to scrape all rows or only rows that have the same type as
the demonstrated row. A single-row demonstration is insufficient to distinguish between these two
cases. Thus it is critical that users have the option to edit output programs; this motivated making the
Helena language so high-level and using a blocks-based editor (see output in Fig. 3.3). Although this
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chapter focuses on the learnability of Helena’s PBD interaction, studying the editability of its output
programs is a natural next step and critical to understanding whether Helena’s ambiguity-embracing
approach is practical for real users.

3.6

Conclusion and Future Work

Helena’s novel interaction model and generalization algorithms push PBD web scraping beyond the
restrictions that prevented past tools from collecting realistic datasets—in particular, distributed,
hierarchical data. With a learning process at least 8x faster than the learning process for traditional
scraping, this strategy has the potential to put web automation tools in the hands of a wider and
more diverse audience. We feel this motivates two key future directions: (i) Although Helena is
designed to combine PBD with a learnable, editable programming language, this chapter focuses
on the program drafting interaction alone. Evaluating the editability of Helena programs is also
critical. (ii) Helena was designed with social scientists—and end users generally—in mind. Because
this work compares PBD to traditional programming, our evaluation focused on a population that
can use traditional languages. We see testing with end users as a crucial next step on the path to
democratizing web data access.
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Relation Selector Example

Here we expand on the sample Relation Selector execution described in the Algorithms section. Say
the user interacts with a webpage with the partial DOM tree depicted in Fig. 3.6 and scrapes the
nodes highlighted in red: page title, movie 1 title, and movie 1 rating.
The Relation Selector starts by passing all three interacted nodes to the relation extractor, which
tries to find a relation with all three nodes in the first row. The deepest common ancestor of all
three is page body. The relation extractor identifies a structure fingerprint for page body; the
fingerprint is a representation of the Fig. 3.6 edges highlighted in orange and purple—that is, the
paths to all three interacted nodes. Next it looks for a sibling of page body that has nodes at all of
those positions. Since page header does not have nodes at those positions, the relation extractor
fails to find an appropriate sibling node (representing a predicted second row) for this set of input
nodes. The relation extractor returns null for this input.
Next the Relation Selector tries subsets of the three interacted nodes, starting with subsets of
size two. Eventually it tries { movie 1 title, movie 1 rating }. For this subset, the deepest
common ancestor is movie 1; its structure fingerprint includes the paths highlighted in purple. The
relation extractor seeks a sibling of movie 1 that has nodes at those paths and finds that movie 2
has nodes movie 2 title and movie 2 rating at those positions. Since this subset produces
a first row that has an appropriate sibling for making a second row, the relation extractor passes
the first and second rows to a traditional relation extraction algorithm ([90, 50, 37, 32]), and the
Relation Selector returns the result.
For simplicity, we do not describe cases in which Helena extracts multiple relations from one
page, but this is necessary in practice.

Figure 3.6: A sample DOM tree. If the user interacts with the nodes highlighted in red, the Relation
Selector will produce a relation with one column for movie titles and one column for movie ratings.
The relation extractor will find that movie 1’s structure fingerprint (the paths highlighted in purple)
matches the structure fingerprint of movie 2 (the paths highlighted in red).
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Chapter 4
Programming Model Usability Evaluation
To evaluate the Helena PBD tool, we conducted a within-subject user study comparing Helena with
Selenium, a traditional web automation library. Based on Design Goal D3, we were more interested
in the learnability than the usability of the tool, so we focused our study on the following research
questions:
• RQ1: Can first-time users successfully learn and use Helena to scrape distributed hierarchical
data?
• RQ2: Will it be easier to learn to complete this task with Helena or with a traditional web
automation language?
We recruited 15 computer science graduate students (9 male, 6 female, ages 20 to 38) for a two-hour
user study. All participants had been programmers for at least 4 years and had used Python (one of
Selenium’s host languages).

Procedure
We started each session with a description of the participant’s assigned web scraping task. Each
participant was assigned one of two tasks: (i) Authors-Papers: Starting at Google Scholar, iterate
through a list of authors, and for each author a list of papers. The authors list is a multi-page list;
each author links to a profile page that lists papers; more papers can be loaded via a ‘More’ button
that triggers AJAX requests. (ii) Foundations-Tweets: Starting at a blog post that lists charitable
foundations, iterate through charitable foundations, and for each foundation a list of tweets. The
foundations list is a single-page list; each foundation links to a Twitter profile that lists tweets;
more tweets can be loaded by scrolling the page to trigger AJAX requests. Authors-Papers came
from [16], and Foundations-Tweets from a Public Policy collaborator.
Next, we asked each participant to complete the assigned task with two tools: Helena and
Selenium [83] (in particular, the Python Selenium library). The tool order was randomized to
distribute the impact of transferable knowledge. For each tool, we pointed the user to a webpage
with documentation of the tool but left the choice about whether and how to use that documentation
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(or any other resources available on the web) up to the participant; being primarily interested in
learnability, we wanted to observe the time between starting to learn a tool independently and
understanding it well enough to complete a task with it, so we let participants control the learning
experience. If a participant did not complete the task with a given tool within an hour, we moved on
to the next stage.
After using both tools, each participant answered a survey that asked them to reflect on the tools’
learnability and usability.
Comparison Against Traditional Programming. By conducting a within-subject user study,
we obtain a fair evaluation of the productivity benefits of PBD scraping versus traditional scraping
for realistic datasets. However, this design choice limits our participants to coders—novices with
Helena, but not novice programmers. Note that a comparison against state-of-the-art PBD web
automation is not possible, since no existing PBD tool can scrape the distributed hierarchical
datasets we use in our tasks.

Results
User Performance
Fig. 4.1 shows completion times. Recall that since we are most interested in learnability, which
we operationalized as time between starting to learn a tool and producing a first correct program
with it, we did not distinguish between time spent learning and time spent writing programs. Thus,
completion times include both learning and program authoring time.
All participants completed their tasks with Helena, for a completion rate of 100%. In contrast,
only four out of 15 participants completed their tasks with Selenium, for a completion rate of 26.7%.
Helena was also fast. All participants learned and successfully used Helena in under 10 minutes,
four in less than 5 minutes. The median time was 6.67 minutes.
For the Authors-Papers task, the average completion time with Helena was 5.7 minutes. With
timed-out participants’ times truncated at 60 minutes, the average completion time with Selenium
was 58.0 minutes. For the Foundations-Tweets task, the average completion time with Helena was
7.3 minutes. With timed-out participants’ times truncated at 60 minutes, the average completion
time with Selenium was 54.7 minutes. Because our data is right-censored, with all Selenium times
above 60 minutes known only to be above 60 minutes, we cannot provide a precise estimate of
the learnability gains for Helena versus Selenium. However, we can offer a lower bound: the time
to learn Selenium well enough to complete our tasks is at least 8.5x higher than the time to learn
Helena.
Although excluding right-censored data leaves only four data points, Helena’s effect on performance is statistically significant even for this small sample. We conducted a paired-samples
t-test for participants who completed the task with both tools. There was a significant difference in
the completion times for the Selenium (M=2751.2, SD=600.2) and Helena (M=405.8, SD=173.1)
conditions; t(3)=8.534, p = 0.0034.
To evaluate timed out participants’ progress towards a working Selenium scraper, we defined five
checkpoints on the way to a complete scraper. If a user completed all checkpoints we, considered

Task Completion Time (seconds)
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Figure 4.1: Combined learning and task completion times for the Authors-Papers and FoundationsTweets tasks, using Helena and Selenium. The cutoff was one hour; Selenium bars that extend
to the one hour mark indicate the participant was unable to complete the task with Selenium. All
participants succeeded with Helena in under 10 minutes. Only four of 15 succeeded with Selenium.
Four Selenium bars are marked with a black outline, indicating the participant had prior experience
with Selenium. No participant had prior experience with Helena.
the participant to have completed the task, although there are in fact more steps required to make
the programs robust and failure-tolerant (like the Helena programs). We found that six of 15
participants never reached any of the checkpoints with Selenium. See Table 4.1 for a record of
which checkpoints each participant reached.
We also measured the number of debugging runs as an additional measure of work. On average,
when participants used Helena, they ran 0.2 debugging runs. (Of 15 participants, 13 only ran a
correct program and thus had no debugging runs.) On average, using Selenium, they ran 20.8
debugging runs. Again, Selenium values are right-censored, since participants who did not finish
might need more debugging runs.
Although all participants were first-time Helena users, 4 of 15 participants had used Selenium in
the past. Those with prior Selenium experience accounted for 3 of the 4 participants who completed
their tasks with Selenium; one participant with prior Selenium experience was unable to complete
the task, and only one participant with no prior Selenium experience was able to complete a task
with Selenium.
User Perceptions
We were interested in whether our participants, being programmers, would prefer PBD or a
traditional programming approach. In the survey after the programming tasks, we asked participants
to rate how usable and learnable they found the tools. Participants answered all questions with a
seven-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating the tool was very easy to use or learn and 7 indicating
the tool was very difficult to use or learn. The average ratings for Helena and Selenium usability
were 1.2 and 4.8, respectively. The average ratings for Helena and Selenium learnability were 1.1
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Table 4.1: Because we wanted to understand partial completions of tasks with Selenium, we defined
subtasks of the Authors-Papers and Foundations-Tweets tasks. We imposed higher standards for
Helena programs, but for the Selenium component of the study, we considered a task complete
once the participant wrote a script that completed all five of these subtasks. The subtasks are:
(i) producing a row with all requisite cells, (ii) iterating through the first page of the relation
associated with the outer loop, (iii) iterating through at least the first two pages of the relation
associated with the outer loop, (iv) iterating through the first page of the relation associated with
the inner loop, and (v) iterating through at least the first two pages of the relation associated with
the inner loop. Note that the Foundations-Tweets task has only four subtasks because the list of
foundations appears entirely in a single webpage; we show ‘-’ in the ‘2nd pg outer loop’ column to
indicate there is no second page of data for this loop. Overall, less than half of the participants wrote
a script that could collect one complete row of the target dataset within the one-hour time limit.
and 5.6, respectively.
We also asked what tools participants would want for future scraping tasks of their own.
Participants could list as many tools as they liked, including tools they knew from elsewhere. All
but one participant (93.3%) indicated they would use Helena; two (12.5%) indicated they would use
Selenium.

User Study Discussion
What is challenging about traditional web automation? To get a range of views on what
makes traditional web automation difficult, we asked participants what was hardest about using
Selenium. The answers ranged from “Everything” to “Selecting elements on a webpage designed
by someone else; creating new windows or tabs (supposedly possible...); expanding out paginated
data tables.” to “Mystifying browser behaviors (are we waiting for a page to load? is an element
visible? is the element findable but not clickable????)” to “restricted low-level interactions (e.g.,
navigation and element selection).” to “I had trouble finding relevant portions of the API (methods
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for WebElements for example). Also, I relied on Google/Stack Overflow for debugging.” to “I worry
that my Selenium script is not very robust: I might have missed a lot of cases or used ambiguous
selectors to find elements. It will also be much harder to update my Selenium script if Google
Scholar ever changes their HTML structure.”
What is challenging about PBD web automation? In contrast, the most common answer to
what was hardest about using Helena was some variation of “Nothing” or “NA”; nine out of 15
participants provided these answers. As we expected, the primary concerns were about control: “to
what extent would people be able to tweak things outside of the automatic framework?”, “I think if
I got used to using Selenium regularly, I would feel limited by Helena.” This impression may be
the effect of our user study design focusing on Helena’s drafting interface rather than the editing
interface—the assigned tasks did not, for instance, require users to add if statements, even though
Helena supports this. On the other hand, participants could not think of web scraping tasks they
would want to accomplish that could not be handled with Helena: “Selenium is good for more
complex tasks, I guess, but I cannot think of anything what Selenium can do while Helena cannot,
given you can change the script manually after Helena creates the script.”
What is good about traditional web automation? As lack of low-level control was considered
a weakness of PBD web automation, it was considered a strength of traditional strategies: “More
manual work so maybe more flexibility (?)”, “Very fine grained control if you have the time to figure
it all out.” Others suggested Selenium might be more useful in the context of broader programming
tasks: “The resulting script could be added as part of a larger software pipeline” or “you could
run it headless and in parallel on multiple computers.” This suggests it is easier for programmers
to imagine programmatically manipulating a Selenium program than a Helena program, although
the suggested manipulations – using a scraping program within a larger pipeline or running it in a
distributed setting – are indeed possible (and already tested) with Helena. Finally, one respondent
suggested using Selenium is good because it is a fun puzzle: “I love programming...it is like a
puzzle for me. So the fact that Selenium is an API and I need to write code to use it, is fun for me
personally :)”
What is good about PBD web automation? Participants appreciated the fact that Helena handled
the hierarchical structure for them (“[It] was very useful how it automatically inferred the nesting
that I wanted when going to multiple pages so that I didn’t have to write multiple loops.”) and how
it shielded them from low-level node finding and relation finding (“Locating the thing I care about
is much simpler: just click on it”). They also felt it anticipated their needs: “I didn’t know anything
about web scraping before starting and it fulfills a lot of the functionality I didn’t even expect I
would need,” “Super easy to use and I trust that it automatically follows the links down. It felt like
magic and for quick data collection tasks online I’d love to use it in the future.”
How do traditional and PBD web automation compare? We also solicited open-ended responses comparing Helena and Selenium, which produced a range of responses: “The task was an
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order of magnitude faster in Helena,” “Helena is much, much quicker to get started with,” “If I had
to use Selenium for web scraping, I would just not do it,” “Helena’s way easier to use – point and
click at what I wanted and it ‘just worked’ like magic. Selenium is more fully featured, but...pretty
clumsy (inserting random sleeps into the script),” “Helena is a self balancing unicycle, Selenium is
a 6ft tall unicycle. One you can buy/download and [you’re] basically up and going. The other you
needs years of practice just to get to the place where you feel comfortable going 10 ft.” We were
interested in what comparisons participants chose to make. Ultimately, the comparisons sorted from
highest frequency to lowest frequency were about: programming time, ease-of-use, ease-of-learning,
language power, and program robustness.
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Chapter 5
Skip Blocks for Failure Recovery,
Incrementalization, and Handling Data
Churn
With more and more web scripting languages on offer, programmers have access to increasing
language support for web scraping tasks. However, in our experiences collaborating with data
scientists, we learned that two issues still plague long-running scraping scripts: i) When a network
or website goes down mid-scrape, recovery sometimes requires restarting from the beginning, which
users find frustratingly slow. ii) Websites do not offer atomic snapshots of their databases; they
update their content so frequently that output data is cluttered with slight variations of the same
information — e.g., a tweet from profile 1 that is retweeted on profile 2 and scraped from both
profiles, once with 52 responses then later with 53 responses.
We introduce the skip block, a language construct that addresses both of these disparate problems.
Programmers write lightweight annotations to indicate when the current object can be considered
equivalent to a previously scraped object and direct the program to skip over the scraping actions in
the block. The construct is hierarchical, so programs can skip over long or short script segments,
allowing adaptive reuse of prior work. After network and server failures, skip blocks accelerate
failure recovery by 7.9x on average. Even scripts that do not encounter failures benefit; because sites
display redundant objects, skipping over them accelerates scraping by up to 2.1x. For longitudinal
scraping tasks that aim to fetch only new objects, the second run exhibits an average speedup of
5.2x. Our small user study reveals that programmers can quickly produce skip block annotations.

5.1

Introduction

About a year before the work described in this chapter, we started working with a team of sociologists
investigating how rents were changing across Seattle neighborhoods. They aimed to scrape Craigslist
apartment listings once a day. We met with the research assistant who would handle data collection
and walked him through using the Helena scraping tool. We expected that the main challenges
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would be scraping script errors, errors like failing to extract data from some webpages. Instead,
the biggest obstacle was that the machine he used for scraping—a laptop connected to his home
WiFi network—regularly lost its network connection in the middle of the night, partway through
long-running scrapes. He would check progress the following mornings, find that the network
connection had gone down, then have to restart the script. Restarted executions repeated much of
the originals’ work, and they were no less vulnerable to network failures.
Worse, the scraping script was repeating work even when the network was well-behaved.
Craigslist shows a list of ads that relate to a search query. Each page of results shows a slice of the
full list. To select the slice for a new page, Craigslist indexes into the up-to-date search result. The
result is updated whenever a new ad is posted, with new ads displayed first — that is, appended to
the head of the list. If a new ad is posted between loading page n and loading page n + 1, the last ad
from page n shifts to page n + 1. In a scraped snapshot of the list, the ad appears twice. With new
rental listings arriving at a fast pace, a single execution of the scraping script routinely spent 13
hours rescraping previously seen ads.
These are not errors in the scraping script per se — if the network were perfect and the website
served an atomic snapshot of its data, the scraping script would have collected the data correctly. The
importance of network and server failures was an unexpected finding that changed our perspective
on how to improve the scraper-authoring experience. This chapter presents the result, the design of
language support to address extrinsic challenges that hamper long-running web scrapers when they
collect large, real datasets.

Extrinsic Challenges to Long-Running Scraping Tasks
Our experience suggests a programming model for large-scale web scraping must handle these four
challenges:
1. Web server and network failures. Server outages and temporary network connection failures
can interrupt a scraping script and terminate the script’s server session. In general, it is
impossible to resume execution at the failure point. While we could checkpoint the client-side
script and restart it at the last checkpoint, we do not control the web server and thus cannot
restart the server session at the corresponding point. Section 5.4 discusses recovery strategies,
concluding that restarting execution from the beginning appears to be the only general option.
However, scraping scripts that run for hours or days are likely to fail again if the mean time to
failure of a data scientist’s WiFi connection is only a few hours.
2. Alternative data access paths. It is common that some website data can be accessed via
different navigation paths. For example, consider scraping the profiles of all Twitter users
retweeted by one’s friends. If two friends have retweeted user A, we will scrape A’s user
profile at least twice. Rescraping can produce inconsistent data: one data point indicating
that A has 373 followers and one indicating he has 375 followers. Repeated and inconsistent
entries could be merged in postprocessing, but duplicates interfere with analytics that we may
want to perform as the data is collected. Further, revisiting profiles can substantially slow the
execution.
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3. Non-atomic list snapshots. A script typically cannot obtain atomic snapshots of website
databases because they can be updated during script execution, which changes the web
server’s output to the browser. This includes cases like the Craigslist ad updates that cause
some ads to appear on multiple pages of listings and ultimately to appear multiple times in
the scraped snapshot. As with duplicates caused by multiple access paths, this may produce
internally inconsistent data. Additionally, rescraping this kind of duplicate wastes up to half
of scraping time (see Figure 5.6a).
4. Repeated scraping. Even when a script finishes without failure, there can be reasons to
rerun it. First, the non-atomic snapshot phenomenon may cause data to be skipped during
pagination. (For instance, in the Craigslist example, deleting an ad could move other ads up
the list.) Rerunning the script increases the likelihood that all data is collected. Second, we
may want to scrape a new version of the dataset days or weeks later to study trends over time.
In both scenarios, it is common for most data on the website to remain unchanged, so much
of the rescraping is redundant. Empirically, we observe that in our users’ datasets about 74%
of scraped data was already present one week before.

The Skip Block
We address all four challenges with a single construct called the skip block. The skip block wraps
script statements that scrape a logical unit of data — for example, the profile of a single user. When
the skip block finishes without a failure, it remembers that the profile has been scraped. When this
profile is encountered again, the block is skipped. The rest of this subsection explains some key
features of skip blocks.
User-defined memoization. How does the skip block know it is safe to skip the block’s statements? After all, the website data may have changed since it was last scraped, in which case
the statements would produce new values. In general, it is impossible to ascertain that the block
would produce the same values without actually re-executing the entire block. We must therefore relax the requirement that the scraped values are identical. The idea is to involve the user,
who defines the “key attributes” for each skip block. For instance, the key could be the triple
( f irst name, last name, current city) for a user profile. When this skip block scrapes a triple that
has previously been scraped, it skips the statements that would scrape the remaining attributes of
the user, even though they may have changed.
Hierarchical skip blocks. Skip blocks can be nested, which gives us adaptive granularity of
skipping. For example, cities have restaurants, and restaurants have reviews. If we want to scrape
reviews, we may want to put skip blocks around all three entity types: reviews, restaurants, and
cities. These skip blocks will be nested. For this task, as with many large scraping tasks, a single
skip block is insufficient. Imagine we use skip blocks only for the restaurant entity, and the network
fails during script execution. If the failure occurs after all of Berkeley’s restaurants were scraped,
the script will still have to iterate through the list of thousands of Berkeley restaurants before it can
proceed to the next city. In contrast, if we use a skip block at the city level, the script will simply
skip over all of Berkeley’s restaurants and their associated reviews, proceeding directly to the next
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city. However, a single skip block at the city level is also impractical. Scraping a single city’s
reviews takes hours. If the failure occurs while visiting the 2,000th Berkeley restaurant, we do not
want to throw away the hours of work that went into scraping the first 1,999 Berkeley restaurants.
By using a skip block at both the city and the restaurant level, we can handle both of these failures
gracefully, skipping whole cities where possible but also falling back to skipping over restaurants.
Staleness-controlled skipping. Programmers can override skipping of previously scraped data.
This control relies on timestamps stored when the data is scraped. We use two kinds of timestamps:
(1) Physical timestamps. Say we are scraping the restaurant example once a week and want to
continually extend the scraped dataset with fresh website updates. In this scenario, the programmer
may specify that a restaurant should be skipped only if it has been (re)scraped in the past month.
This means that the data will be refreshed and new reviews retrieved if the most recent scrape of the
restaurant is more than a month old. (2) Logical timestamps. To recover from a failure — e.g., a
network failure — we skip a block if it was collected since the prior full run, which we define as
an execution that terminated without failure. To handle this scenario, we use logical timestamps.
Logical time is incremented after each full run.
Implementation. We have added skip blocks to the Helena web scripting language. Skip blocks
could also be introduced to other web scripting languages, such as Selenium [83], Scrapy [80], and
Beautiful Soup [73]; see Section 5.5 for a discussion of alternative implementations of skip blocks.
We selected Helena because it was designed for end users who author Helena programs by
demonstration. We believe that access to skip blocks may benefit end users even more than
programmers because the latter can overcome the problems that motivate skip blocks by reverseengineering the website and devising website-specific solutions.
In contrast, the user of a Programming by Demonstration (PBD) scraping tool may lack (i)
the programming skills or (ii) the insight into webpage structure necessary to build a site-specific
fix. Without explicit language support, many users will have no recourse when network and server
failures arise. Skip blocks offer the advantage of being easy for end users to write (see Section 7)
and also being applicable regardless of the underlying webpage structure, so that end users can
apply them wherever our motivating failures emerge.

Evaluation
We evaluate skip blocks using a benchmark suite of seven long-running scraping scripts that scrape
datasets requested by social scientists. Our evaluation assesses how skip blocks affect failure
recovery (Challenge (1)), a single execution (Challenges (2) and (3)), and multiple executions
(Challenge (4)). We also evaluate whether skip blocks are usable.
We evaluate the effects of skip blocks on failure recovery and find that they prevent scripts from
unnecessarily rescraping large amounts of data, accelerating recovery time by 7.9x on average. The
average overhead compared to a hypothetical zero-time recovery strategy is 6.6%. We also evaluate
the effects of skip block use on longitudinal scraping tasks. We repeat a set of large-scale scraping
tasks one week after a first run and observe that using the skip block construct produces speedups
between 1.8x and 799x, with a median of 8.8x.
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Finally, we evaluate whether programmers and non-programmers can use the skip block construct with a small user study. We find that users can both learn the task and produce eight out of
eight correct skip block annotations in only about 12 minutes.

Contributions
We make these novel contributions:
• The skip block, a construct for hierarchical memoization with open transaction semantics.
The programming model (i) allows users to define object equality, specifying which object
attributes to treat as volatile and non-identifying and (ii) adapts the memoization granularity
during recovery, skipping initially large blocks, then many smaller blocks.
• A notion of staleness that handles both failure recovery and longitudinal scraping. With
timestamp-based staleness constraints, a script skips a block only if it was previously committed within a specified interval of physical or logical time.
• A suite of web scraping benchmarks and an evaluation of skip blocks. We developed a
benchmark suite of large scraping tasks. We evaluated how skip blocks affect performance
on these benchmarks in three scenarios: failure recovery, a single-execution context, and a
multi-execution context. We also conducted a user study that assesses the usability of our
construct.
In this chapter, Section 5.2 expands on the rationale for our skip block design. Next, we give
the semantics of the skip block construct in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses the feasability of
alternative designs. Section 5.5 details the implementation. Our evaluation includes details of our
benchmark suite (Section 5.6), then evaluations of both the performance implications of skip blocks
(Section 5.7) and whether they are usable by end users (Chapter 7). Finally, Section 5.8 discusses
how our approach relates to prior work.

5.2

Overview

In this section, we will first categorize the four scraping challenges that motivate our new language
construct into two failure classes. Next, we will discuss the key characteristics of the skip block
construct, then how these characteristics allow skip blocks to handle the two failure classes.

Web Scraping Failures
During the course of developing Helena and testing its expressivity, we shared the PBD tool with
several groups of social scientists and a handful of computer scientists. Following these experiences
and the feedback we received during script development, we put together a list of the failures and
programmability issues that we had observed. While this review of failure types was unsystematic,
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based mostly on users’ requests for help, it revealed an interesting pattern. The most serious failures,
the four described in Section 5.1, fell into two categories:
• Access failures: We use access failure to refer to any failure that prevents a server request
from producing the expected response in the web browser. This includes cases where the
scraper loses the network connection and also cases where the server goes down or otherwise
ceases to respond. This also extends to cases in which a session times out or otherwise ends,
requiring the user to log back into a site.
• Data consistency failures: We use data consistency failure to refer to any failure caused
by the fact that web server output does not come from a single atomic read of the website’s
internal state. Websites may update their underlying data stores between page loads within a
single execution of a scraping script and also between executions. They may add new objects
to lists of objects, reorder objects in a list, or change object attributes. The end result is
that objects can fail to appear in a given script execution or they can appear multiple times,
sometimes with different attribute values.
Another look at the challenges described in Section 5.1 reveals that Challenge (1) stems from
access failures while Challenges (2), (3), and (4) are different manifestations of data consistency
failures.
Access and data consistency are classes of important failures that no client-side scraping program
can prevent, since they are extrinsic to the scraping process. Even the best custom scraper cannot
prevent the server from going down or the site from updating its database between two page
loads. Given that these failures cannot be eliminated, it became clear we needed to offer Helena
programmers a way to handle them gracefully.

Running Example
To explore the key characteristics of the skip block construct, we will use a running example. Say
we want to scrape information about all papers by the top 10,000 authors in Computer Science,
according to Google Scholar. We will iterate through each author. For each author, we will iterate
through the author’s papers. Finally, for each paper, we will iterate through the histogram of the
paper’s citations by year.
Figure 5.1 shows a program that executes this task using the Helena web automation language.
Helena offers programmers abstractions for webpages, logical relations (e.g., authors, papers, years),
cells of the relations, and DOM nodes. Relations are logical in that their rows may be spread across
many pages, which users typically navigate using ‘Next’ or ‘More’ buttons. In our example, the
authors relation is a list of 10,000 (author_name) tuples spread over 1,000 webpages, because
each page of results shows only 10 authors; there are many papers relations, one per author, and a
typical papers relation is a list of hundreds of (title, year, citations) tuples, spread over
10-50 pages.
In Figure 5.1, variables p1, ... , p4 refer to the pages on which actions are executed. The
expression p2.authors extracts rows of the authors relation from page p2. (Note that Helena hides
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p1 = load("https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=search_authors")
type(p1,
, "label:computer_science") // type query into Google Scholar
search bar
p2 = click(p1,
) // click on Google Scholar search button
for author_name in p2.authors{
p3 = click(p2, author_name)
h_index = scrape(p3,
)
for title, year, citations in p3.papers{
p4 = click(p3, title)
for citation_year, citation_count in p4.citations{
addOutputRow([author_name, h_index, title, citations, year, citation_year,
citation_count])
}
}
}

Figure 5.1: The Helena program for scraping papers by authors who are labeled with the ‘computer
science’ tag in Google Scholar. Green-outlined boxes are screenshots of DOM nodes, which the
Helena tool takes during a user demonstration phase and displays as user-facing identifiers for DOM
nodes. The variables p1 through p4 are page variables, each referring to an individual webpage.
The expression p2.authors in line 4 evaluates to a reference to the authors relation represented
in page variable p2. Essentially, authors is a function that maps a page to the slice of author data
in the page; it uses DOM paths and other node attributes to identify relation cells.
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p1 = load("https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=search_authors")
type(p1,
, "label:computer_science")
p2 = click(p1,
)
for author_name in p2.authors{
p3 = click(p2, author_name)
h_index = scrape(p3,
)
skipBlock(Author(author_name.text, author_name.link, h_index.text)){
for title, year, citations in p3.papers{
skipBlock(Paper(title.text, year.text), Author){
p4 = click(p3, title)
for citation_year, citation_count in p4.citations{
addOutputRow([author_name, h_index, title, citations, year, citation_year,
citation_count])
}
}
}
}
}

Figure 5.2: The Figure 5.1 program with skip blocks added. The first skip block (line 7) indicates
that an author object should be skipped if a previously scraped author had the same name, link, and
h-index. The second skip block (line 9) indicates that a paper object should be skipped if a prior
paper with the same author ancestor also had the same title and publication year.
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Table 5.1: A snippet of the dataset output by the Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 programs. The first
two columns are associated with authors, the next three columns with papers, and the final two
columns with citation years.
author_name
J. Doe
J. Doe
J. Doe
...

h_index
34
34
34
...

title
A Paper Title
A Paper Title
Another Paper Title
...

citations
34
34
28
...

year
2016
2016
2012
...

citation_year
2016
2017
2012
...

citation_count
11
23
9
...

the fact that rows of the relation are in fact spread across many pages.) DOM nodes are represented
by names if they have been assigned names (as when they are associated with a cell in a relation) or
by screenshots of the nodes. The addOutputRow statement adds a row to the output dataset. By
default, the Helena PBD tool creates scripts that produce a single relation as output because the
target users are familiar with spreadsheets. Our sample program produces an output dataset like the
snippet of data in Table 5.1.

The Skip Block Construct
We briefly describe the key characteristics of the skip block construct.
Object Equality. Figure 5.2 shows a version of our running example that includes two skip
blocks. The first skip block introduces an Author entity. It indicates that if two different author
objects have the same name text, the same name link, and the same h-index text, we should conclude
that they represent the same author. It also indicates that all code in the associated block scrapes data
related to the author. The attributes for defining object equality can come from multiple different
webpages, as they do in this case, with the author name appearing on p2 but the h-index on p3.
Committing. When the body of a skip block successfully finishes, we add a new record to a durable
commit log. To register that an object’s skip block completed, the program commits the tuple
of object attributes used to uniquely identify it — in our example, the name text, name link, and
h-index text of the author.
Skipping. When we enter a skip block, we first check the commit log to see if we have already
successfully scraped the current object. Recall that we conclude two objects represent the same
entity if they share the key attributes identified by the programmer. If we find a commit record for
the current object, we skip the body of the skip block. For instance, if we scrape author A in one
execution, then come back and scrape the data the next day, we will probably see author A again.
This time, as long as the name text and link are the same and the h-index is the same, the script will
skip the associated block; even if the author’s email or institution have changed, the script will skip
the block. However, say the author’s h-index is updated; in this case, the script will not skip the
block, and it will rescrape author A’s papers.
Nested skip blocks. The second skip block in Figure 5.2 introduces a Paper entity. This is a nested
skip block, because it appears in the body of the author block. A nested block is skipped when its
enclosing block is skipped. Thus, when an author block is skipped, all the associated paper blocks
are also skipped. The paper block in Figure 5.2 indicates that if two paper objects have the same title
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text, year text, and the same Author ancestor, we should conclude that they represent the same paper.
The Author ancestor comes from the enclosing skip block. We could also define Paper without the
Author argument, which would change the output dataset. Recall that paper data is DAG-structured.
If author A and author B coauthor paper 1, it will appear in the paper lists of both A and B. If we
encounter paper 1 first in A’s list, then in B’s list, we will have to decide whether to scrape it again
in B’s list. Should we skip it, because we only want to collect a list of all unique papers by the top
10,000 authors? Should we scrape it again because we want to know that both author A and author
B have a relationship with paper 1? The Figure 5.2 definition is the right definition if we want to
collect the set of relationships between authors and papers. The alternative definition — the one
that does not require an Author match — is the right definition if we just want the set of all papers
by the top 10,000 authors.
Atomicity. Note that the paper skip block includes an addOutputRow statement. This statement
adds a row to the output — that is, the dataset the user is collecting — not to the commit log.
However, because it is inside a skip block, this statement now behaves differently. The output
rows are no longer added directly to the permanent data store. Rather, they are only added if the
entire skip block finishes without encountering a failure. (Note that a failure terminates the whole
program.) An addOutputRow statement belongs to its immediate ancestor. Thus, the Figure 5.2
addOutputRow adds data when the Paper skip block commits, not when the Author skip block
commits.
Open Transactions. Inner skip blocks can commit even if ancestor skip blocks fail. In this sense
they are akin to open nested transactions [62]. This design means that even if the network fails
before the script commits author A, if it has scraped 500 of author A’s papers, it will not revisit
those 500 papers or their citations.
Timestamps. Each commit record is tagged with two timestamps, one physical and one logical.
The logical timestamp is incremented each time the end of the scraping script is reached. This
means that even if the script must restart to handle an access failure, all commit records produced
before a successful script termination will share the same logical timestamp.
Staleness Constraints. The skip blocks in Figure 5.2 will skip if any run of the program has ever
encountered the current object. If we want to change this behavior, we can provide a staleness
constraint. By default, we use a staleness constraint of •, which allows matches from anywhere
in the commit log. However, we can provide an explicit staleness constraint in terms of either
physical or logical timestamps. For instance, we could say to skip if we have scraped the current
author object in the last year (skipBlock(Author(author_name.text, author_name.link,
h_index.text), now - 365*24*60)), or we could say to skip if we have scraped the author object in the current scrape or any of our last three scrapes (skipBlock(Author(author_name.text,
author_name.link, h_index.text), currentExecution - 3)).

Handling Web Scraping Failures with Skip Blocks
At a high level, skip blocks allow us to handle access failures by restarting the script and skipping
over redundant work. In an ideal scenario, the server output after restarting would be the same, and it
would be clear which work was redundant and thus how to return to the failure point. Unfortunately,
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data consistency failures mean the server output may change, making redundancy hard to detect.
Thus, the skip block approach handles consistency failures by allowing programmers to define
redundancy in a way that works for their target webpages and dataset goals.
To illustrate how skip blocks handle individual access and data consistency failures, we walk
through how skip blocks address the four challenges described in Section 5.1.
1. Server and network failures. Upon encountering an access failure, scripts restart at the
beginning and use memoization-based fast-forwarding to accelerate failure recovery. With
an author skip block in place, the script may assume that when the end of a given author’s
block has been reached, all his or her papers and all the papers’ citations have been collected.
Thus, if we encounter this same author during recovery, the script skips over visiting the many
pages that display the author’s paper list and the one page per paper that displays the paper’s
citation list. Since page loads are a primary driver of execution time, this has a big impact on
performance.
2. Alternative data access paths. Skip blocks allow us to cleanly handle redundant web interfaces,
skipping duplicates in DAG-structured data. Say we want to collect all papers by the top
10,000 authors in computer science. With the Google Scholar interface, we can only find
this set of papers via the list of authors, which means we may encounter each paper multiple
times, once for each coauthor. For our purposes, this web interface produces redundant data.
By adding a skip block for the paper entity, we can easily skip over papers that have already
been collected from a coauthor’s list of papers.
3. Non-atomic list snapshots. Data updates during the scraping process can cause some data to
appear more than once. Recall the Craigslist listings that move from the first page of results
to the second when new items are added. This crowds the output dataset with unwanted
near-duplicates and also slows the scrape. Each time we re-encounter a given listing, we must
repeat the page load for the listing page. For objects with many nested objects (e.g., cities
with many restaurants or restaurants with many reviews), the cost of repeats can be even
higher. The skip block construct handles this unintentional redundancy. When an old listing
is encountered again on a later page, the commit log reveals that it has been scraped already,
and the script skips the object.
4. Repeated scraping. Naturally, the reverse of the Craigslist problem can also occur; websites
can fail to serve a given relation item. (Imagine the second page of Craigslist results if no new
listings were added but a first-page listing was deleted.) Sites generally have good incentives
to avoid letting users miss data, but still this particular atomicity failure motivates the need to
run multiple scrapes. Rescraping is also desirable for users who are conducting longitudinal
collection tasks, or for users who simply want to keep their data snapshot up to date. The
rescraping task is complicated by the fact that each type of rescrape should proceed differently.
If we are conducting an immediate rescrape to ensure we did not lose Google Scholar authors
in a mid-scrape ranking update, we certainly do not want to descend to the level of citations
for all the authors already scraped — rather, we want to scrape only any authors we missed
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in the last execution. If we are rescraping once a week, we are probably most interested in
authors who are new to the top 10,000 list, but maybe we also want to refresh data for an
author if the last time we scraped him or her was over a year ago. Our skip block staleness
constraints allow us to offer both of these options. For the immediate rescrape, we would
provide the last scrape’s logical timestamp as a staleness constraint. To rescrape all new
authors and any author who has not been refreshed in the last year, we would provide the
current time minus one year.

5.3

Semantics

This section presents the semantics of the skip block construct that Helena uses for detecting
duplicate entities. First we describe the semantics without the details of staleness constraints. Next
we show how the skip block rules change when we include staleness constraints.
Each skip block annotation takes the form:
skipBlock(annotationName(attributes), ancestorAnnotations){statements}
A sample annotation might look like this:
skipBlock(Paper(title.text, year.text), Author){ ... }
Figure 5.3 contains the semantics of the skip block construct. a ranges over node attributes. x
ranges over entity scope variables. s ranges over statements. Vc is the store of currently active skip
block vectors (a map x ! a from variable names to attribute vectors). Vp is the permanent store of
completed skip block vectors (a map x ! A from variable names to sets of attribute vectors). Dc is
the store of output data staged to be added by the current skip block. D p is the permanent store of
the output data.
The C OMBINE V ECTORS rule handles skip blocks that depend on ancestor skip blocks. For
instance, our sample skip block indicates that we will consider a paper a duplicate if it shares the
title and publication year of another paper, but only if the Author (a skip block variable introduced
by a preceding skip block) is also a duplicate. It concatenates the vector of the new skip block (a)
with the vectors of all ancestor skip block arguments (a1 ...an ) and saves the combined vector as the
current vector for the skip block (x).
The A LREADY S EEN V ECTOR and N EW V ECTOR rules handle the case where the skip block has
already been converted into a skipBlockHelper (which does not depend on ancestor skip blocks).
The A LREADY S EEN V ECTOR rule handles the case where the input vector is already present in
Vp [x], the store of previous x input vectors—that is, the case where the skip block has identified a
duplicate. In this case, the body statements (s) are skipped.
The N EW V ECTOR rule handles the case where the input vector is not present in Vp [x] and thus x
represents a new entity. In this case, we execute the body statements, then a commit statement.
The C OMMIT rule saves the current x vector (a) into the long-term store of x vectors. It also
saves all dataset rows produced during the current skip block (Dc (xl )) into the permanent dataset
store (D p ).
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Vc (x1 ) = a1 ... Vc (xn ) = an
hskipBlock(x(a), x1 ...xn ){s},Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc i !
hskipBlockHel per(x(a a1 ...an )){s},Vc [x := a],Vp , Dc , D p , xc i

C OMBINE V ECTORS

a 2 Vp [x]
hskipBlockHel per(x(a)){s},Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc i ! hskip,Vc [x := null],Vp , Dc , D p , xc i

A LREADY S EEN V ECTOR

a < Vp [x]
hskipBlockHel per(x(a)){s},Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc i ! hs; commit(x),Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc + [x]i
Vc (x) = a Vp (x) = A Dc (x) = Ad
hcommit(x),Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc i ! hskip,Vc [x := null],Vp [x := (A + {a})], Dc [x := []], D p Ad , xc

haddOut putRow(a),Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , []i ! hskip,Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p [a], []i
xc .last = xl Dc (xl ) = Ad
haddOut putRow(a),Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc i ! hskip,Vc ,Vp , Dc [xl := Ad [a]], D p , xc i

N EW V ECTOR

[x]i

C OMMIT

O UTPUT N ORMAL

O UTPUT I N S KIP B LOCK

Figure 5.3: The semantics of the skip block construct, and the effect of the skip block on the
addOutputRow statement.
O UTPUT N ORMAL and O UTPUT I N S KIP B LOCK indicate that an output statement outside of
any skip blocks (in the situation where the current skip block environment is empty) adds the new
output row directly to the permanent dataset store (D p ), while an output statement within a skip
block adds the new output row to the dataset buffer associated with the current skip block (Dc (xl )).
Note that descendant commits can succeed even if ancestor commits fail. That is, we do not
wait until all ancestor skip blocks have committed before adding a new skip block vector to Vp or
new output data to D p (see C OMMIT). In general, it is not useful to think of the skip block construct
as a transaction construct—it is better to think of it as a form of memoization or a way for the user
to communicate which program regions relate to which output data—but the closest analogue from
the nested transaction literature is the open nested transaction.

Staleness Constraints
The Figure 5.3 semantics elide the details of staleness constraints, making the assumption that users
are willing to accept any match in the commit log. Here we describe the simple extensions required
to support staleness constraints. Figure 5.4 shows the rules that must be altered to support staleness
constraints, with t ranging over timestamps.
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Vc (x) = a Vp (x) = A Dc (x) = Ad time.now = t
hcommit(x),Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc i ! hskip,Vc [x := null],Vp [x := (A + {at})], Dc [x := []], D p Ad , xc
at 2 Vp [x] t tl
hskipBlockHel per(x(a),tl ){s},Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc i ! hskip,Vc [x := null],Vp , Dc , D p , xc i

[x]i

C OMMIT T

A LREADY S EEN V ECTORT

@ at 2 Vp [x].t tl
hskipBlockHel per(x(a),tl ){s},Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc i ! hs; commit(x),Vc ,Vp , Dc , D p , xc + [x]i

N EW V ECTORT

Figure 5.4: The semantics of the skip block construct extended to handle staleness constraints.
First, we adjust the commit rule to store a timestamp with each commit log record. C OMMIT T
stores {at}, not just {a}, into Vp . A LREADY S EEN V ECTORT indicates that to skip a block, we must
now find a commit log record at 2 Vp [x] such that the associated timestamp t is greater than or equal
to the staleness constraint tl provided to the skip block. N EW V ECTORT indicates that to descend
into a block, there must be no commit log record at 2 Vp [x] such that the associated timestamp t is
greater than or equal to the staleness constraint tl .
Although these semantics make reference to only a single timestamp, in practice we make the
same extension for both physical and logical timestamps. A logical timestamp i associated with a
commit log record indicates that the associated block was executed in the ith run of the script.
Programmers can also use a few special timestamps. By default, an empty timestamp is
interpreted following the semantics in the previous subsection. That is, it corresponds to using
the timestamp version with timestamp •, skipping if the block has ever been executed before.
Programmers can also use a special argument to indicate that all blocks should be executed,
completely ignoring the commit log. This corresponds to using timestamp •.

5.4

Alternative Designs for Failure Recovery

We discuss two apparently natural but ultimately fragile alternatives to our duplicate-based recovery
strategy.

URL-Based Recovery
Motivating question: Why not reload the URL that failed and start again there?
Although many sites store all necessary state information in the URL, some sites do not. We
have scraped two large datasets using sites that load hundreds of logically distinct pages without
ever changing the URL. We wanted a general-purpose approach to restarts, so this strategy was a
bad fit for our goals.
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Also, data reordering makes this approach fragile. For instance, say we want to scrape information about the top 10,000 authors in a field, according to a Google Scholar author list. The URL for
the author list page includes information about the list position; however, rather than retrieving data
by asking for the 400th author in the list, it asks for all authors after the current 399th author’s id.
If a new batch of data comes in, and author 399 sinks from 399 to 520 in the ranking, loading the
same URL causes a big gap in our data. Or the author might rise in the rankings and we might be
forced to rescrape many authors.
In other cases, as in our Craigslist example, a given URL returns users not to a particular set of
data points but to the data points now at the same position in a list. In short, even for tasks where
URLs record information about the state, we would still need a duplicate detection approach for
ensuring that we have reached the target data. Given that we need a same-data-check even to use a
fragile URL checkpoint that can handle only a subset of scraping tasks, we chose not to center our
recovery strategy on this approach.

Pre-Scraping-Based Recovery
Motivating question: Why not visit all pages of the outermost loop first, collecting the links for all
items, then come back and load those links for running inner loops later?
Many webpages do store this information in actual link (anchor) tags, or in other tags that store
URLs in a discoverable way. For this reason, we are interested in pursuing this technique as an
optimization in future, for the cases that do store discoverable links in the DOM tree. Unfortunately,
not all webpages do so. Sometimes this approach is infeasible (or slower than expected) because we
need to execute a whole form interaction or some other long webpage interaction for each outer
loop iteration before the desired link node is even loaded. Sometimes this is infeasible because no
true link tag is ever present on the page, but rather a click on some other node—a div, a span—is
handled by the page’s JavaScript, and the JavaScript generates the target URL. As promising as this
approach is for optimizing some tasks, we wanted a more general approach.
This strategy also faces the same issue that hobbles the URL-based approach. Sometimes there
is no new top-level URL for loop items. In this case, the URLs we extract for loop items would
be URLs for AJAX requests. Since there are often many AJAX requests associated with a given
page interaction, we would first face the task of identifying which AJAX URL we should store for
each loop item; then if the AJAX requests do not produce HTML, we would have to learn to parse
the websites’ JSON, CSV, or custom proprietary representations, rather than letting the pages’ own
JavaScript handle this for us.
Further, even this approach cannot completely eliminate data updating issues. Some sites get
so much fresh data so often that we would still need a way to handle duplicates even with this
approach.
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5.5

Implementation

We discuss the details of our Helena implementation of skip blocks and briefly describe how skip
blocks could be implemented in a more traditional language.

Implementing Skip Blocks in Helena
The Helena language and its associated programming environment are implemented as a Chrome
extension. Although scraping is executed on the client side, the scraped data is stored on a centralized
server.
To extend Helena with skip blocks, we added an additional statement to the language and an
additional component to the troubleshooting section of the Chrome extension’s UI. For each loop in
the program, this new UI component shows the first row of the relation associated with the loop; the
first row is always observed during the demonstration phase, so this information is always available.
The user can highlight columns of a relation—the key attributes of the object—then click ‘Add
Annotation’ to add a skip block to the program. The tool identifies the first program point at which
all key attributes are available and inserts the new skip block at that point. By default, the skip block
body includes all of the remaining statements in the body of the relation’s associated loop. This
placement is sufficient for our benchmarks, but the user is also permitted to adjust the boundaries of
the skip blocks.
Aside from the UI design, the primary decisions that shaped our Helena skip block implementation were the choices of commit log location and format. We chose to store the commit log on a
remote server along with the existing Helena data storage. The log is a table in a relational database,
which makes it easy to query the log efficiently.
The full extension, including the skip block implementation, is available at https://github.
com/schasins/helena.

Alternative Implementations of Skip Blocks
Although we have focused on using skip blocks to improve the PBD scraping experience, skip
blocks can handle the same classes of problems in hand-written scraping scripts. Many modern
scraping languages are implemented as libraries for general-purpose languages, which makes it easy
to extend them with skip blocks. For instance, Scrapy [80], Beautiful Soup [73], and Selenium [83]
can all be used as Python libraries. To introduce skip blocks to these languages, we could write our
own Python library. Figure 5.5 shows part of a Python script that uses Selenium to scrape our Google
Scholar running example. We have modified the real script so that rather than scraping an author’s
papers directly, it wraps some of the scraping code in a body function; along with [author_name,
author_url] (the key attributes of the author object), the program passes the body function as
an argument to a skipBlock function. To implement the skipBlock function, we would simply
replicate in Python the functionality that Helena implements in JavaScript. Although using a remote
database for storing the commit log is still an option for this implementation, the fact that the target
user is a Python programmer means that a local database is a reasonable implementation choice.
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from selenium import webdriver
driver = webdriver.Chrome("./chromedriver")
# we elide most details of scraping this data; assume here we accumulate a list of author
nodes
for i in range(len(author_nodes)):
author_name = author_nodes[i].name
author_url = author_nodes[i].url
def body():
driver.get(author_url)
paper_rows = None
while True:
old_paper_rows = paper_rows
paper_rows = driver.find_elements_by_xpath(’//*[@id="gsc_a_b"]/tr’)
# stopping criterion; else script keeps clicking a grayed-out next button when
paper list ends
if old_paper_rows == paper_rows:
break
for row in paper_rows:
title = row.find_element_by_class_name("gsc_a_t").find_element_by_tag_name("a")
.text
year = row.find_element_by_class_name("gsc_a_y").text
print author_name, title, year
next_button = driver.find_element_by_xpath(’//*[@id="gsc_bpf_next"]/span/span[2]’)
next_button.click()
skipBlock("Author", [author_name, author_url], [], body)

Figure 5.5: Part of a Python and Selenium script for scraping our running example, the Google
Scholar dataset. Line 24 shows how we might use a library implementation of the skip block
construct, by passing as arguments a list of key attributes and a function that encapsulates the body
of the skip block.
Naturally, Python is not the only alternative host language for skip blocks. This same librarybased approach extends to other languages with higher-order functions. For languages without
higher-order functions, a deeper embedding (like our Helena approach) is likely a better fit.

5.6

Benchmarks

Our benchmark suite consists of seven real scraping tasks requested by scientists and social scientists
from a range of fields. For each benchmark, the requester described the target data and how to
navigate the website to acquire it. In most cases, we wrote and ran the Helena script (using Helena’s
PBD tool); in two cases, the requester or a member of the requester’s team wrote and ran the script.
In all cases, the original requesters have verified that the output data is correct and complete. To
collect the benchmark suite, we asked a non-author colleague to put out a call for researchers who
needed data from the web. The call went out to a mailing list of researchers from many different
disciplines who all study some aspect of urban life.
Because the colleague who wrote and sent the call did not know the inner workings of our tool,
we believe the benchmarks solicited from this call should not be biased towards tasks that flatter our
language. This also means that each benchmark will not neatly exhibit a unique illustrative situation
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Table 5.2: Web Automation Benchmarks. For each benchmark, we record the website of the
pages that contain the target data, a description of the target data, and the discipline of the researcher
who requested the data.
Dataset

Website

Apartment
listings
Carpool listings

Craigslist

Charitable foundation tweets
Community foundation features
Menu items
Restaurant
features
Restaurant
reviews

Data

For all Seattle Craigslist apartment listings, the
price, size, and other features of the apartment.
Zimride
For all rides in the Zimride University of Washington carpool ride list, the carpool listing features including start and end locations and
times.
Twitter
For each foundation in a list of the top charitable foundations, the 1,000 most recent Twitter
posts.
Community For all community foundation ons in the ComFoundamunity Foundation Atlas, a large set of foundation Atlas
tion features.
Yelp
For top Seattle restaurants according to Yelp,
all items on the menu.
Yelp
For top Seattle restaurants according to Yelp, a
set of restaurant features.
Yelp
For the top Seattle restaurants according to
Yelp, all reviews.

Requester
Field
Sociology
Transportation
Engineering
Public
Policy
Public
Policy
Economics
Economics
Economics

Table 5.3: We record whether each type of duplication could be observed by each benchmark script,
based on knowledge of the site’s design. We also record whether each type of duplication was
actually observed in script runs reported in our evaluation.
Dataset
Apartment listings
Carpool listings
Charitable foundation tweets
Community foundation features
Menu items
Restaurant features
Restaurant reviews

Can/Did exhibit
unintended duplication
Y/Y
N/N
N/N
N/N
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y/Y

Can/Did exhibit
site-intended duplication
N/N
Y/Y
Y/Y
N/N
Y/Y
N/N
N/N

Can/Did exhibit
user-intended duplication
Y/Y
Y/Y
Y/Y
N/N
Y/Y
Y/N
Y/Y

in the problem space. Rather, we observe the messy sets of problems that cooccur in real scraping
tasks.
Table 5.2 describes each scraping task. Although our language and tool do not require that all
pages in a given script be from a single website, each requested dataset used pages from only a
single site. Table 5.2 includes this website, a description of the output dataset, and the discipline of
the researcher who requested the data.
Table 5.3 shows a summary of our benchmarks according to whether they exhibit data duplica-
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tion. We break data duplication down into two forms: unintentional and intentional. Unintentional
duplication means that the website backend (which has a perfect snapshot of the data) never includes
multiple instances of one data point, but the client-side view of the data does. In contrast, intentional duplication means that even with a perfect snapshot of the underlying data, the client-facing
representation of the data would include multiple instances of at least one data point. For intentional
duplication, we can be even more specific about who intends the duplication. In some cases, the
website is designed to produce duplicates; for instance, the Zimride carpool website is designed so
that a given carpool listing is associated with many rides, so the stream of upcoming rides points
back to the same listing many times. In some cases, the website does not intentionally duplicate
data, but users choose to post duplicate data; for instance, many users post the same apartment
listings to Craigslist repeatedly. In the latter case, the website typically lacks awareness of the
duplication—a different id or url may be associated with each item—but a human observer would
likely consider apartment listings or restaurant reviews that share text to be duplicates.
Table 5.3 reports both whether a form of duplication is possible based on the website design and
also whether we observe the duplication in the benchmark runs reported in our evaluation.

5.7

Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the effect of skip blocks on performance in a single-run context, a multi-run context,
and a failure recovery context. We find that skip blocks improve performance on unstable datasets
in a single-run context, on stable datasets in a multi-run context, and on most datasets in a recovery
context.

Single-Run Performance
Q1: What are the performance costs and benefits of duplicate detection in a single script execution?
H1: For most tasks, duplicate detection will impose a moderate performance overhead. For tasks
that involve iterating over live data or over data with intentional redundancy, it will confer a
substantial performance benefit.
In practice, this means that tasks with relatively stable data (or pagination approaches that hide
instability) should see little effect, while benchmarks with data that updates quickly should show
substantial improvements. Even in the case of stable data, we predict performance improvements if
the web interaction is designed to display a particular object multiple times.
Procedure
For each benchmark, we conducted two simultaneous runs of the script, one that used the skip block
construct and one that did not.
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Figure 5.6: The speedup associated with using the skip block construct for the first and second runs
of benchmark scripts.
Results
Figure 5.6a shows the results of the single-run experiment. Speedups vary from 0.868405⇥ to
2.14739⇥, with a median of 1.00453⇥.
We give a sense of the factors at play by describing the best and worst cases for duplicate
detection. At the far right, we see the best performer, the carpool listing task. Zimride allows users
to post listings requesting and offering carpool rides. Each listing may offer multiple rides. For
instance, a listing may repeat each week, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Since many users
list commutes, this is common. The Zimride web interface however, rather than offering a stream of
listings, offers a stream of upcoming rides. Thus, we may see our hypothetical MWF listing three
times in the first week of rides, once for the Monday ride, once for the Wednesday ride, and once
for the Friday ride. However, all rides would point back to the same listing and thus be recognized
as duplicates. In this case, approximately half of the listed rides were duplicates. Each time we
recognize a duplicate, we avoid a network request. Since network delay accounts for most of the
scraping time, the cumulative effect is to offer about a 2x speedup.
The Craigslist case is similar, except that most of the duplication comes not from intentionally
displaying items at multiple points in the stream, but simply from the high volume of new listings
being entered, and the fact that Craigslist’s pagination approach allows new listings to push old
listings back into view.
On the other side of Figure 5.6a, we see the Twitter script offering a good example of a worstcase scenario for online duplicate detection. For the Twitter script, detecting a duplicated tweet
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actually has no performance benefit. By the time we have the information necessary to check
whether a tweet is a duplicate, we also have all the information necessary to scrape it. So the firstrun version of this benchmark shows a case where we see all the overhead of duplicate detection
with absolutely no benefit, since no important work can be skipped even if we do find a duplicate.
Recall that the commit log is stored remotely, so communicating with the server to check for a
duplicate before proceeding with execution can incur a substantial overhead. Future versions of the
tool could certainly optimize this aspect of the interaction.

Multi-Run Performance
Q2: What are the performance costs and benefits of duplicate detection in a multi-execution context?
H2: For tasks with highly unstable data, duplicate detection will impose a moderate performance
overhead. For tasks with fairly stable data, it will confer a substantial performance benefit.
In short, we predict tasks that benefit from duplicate detection in the single-execution case
will not gain much additional benefit from tracking entities already scraped in previous executions.
However, the highly stable datasets that receive little benefit from duplicate detection during a single
run should see substantial performance improvements in later runs.
Procedure
For each benchmark, we conducted a single run using the skip block construct. After a week, we
conducted two simultaneous runs of the benchmark, one that did not use the skip block construct,
and one that did.
Results
Figure 5.6b shows the results of the single-run experiment. Speedups vary from 1.82723⇥ to
799.952⇥, with a median of 8.81365⇥.
Here we see how the Twitter script, the least performant of the first run, is a star of the multipleruns scenario with a speedup of 49x. This script was designed for scraping new tweets as they come
in over time, so there is no skipBlock for Twitter accounts—we want to scrape every account every
time—but the script is configured to break out of the ‘for each tweet on page1’ loop as soon as it
has seen 30 duplicate tweets in a row. The script scrapes up to the first 1,000 new tweets, so since
most foundations tweet much less than that in a week, the duplicate-detecting script can stop after
scraping only a tiny portion of what the non-duplicate-detecting script must scrape. Further, that
tiny portion consists of only the most recent tweets, while the top 1,000 includes many fairly old
tweets. Since Twitter loads new tweets in a given stream much, much faster than older tweets, this
gives the duplicate detection version an additional advantage.
At the far left, the Craigslist speedup is about the same for the multi-run case as for the first
run case. It barely benefits from records committed during the previous scrape but continues to
benefit from records committed during a single scrape. This partially supports the first half of
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our hypothesis, that we will see less improvement for benchmarks with frequently updated data,
although we were wrong to predict a slowdown relative to the non-skip block version.
At the far right, we see Zimride with a speedup of almost 800x. This improvement reflects
the fact that only one new listing was added to the Zimride site during the course of the week.
(Recall that the task was to scrape carpool listings associated with a single school, and there was no
semester change during the week, so this is unsurprising.) The same general explanation applies
for the Foundations benchmark, which only added data for one new foundation between the two
scrapes.

Failure Recovery Performance
Q3: How does our duplicate-based recovery strategy affect execution time compared to a humanwritten strategy that can be customized to a given script?
H3: In most cases, our duplicate-based recovery strategy will make the scrape slightly slower than
the custom solutions that a programmer might write. In cases where starting from the beginning
causes the script to encounter new data, duplicate-based recovery will be much slower than custom
solutions.
Procedure
To evaluate the efficacy of duplicate-based recovery, we performed a limit study. We first selected
three error locations for each benchmark. We selected the points at which the script should have
collected one quarter, one half, and three quarters of the final dataset. For a given program point,
we simultaneously ran three script variations, then simulated a failure at the target point. The three
script variations are:
• A naive script: at the point of failure, this script begins again at the beginning.
• A script using skip block-based recovery: at the point of failure, this script begins at the
beginning but uses the store of already-seen entities to return to the correct state.
• An ideal custom script: an imagined custom solution that can return to the correct state in
zero time; in practice, we simply allow this script to ignore the simulated failure.
For each benchmark, for each error location point, we repeated this process 3 times.
Naturally, the ideal custom strategy that recovers in zero time is impossible, but the zero-time
restriction is not the only restriction that makes this ideal unattainable. For some scripts in our
benchmark suite, there are no constant-time recovery strategies available. We make the zero-time
assumption simply to make the ideal script into the harshest possible competition. Again, this is
a limit study, intended to find an upper bound on how much slower skip block recovery is than a
manual, expert-written recovery strategy.
For this experiment, we used benchmark variations that collect smaller datasets than the full
benchmarks used for the prior experiments. The variations were designed (based on knowledge of
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the Craigslist benchmark in the recovery
experiment, including runs with the hypothetical ideal recovery strategy. This
reveals that Skip Block takes substantially
longer than Ideal only when it collects
more data.

the sites) to avoid encountering intentional or unintentional duplicates during a single execution.
This allows us to disentangle the performance effects of single-execution data duplication from
the effects of data updates on recovery time. As our results show, this design does not shelter the
recovery executions from data updates.
Results
Figure 5.7 shows the results of the recovery experiment. All benchmarks except Craigslist exhibit
the pattern predicted by the first part of our hypothesis. The skip-based recovery approach takes
slightly more time than our hypothetical ideal. Meanwhile, the Naive approach takes about 1/4 of
the ideal’s time to recover from a failure at error location 1, about 1/2 of the ideal’s time to recover
from a failure at location 2, and 3/4 of the ideal’s time to recover from a failure at location 3.
The results of the Craigslist benchmark demonstrate the second half of our hypothesis, that
restarting will be slower in cases where restarting from the beginning causes the script to encounter
new data—that is, not only the old data already visited by the pre-error scrape. A close look at
Figure 5.7 reveals that several runs of the duplicate-based strategy produce the same nearly ideal
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behavior we see for other benchmarks. Others take longer; these represent the runs in which the
listing relation was refreshed between the beginning of the initial scrape and beginning of the
recovery scrape. If all data from that point forward is new data, duplicate-based recovery performs
exactly as the Naive approach performs. If only some of the data is new data, duplicate-based
recovery still outperforms Naive.
Figure 5.8 gives us more context for analyzing the recovery performance for the ‘Craigslist’
task. It reveals that in the presence of new data, duplicate-based recovery scrapes as much data
as the Naive approach, but that in the absence of new data, it performs (almost) as well as Ideal.
In short, even when duplicate detection makes for slow recovery, it comes with the compensating
feature of additional data.
Runs that use duplicate-based recovery take 1.06658x the time of runs that use the hypothetical
ideal recovery strategy. This is approximately the overhead we should expect for recovering from
an error halfway through execution. Further, duplicate-based fast-forwarding is 7.95112x faster
than normal execution.

5.8

Related Work

We have seen few techniques aimed at reducing the effects of data liveness and redundancy on web
scraping tasks. The features whose functions most closely resemble the function of our skip block
construct are the features intended to improve the performance of longitudinal scraping tasks, so
we focus on these. These techniques are often called incremental scraping techniques. We classify
works according to the skillset demanded of the user.

Tools for Programming Experts
There are many languages and libraries available for coders who are comfortable writing web
automation programs from scratch. Scrapy [80], BeautifulSoup [73], and Selenium [83] are all
excellent tools for various styles of web automation or web scraping, and there are many other less
mainstream options [63, 28]. This category of tools and languages naturally shows the widest variety
of incrementalization approaches. Many programmers use custom duplicate detection approaches
to implement incremental scraping; many StackOverflow questions ask how to incrementalize
individual scraping tasks, and many answers suggest approaches that suit a given webpage [85]. In
general, we are not interested in these custom site-specific solutions, since they offer no guidance for
a language like ours that must construct general-purpose incrementalization and recovery approaches
with minimal user input.
The most general approach we have seen suggested to coders is the DeltaFetch [81] plugin for
the Scrapy language [80]. For a subset of data scraping tasks, this offers developers a plug-and-play
solution to incrementalizing their scrapers. However, it is not clear that the suitable subset of
scraping tasks is large; for reference, only one of our seven benchmarks could be automatically
incrementalized with DeltaFetch.
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Tools for DOM Experts
We use ‘DOM expert’ to refer to users who, although they are not comfortable writing code,
understand XPaths, how templates are used to generate webpages, how JavaScript interacts with
DOM trees, and other web internals.
There are few tools in this category; it seems tool designers assume that if users can understand
the intricacies of the DOM and other web internals, they must be able to or prefer to program.
However, we have found one tool that mostly fits into this category, although many of the more
advanced features require programming ability. Visual Web Ripper is a tool or visual language
targeted at DOM experts [87]. It offers a “duplicateAction” that can be attached to a page template
to indicate that the page template may produce duplicates, and it gives the user the option to remove
the duplicate data or to cancel the rest of the scrape. Users also have the option to provide a Java
function that can be run to decide whether it is a true duplicate and thus whether to cancel the page
template. In addition to the fact that the tool is inaccessible to non-DOM experts, their cancellation
options are a much weaker form of control than our skip block; also, the fuller control available
with the Java function is only accessible to programmers. This mechanism is certainly related to
ours in that it is based on detecting duplicates, but while our skip block approach could be used to
implement the options Visual Web Ripper provides, the reverse is not possible.

Tools for End Users
Prior to our own work, we know of no incrementalization feature targeted at end users. However,
this is not primarily because of incrementalization itself, but rather seems to be a function of the
web scraping tools that are available to end users. We consider Helena to be a full-featured web
automation language, which makes it capable of expressing the kinds of scripts that benefit from
incremental scraping. In contrast, most prior end-user scraping tools offer very limited programming
models. They typically fall into one of two categories: (i) record and replay tools or (ii) relation
extractors.
A web record and replay tool takes as input a recording of a browser interaction and produces
as output a script for replaying that same interaction on fresh versions of the pages. Ringer [9],
Selenium Record and Playback [82], CoScripter [51], and iMacros [33] all provide this functionality,
as do many others [39, 54, 30, 52, 69, 22], although some typically require debugging by a
programmer or DOM expert and thus might be better treated in the categories above. Since a
replayer is only responsible for replaying a single interaction, there is no duplication within a single
run, and even incrementalizing could offer only the barest performance benefit, so no current replay
tool offers a built-in mechanism for incremental scraping.
A web relation extractor takes as input a webpage and a subset of the webpage’s DOM nodes,
labeled with their positions in a relation. Its output is a program that extracts a relation of DOM
nodes from the webpage. Many tools from the wrapper induction community offer this functionality
[19, 13, 44, 61, 91, 42, 66, 20, 3]. More recently, FlashExtract [50], KimonoLabs [37], and import.io
[32] have offered highly accessible tools with this functionality. This form limits these tools to
scraping all cells in a given row from a single page. Since preventing unnecessary page loads is the
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primary mechanism by which incrementalization improves performance, there is little incentive for
relation extractors to offer incremental scraping.
Although both replay and relation extraction are natural building blocks for end-user-friendly
languages, they are not themselves full-fledged web automation languages. None of the tools listed
above can scrape any of the datasets in our benchmark suite. So it is natural that they have not had
to tackle incremental scraping.
Of all the fully end-user-accessible web programming tools we know, only one brings together
both replay and relation extraction. This is the Vegemite [53] tool, mentioned in more detail in
Chapter 3. Vegemite is essentially a tool for extending an existing relation with additional columns.
The authors use the example of having a table of houses and their addresses, then pasting the
address into a walk score calculator and adding the walk score as a new column. This is a somewhat
restrictive programming model, since all programs must share a single simple structure. (Of the
seven benchmarks in our suite, only the Community Foundations Atlas script can be expressed
with this program structure.) So again, this falls short of being a full-scale web programming
language, but it certainly brings us closer. The creators of the Vegemite tool never chose to tackle
incrementality, presumably because the user provides the input table and is presumed to have done
any duplicate detection as a pre-processing stage. Again, in this context, there is little benefit to
online duplicate detection.

5.9

Conclusion

This chapter introduces a novel construct for hierarchical memoization of web scraping executions
with open transaction semantics that is accessible to end users. Our skip blocks improve web script
performance by posing users a simple question that, as our user study reveals, end users can answer
well and quickly. With recovery speedups of 7.9x, the average user with a poor network connection
can run much longer-running scripts than they could feasibly run without skip blocks. Scripts collect
more data in less time, and they are less derailed by the inevitable server and network failures.
This language feature brings larger datasets in range and makes recovery fast enough that users
can easily interrupt long-running scripts when it comes time to close the laptop and head home.
Combined with the benefits for handling live data and redundant web interfaces, and given that it
offers incremental data scraping by default, we see this as an important step towards developing a
highly usable web automation language.
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Chapter 6
Skip Blocks for Parallel and Distributed
Execution
Many web scrapers run for hours or days and can benefit from parallelization. Modern web scrapers
like Helena emulate the user rather than the browser—rather than sending requests directly to
the web server, they issue commands to the browser UI. These user-emulating web scrapers face
a parallelization problem with two defining characteristics: (i) Non-Transferable Work: Parallel
workers cannot assign or steal units of work because websites often do not expose an efficient
handle for each unit of work—URLs are efficient handles, but websites are moving away from
exposing intermediate state in URLs. (ii) Inconsistent Workloads: Web servers often serve different
data to different clients, or to the same client at different points in time, so parallel browsers may
receive differing workloads. We describe this transferless parallelism problem, discuss applicable
parallelization strategies, and empirically evaluate two parallel algorithms on real-world, large-scale
web scraping tasks.

6.1

Introduction

As the demand for web data rises, the demand for large-scale data also rises. Parallelization has
the potential to drastically accelerate scraper execution by hiding network latency, which is the
primary driver of scraper run times. With large-scale scrapers running for hours or days, the value
of parallelization in this domain is clear.

User-Emulating Web Scrapers
There are two styles of web scrapers, browser-emulating (BE) and user-emulating (UE). A BE
scraper bypasses the web browser and accesses the web directly using the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol, issuing requests for URLs, then receiving and parsing the responses. The requests can
include standard top-level URLs (the URLs a browser user types into the URL bar, which should
return a webpage) and AJAX URLs (the URLs a webpage’s JavaScript uses internally, which can
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return data in any format). In contrast, a UE scraper accesses the web by interacting with a web
browser, dispatching user-like actions such as clicks and keypresses. In UE scraping, the browser
and the webpages’ own JavaScript code request URLs and parse the responses.
We focus in particular on UE scrapers. Programmers write UE scrapers for a variety of reasons,
but especially: (i) They lack the browser expertise to reverse engineer browser-server communication
but have enough programming skills to use a language like Selenium [83] to automate user-like
actions, like clicks. Many data scientists and social scientists fall into this category. (ii) Programmer
or non-programmer, they write scrapers with demonstration-based authoring tools that synthesize
UE programs—e.g., Vegemite [53], Helena. (iii) To circumvent websites’ bot-targeted rate-limiting
behaviors. (iv) To scrape websites that do not produce unique URLs for logically distinct pages
(altering a webpage with AJAX-loaded content does not update the displayed URL by default—the
webpage designer must choose to update it) or websites that make request URLs or parameters
undiscoverable except via UI manipulations (typically by generating the URLs and parameters in
JavaScript in response to UI actions, rather than storing them in an HTML document).
Naturally, UE scrapers represent only a subset of the broader range of web scrapers, so the
parallelization problem we describe in this chapter does not apply to all web scrapers. However, the
factors that drive the choice of user-emulating strategies are on the rise. (i) Increasing numbers of
novice programmers and data scientists are becoming interested in web data [6, 56, 89]. (ii) More
demonstration-based tools are becoming available [53, 37, 32, 15]. (iii) Websites are increasing
their efforts to detect bots [5, 1, 75]. (iv) Finally, websites are becoming increasingly interactive
and AJAX-intensive [71, 23, 59]. In short, the UE style of scraper is sufficiently prevalent that we
feel characterizing their unusual parallelization problem is worthwhile.

Transferless Parallelism
User-emulating web scrapers face a parallelization problem we call transferless parallelism. Transferless parallelism is defined by:
Non-Transferable Work: We cannot transfer units of work between parallel workers. Traditionally,
web scrapers have used URLs as pointers to units of work. Unfortunately, this approach does not
align well with modern web design trends. Over the past decade, the rise of the Single Page
Application (SPA) has drastically increased the amount of webpage content that is loaded via
JavaScript rather than in response to an initial URL [59, 71, 23]. Rather than having a set of URLs
that each draw down a full webpage, many modern sites load a ‘single page’ that includes logic for
retrieving small amounts of information from the server (via AJAX requests) and formatting it in
the single page. The goal is to offer better interactivity and faster loading times. Modern websites
thus subvert the URL-pointer approach by: (i) failing to generate new URLs for logically distinct
pages (with AJAX-loaded content) or (ii) generating URLs for AJAX-adjusted pages dynamically,
which makes the URLs difficult to scrape without first paying the performance price of loading
the page. Without direct URL pointers to all units of work, the only general-purpose pointers are
clones of a web browser and sequences of UI interactions that start at a root URL and manipulate
the browser to reach the target data. In short, there are no efficient, general-purpose pointers for
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accessing units of work, whether to transfer them between workers or even to save work for later
processing.
Inconsistent Workloads: Parallel workers receive different input data. Units of work cannot be
transferred between workers (see Non-Transferable work above), but they can be transferred from
the original source, the web server, to a parallel worker. Thus, workers can discover the structure
and content of the scraping workload by starting at an initial webpage and navigating to other
logical pages that are accessible via links or other interactions. However, web servers may choose
to display different underlying datasets to different parallel workers. This is particularly common
on webpages that display user-generated content or other frequently updated content, but it also
occurs in a vast array of other scenarios, including when websites engage in A/B testing, when
they re-rank ordered lists frequently, or when they adapt content to respond to changing beliefs
about user interests and preferences. The end result is that parallel workers can see different input
workloads. Even a single worker may see inconsistent reads of the underlying data store since the
contents of different page loads during one execution are not drawn from a single atomic read of the
data store. In short, an external actor, the web server, which is not under the control of the parallel
scraping algorithm, is modifying the input data throughout execution of the scraping algorithm.
These characteristics make traditional parallel patterns inapplicable. The non-transferable work
constraint implies:
• We cannot efficiently move tasks from one browser to another. ! We cannot use work
sharing, work stealing, or fork-join patterns.
• We cannot store tasks for later execution. ! We must choose to execute or ignore tasks upon
finding them.
The inconsistent workload constraint implies:
• Input trees are not known statically. ! We must assign tasks to workers at runtime.

• Workers receive different input trees. ! n workers cannot, for instance, claim every nth task
they encounter.
This chapter explores how to design parallel scraping algorithms in the face of these unusual
constraints.

Contributions
This chapter contributes:
• A characterization of the transferless parallelization problem that user-emulating web scrapers
face.
• Signature-based algorithms for parallelizing user- emulating scrapers, one that prioritizes
load balancing and one that prioritizes limiting communication among workers. Both work
with an off-the-shelf web browser.
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• An empirical evaluation of how our signature-based parallelization strategies perform on real,
large-scale web scraping tasks. We achieve up to 7⇥ speedup even on a desktop, and in a
distributed setting we can reduce 50 minute tasks to 42 seconds.

6.2

Background

We start with a working example, a sample of the kinds of UE scrapers that face the transferless
parallelism problem. The following pseudocode program loads a Yelp top-1,000 restaurants list and
iterates through the restaurants then, for each restaurant, through a list of restaurant reviews:
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

restaurant_dataset = freshDataset() // the output datasets
review_dataset = freshDataset()
p1 = load("https://www.yelp.com/<city name>")
type(p1, searchBarNodeIdentifier, "restaurants") // type in search bar
p2 = click(p1, searchButtonNodeIdentifier) // click on search button
// iterate through restaurants in search results
for name, address, avg_rating in p2.restaurants{
p3 = click(p2, name)
r = restaurant_dataset.addRow([name, address])
for reviewer_name, rating, review_text, review_date in p3.reviews{
rev = review_dataset.addRow(r, [reviewer_name, rating, review_text])
}
}

Variables p1 through p3 refer to webpages. The expression p2.restaurants in line 5 evaluates
to a reference to the restaurants relation represented in page p2. The function restaurants maps
a page to a table of restaurant data in the page. The loops hide details of using ‘Next’ buttons to
access additional pages of restaurant data or review data.
We use this example to illustrate how web servers can change the input data trees they serve to
parallel workers, in this case the tree of restaurants and their reviews. Table 6.1 describes which
features of the input data tree are guaranteed to be stable across workers and which are not. Our Yelp
task scrapes the top 1,000 restaurants in a city according to Yelp’s proprietary ranking algorithm.
Empirically, Yelp shows different rankings to different parallel workers and in fact shows different
sets of restaurants in the top-1,000 list to different worker processes, whether for A/B testing or
another internal purpose. Thus the order and set of child nodes can be inconsistent.
Content changes naturally lead to size and shape changes. If a restaurant with few reviews is
removed from the top-1,000 list and a restaurant with many reviews is added, the shape of the tree
changes, and the size of the tree increases. Likewise, if a new review is posted between the time
Stable across workers
Not stable across
workers

• The maximum height of the tree.
• The order of the child nodes of a given node.
• The set of child nodes of a given node.
• The number of child nodes of a given node.

Table 6.1: Stable and Unstable Features of Web Automation Workloads. A summary of input
data tree features that are stable and unstable across parallel workers.
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when worker 1 and worker 2 load a restaurant’s page, the size of the restaurant’s subtree is different
across processes—the number of child nodes varies.
The assignment of subtasks to workers is the core challenge of parallelizing UE scrapers.
Assignment techniques must balance many competing needs: the need to collect all of the target
data, to avoid collecting multiple copies of the target data, to offer good load balancing, to avoid
re-executing large amounts of work to reach a target task. The inconsistency of data trees described
in this section substantially constrains the assignment problem. We cannot assign subtasks to
parallel workers statically when we do not know the set of tasks statically. Assigning the first
of n workers to handle the first k/n tasks is impossible since k, the number of tasks, is unknown.
Likewise, we should not instruct each of the n workers to take every nth task, because each process
may see a different ordering of the subtasks. The fact that different tasks at the same level of the
hierarchy can have different sizes also suggests the potential value of dynamic load balancing in
this domain.

6.3

Signature-Based Parallelization

This section describes signature-based parallelization, a class of techniques for handling transferless parallelism. The key idea is to associate independent subtasks with programmer-provided
signatures—essentially unique IDs for the subtasks, which workers can extract or construct when
they encounter a new subtask. Each parallel worker then traverses its own input data tree, using
signatures to determine whether to execute or ignore each subtask.
The programmer chooses subtask signatures and associates each signature with the block of
code that executes the subtask. The programmer must assign signatures such that: (i) Whenever
any worker finds a subtask that processes a given logical node of the input data tree, the subtask
produces the same signature. (ii) Two subtasks produce the same signature only if they process the
same logical node of the input data tree. (iii) Obtaining a signature for a subtask is more efficient
than executing the subtask.
For the web scraping domain, object attributes offer readily available signatures. For instance,
in our restaurants and reviews example, if we iterate through a list of restaurants that includes the
name, address, genre, and neighborhood of each restaurant, the signature for a restaurant could be
its name and address. The associated block of code would be the code that follows a restaurant link
and collects its reviews. This meets our three criteria: (i) If workers encounter a given restaurant in
their restaurant lists, the restaurant will always have the same name and address and thus will always
produce the same signature. (ii) If a worker finds a restaurant with the same name and address as
another restaurant, we can safely assume it is the same restaurant. (iii) Extracting the name and
address of a restaurant from a list that includes names and addresses is faster than following the
restaurant’s link, loading a list of reviews, and iterating through all reviews.
Once we have a signature associated with each independent subtask, the remaining design
challenge is to assign subtasks to parallel workers based on signatures. The goal is to design the
assignment process such that:
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• If the input data tree is the same across all parallel workers and throughout time and each data
node appears exactly once in the data tree, each data node appears exactly once in the output
data.
• The assignment strategy offers good load balancing.
• The assignment strategy makes it possible to recover from network, server, or worker failures.
In this section, we describe hash- and lock-based strategies.

Hash-Based Task Assignment
Procedure worker.execute(signature, block, Vi )
h
hash(signature)
if h 2 Vi then
block.execute()
5
end
1
2
3
4

Algorithm 1: Hash-Based Assignment

We first consider a hash-based, communication-free approach for assigning subtasks to workers.
This strategy follows the general approach laid out in Algorithm 1. The core idea is that the signature
for any given object can be hashed (line 2), and each worker wi is responsible for a partition Vi of
all hash values. In this scheme, a given worker executes the block for an object if and only if the
object’s signature hashes to a value in the worker’s hash values (line 3).
Output Data Correctness
If all workers see the same stable data tree throughout a run, each data node will be mapped to
exactly one worker. Because the data is stable, a node’s signature remains stable throughout and
thus hashes to a stable value, which is associated with a single worker, wi . Thus, wi executes the
block for the node, all other workers pass over the block for the node, and the node appears exactly
once in the output data.
Note that if the node appears multiple times in the stable data tree, wi executes the block each
time and adds its data to the output dataset each time. For any given task, this may or may not be
desirable behavior. Our specification—for stable data in which each logical node appears exactly
once, the node’s associated block should be executed exactly once—does not constrain behavior in
this case.
Load Balancing
Overall, load balancing of a naive hash-based variation is poor. (See Section 6.4.) In the web
scraping domain, nodes of the data tree, even if they appear at the same depth, often require
dramatically different amounts of processing time. A naive approach that partitions hash values
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evenly across workers exhibits good load balancing if the node signatures produce uniformly
distributed hashes and the amount of time to process each node is approximately the same. Naturally,
more sophisticated hash-based designs can improve load balancing behavior; for instance, we can
allow workers to transfer control of subsets of their assigned hash values.
Failure Recovery
When a worker experiences a network or server failure in a hash-based scheme, we can recover by
starting a new worker, assigning it the same partition of hash values that the failed process controlled,
then executing the scraping program from the beginning. If the implementation commits blocks
and their associated output data during execution, the recovery worker can consult the commit log
to avoid re-executing blocks completed by the disrupted worker. Otherwise, the recovery worker
must re-execute the blocks completed by the disrupted worker; this affects performance but does
not compromise the output data’s correctness.

Lock-Based Task Assignment
Procedure worker.execute(signature, block)
if coordinator.execute?(signature) then
block.execute()
coordinator.commit(signature)
5
end
1
2
3
4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Procedure coordinator.execute?(signature)
execute
true
lock (lockLog[signature], commitLog[signature])
if signature 2 lockLog then
execute
false
end
if signature 2 commitLog then
execute
false
end
if execute then
lockLog.insert(signature)
end
unlock (lockLog[signature], commitLog[signature])
return execute
Procedure coordinator.commit(signature)
lock (lockLog[signature], commitLog[signature])
commitLog.insert(signature)
lockLog.remove(signature)
unlock (lockLog[signature], commitLog[signature])

Algorithm 2: Lock-Based Assignment
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A lock-based strategy for assigning subtasks to workers allows each worker to claim a node if
and only if it is the first worker to reach the node. This strategy follows the procedure in Algorithm
2 and relies on a coordinator process. Upon encountering a data tree node, a worker checks for a
lock on the node’s signature before attempting to execute the block (line 9), then executes the block
only if it acquires the lock before any other worker (lines 2 and 16). Once the worker processes the
node, the coordinator releases the lock (line 4 and 23) but adds it to a commit log (line 22), so no
other workers can claim the node (line 12).
This approach is flexible, with variations on when locks are acquired and lock exclusivity
defining a space of lock-based implementations. In particular, programs can include nested blocks,
and there are multiple ways to choose the level at which locking should occur. We briefly describe
three points in the space to suggest the design considerations.
Outermost Locking. For this simple locking strategy, workers only claim locks on the outermost
block in a program, and workers cannot share locks. For a program scraping restaurants and reviews,
workers acquire locks for restaurants, and once a worker claims a restaurant, no other worker can
enter the block associated with that restaurant.
Adaptive-Granularity Locking (Counting Semaphores). For a task like our restaurant example
with 1,000 top-level subtasks, the outermost locking approach typically load balances well, even
though some workers may sit idle at the end. However, if we want to use 10 workers to scrape only
the top 5 restaurants, 5 processes will claim restaurants, and the remaining 5 processes will sit idle.
In an adaptive-granularity approach, all blocks, including nested blocks, lock their subtasks. When
a worker finds no more unclaimed objects for the outermost block, this strategy converts the locks
associated with the outermost block from binary semaphores to counting semaphores with limit
2, and a worker that runs out of tasks executes the program again from the beginning, allowed to
enter any locked task with a semaphore under 2; if the limit is at 2 and all locked tasks have their
semaphores at 2, the limit rises to 3, and so on. The limit for locks associated with all inner blocks
remains at 1 until we run out of subtasks at that level and all levels above it, at which point we begin
the same limit-raising procedure.
In this scheme, our 5 restaurants and 10 workers run is no longer poorly load-balanced. The first
5 restaurants are claimed by the first 5 processes. The next 5 processes reach the end of the loop
without acquiring any tasks, so the limit is raised to 2. Processes 5 through 10 begin already-claimed
restaurant tasks, such that each restaurant is handled by two processes at once (assuming all 5
restaurants are still being processed). At this point, workers can claim tasks at the second level.
The worker joining restaurant 1 passes over any reviews already committed (or locked) by the first
worker, and the workers move forward with a new review only if they can acquire the relevant lock.
If one of the restaurants is completed before others, the restaurant-level semaphore limit is raised to
3, and the newly idle processes help with the remaining restaurants. If all processes are working on
a single remaining restaurant and there are no more unclaimed reviews, the semaphore for review
subtasks is incremented, and workers start sharing reviews as well as restaurants.
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Adaptive-Granularity Locking (Greedy). Although the counting semaphores approach described above works well for stable data trees, this is not a good general-purpose approach for real
web data. Recall that the children of a given node may vary across worker processes or over time.
This means a subtask that has been locked by one worker may not be accessible to another. In our
5 restaurants example, say 5 workers were the first to claim a restaurant, the counting semaphore
limit was raised to 2, and 4 additional workers joined 4 of the locked restaurants. However, consider
the case where the restaurant that has only one worker does not appear in the final worker’s list of
restaurants. The threshold for the counting semaphores is not raised, because one locked restaurant
still has a semaphore at 1, so the final worker sits idle, even if the worker does have access to the
other four restaurants. In the worst case, no workers are able to find the single-worker restaurant,
and all workers sit idle as they finish their other tasks.
A more general-purpose strategy handles changing web data by using a greedy approach. As
soon as an idle worker finds any node that has been locked but not yet committed, it enters the node’s
subtree and begins processing the nested subtasks. This can result in more workers processing some
subtrees than others, but it never results in a worker sitting idle if it has access to any remaining nodes.
In this scheme, if a worker reaches the end of the execution without finding any nodes to complete
with the current block granularity—e.g., if only depth-0 locks are currently multi-claimable and the
worker iterated through all depth-0 nodes without finding any depth-1 tasks to claim—it starts the
script again at the beginning, but treating the next level of the block hierarchy as multi-claimable.
Although we may achieve marginally better load balancing with the semaphore-based approach in
stable-data scenarios, this greedy technique is a more general-purpose solution for handling both
stable and unstable data.
Output Data Correctness
If all workers see the same stable data tree throughout execution, these locking-based strategies
process each logical node exactly once. Note that in contrast to hash-based strategies, locking-based
strategies process each node exactly once even if the node appears at multiple locations in the
data tree. (The commit log that prevents other workers from processing a node that has already
been processed by worker wi also prevents worker wi from processing the node again, while the
hash-based approach allowed wi to process the same node each time it hashed to Vi .) Thus, although
both approaches meet our correct output data criterion, they can produce different output datasets
even in the case of stable input data tree.
Load Balancing
The quality of lock-based strategies’ load balancing depends on the specific design. Overall, lockbased approaches produce good load balancing for many real web automation tasks. (See Section
6.4.) Even the simple approach taken by the outermost locking design produces good load balancing
unless there are few subtasks, or unless a few subtasks require much more time than others and
dominate the run time. For a more sophisticated locking approach, like our adaptive-granularity
design, load balancing is even better.
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Failure Recovery
When a worker fails in a lock-based approach, it leaves one (or more, if there are nested blocks)
locks claimed but not committed. To recover, we delete from the lock log any signatures that the
disrupted worker added to the lock log but not the commit log. A recovery worker executes the
scraping script from the beginning.

Communication Across Processes
Neither the lock- nor hash-based approach relies on shared memory or fast local communication
among workers. Thus, both approaches can be cleanly adapted to a distributed setting by starting
worker processes on multiple machines. This has the interesting side effect of making these
techniques usable even on sites that use rate limiting or trigger CAPTCHAs if they receive too much
traffic from a single IP address.

6.4

Evaluation

Our evaluation aims to answer the following questions:
• RQ1: What is the effect of parallelization on output datasets? (Section 6.4.)
• RQ2: How well do hash-based approaches scale for parallel web scraping? (Section 6.4.)
• RQ3: How well do lock-based approaches scale for parallel web scraping? (Section 6.4.)
• RQ4: Can we use distributed execution to accelerate tasks that do not scale well with parallel
execution? (Section 6.4.)
• RQ5: How does our generic parallelization strategy compare against hand-coded alternatives?
(Section 6.4, a case study.)
All parallel experiments were performed on a Dell OptiPlex 9020 with a 3.60GHz Intel Core i74790 (4 cores, 8 threads) and 32GB 1600 MHz DDR3. All distributed experiments were performed
on Amazon EC2 t2.micro instances with an Intel Xeon family processor up to 3.3 GHz (1 vCPU)
and 1GB memory.

Implementation
To evaluate the performance of the signature-based approaches described in Section 6.3 for real
large-scale web scraping tasks, we implemented three parallelizing runtimes for the Helena web automation language. The implementations are available at <github_url_removed_for_double_
blind>. Although we implemented signature-based parallelization for Helena, the implementation
strategy would be the same for other UI-manipulating languages such as Selenium. To provide
unique task signatures for blocks of code, the programmer picks a set of object attributes—e.g., the
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Table 6.2: A suite of long-running web automation tasks requested by social scientists and data
scientists.
Dataset
Craigslist Listings
Zimride Listings
Twitter Tweets
Community Foundations
Yelp Menu Items
Yelp Restaurant Features
Yelp Restaurant Reviews

Data
For Craigslist apartment listings, the price, size, and other features.
For all rides in a Zimride carpool ride list, the carpool features including start and end locations
and times.
For each foundation in a list of the top charitable foundations, the 1,000 most recent Twitter posts.
For all community foundations in the Community Foundation Atlas, a large set of foundation
features.
For city’s top restaurants according to Yelp, all items on the menu.
For city’s top restaurants according to Yelp , a set of restaurant features.
For city’s top restaurants according to Yelp, all reviews.

name and address of a restaurant, the title and year of a paper. In the Helena program below, the
body of the task construct, the block that scrapes restaurant and review information, is associated
with a signature composed of a restaurant’s name and address. Thus any restaurant nodes that have
the same name and address should be treated as the same node.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

// ... reach restaurants list
for name , address , avg_rating in p2. restaurants {
task( Restaurant (name , address )){
p3 = click(p2 , name)
// ... scrape restaurant and its reviews
}
}

To execute programs that use the task construct, one of our parallelizing runtimes uses the hashbased approach described in Section 6.3 with equisized hash value partitions. The others use the
lock-based approach described in Section 5; one uses the simple outermost locking design, and the
last uses the greedy adaptive-granularity design. All runtimes, including the hash-based runtime, use
a commit log to avoid re-executing work that has already been executed; this causes the hash-based
and lock-based strategies to produce the same outputs for stable datasets, even if a given data node
appears multiple times in the data tree. (See Section 24 for a discussion of why hash- and lock-based
strategies can produce different outputs in this case.)
Our hash-based runtime uses a slight variation on Dan Bernstein’s djb2 hash [10]. Our lockbased runtimes use a remote, centralized database to store a table of lock records.

Benchmark Suite
We use the suite of long-running web automation tasks introduced in Section 5.6. Table 6.2 describes
the benchmarks. Each benchmark task involves scraping a dataset requested by a social scientist or
data scientist. For example, ‘Twitter Tweets’ is the task of scraping the most recent 1,000 tweets by
each of 50 charitable foundations.

Effect of Parallelization on Output Data
Hypothesis. We expect that parallelization should increase the amount of data a scraper execution
collects in cases where data nodes expire.
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Procedure We ran each benchmark with 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 workers, using each of our parallelizing
runtimes, and observed the sizes and content of the output datasets.
Strategy-Independent Trends
Increased Data Via Expiration. Runs of the ‘Craigslist Listings’ task were affected by two
competing forces: (i) adding workers leads to faster execution, and (ii) faster execution leads to
seeing more non-duplicate posts before the end of the list, which leads to slower execution. We
see (ii) because Craigslist paginates by indexing into the master list when a user presses the ‘Next’
button. This means that if x new ads are posted between loading page 1 and loading page 2, the last
x ads from page 1 appear at the top of page 2; our commit log means we pass over these duplicate
ads, but the other effect of adding x new ads to the head is that the last x ads from the master list
are no longer accessible. (Craigslist truncates results pages at 2,400 results, so any ad after that
threshold ceases to be accessible from the results page.) Thus, if x new listings are added per hour,
and our scraping execution time goes from two hours to one hour because of adding an additional
worker, x of the 2,400 slots that would have been duplicates in a single-worker run are instead
filled with non-duplicate, unexpired data in the multi-worker run. In short, a multi-worker run
sees more data. Because new listings are added to Craigslist so quickly, slower runs in fact saw
substantially less data. Concretely, in the first 240 listing slots (the first two pages), a single-worker
run typically saw about 121 unique listings, while a 6-worker run typically saw about 214 unique
listings. Since listing that are pushed beyond the 2,400 threshold essentially expire, this supports
our initial hypothesis.
Increased Data Via Inconsistent Input Trees. The Craigs-list benchmark scrapes expiring data
and exhibited the strongest effect of (ii), but surprisingly several benchmarks see more data when
running more workers. For instance, Yelp showed different restaurant rankings to different worker
processes—not just shuffled variations of the same restaurant set, but different sets of restaurants
in the top 1,000. Concretely, imagine Yelp lists only the top 10 restaurants—then a sequential
version observes exactly 10 restaurants, while a version with 8 workers could observe as few as
10 or as many as 80 restaurants. In practice, the difference is not this drastic, but we saw cases
where multi-worker Yelp executions observed 11% more restaurants than single-worker executions
because of re-rankings. In short, inconsistent input data across parallel workers also increases the
amount of output data collected.
Hash- and Lock-Based Outputs
Adding a commit log for the hash-based implementation causes the output data of the hash- and
lock-based implementations to be consistent if data is stable, but we do not get this guarantee if
different workers see different data trees.
Recall that we consider two nodes equal if and only if all their signature attributes are the same.
Let us use Node A to refer to a particular object that a website’s underlying data store treats as a
single (mutable) object, but that a programmer’s attribute signature may treat as multiple data points.
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Multiple hash-based workers may execute a block associated with Node A because an attribute
differs across different page loads, producing different hashes. This is similar to the behavior of
a lock-based run; each Node A variant would produce a different signature and thus a different
lock, so Node A could be processed multiple times by either strategy. However, in a hash-based
scheme, we can observe a case where all workers see Node A, with varying attributes, but no worker
executes the associated block, because each finds that it hashes to a different worker. In this instance,
the behavior of the lock-based and hash-based variations substantially changes the output. For the
same situation, the lock-based strategy would scrape all new-attribute versions of Node A that are
observed, while the hash-based strategy may scrape zero or some or all.
Hash- and lock-based strategies can produce different output datasets even if the attributes of
all objects are stable. For instance, assume we want to scrape only the first 10 restaurants in ‘Yelp
Restaurant Features,’ but we use two workers, and worker 1 loads a list that has no restaurants in
common with worker 2’s list. The lock-based version will scrape all 20 restaurants. The hash-based
will scrape 0 to 20—on expectation, approximately half of each page’s restaurants, for a total of
about 10 restaurants. In general, the lock-based strategy will tend to collect more data than the
hash-based strategy. Empirically, for the Yelp restaurants case, the lock-based runtimes scraped
8.6% more restaurants than the hash-based runtime. For our benchmark suite, the highest-divergence
benchmark scraped 10.1% more leaf nodes with the lock-based than the hash-based runtime.
However, when all object attributes and the list of objects presented in the webpages is stable
during the execution and no two nodes in the data tree share a signature, the lock-based and hashbased approaches both scrape each object exactly once. Thus, for static datasets with no duplicate
nodes, both strategies produce the same output data.

Hash-Based Runtime
Hypothesis. We expect that our hash-based approach should scale well for tasks with large
numbers of subtasks of approximately equal size.
Procedure We evaluated the hash-based signature technique by running each benchmark with
1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 workers. Figure 6.1a shows the execution times for all benchmark-workers pairs,
normalized by the execution time for the sequential variation.
Results. The results in Figure 6.1a reveal that the performance for the hash-based strategy varies
by benchmark. Overall, this is the expected result because hashing with equisized, non-adapting
hash value partitions relies on the assumption that each block encompasses a similarly sized amount
of work. For some tasks—e.g.,‘Yelp Menu Items,’ ‘Community Foundations,’ and ‘Zimride Carpool
Listings’—this assumptions held, and indeed we observed good performance for those benchmarks.
Other benchmarks exhibit worse performance, but not always because individual blocks encompassed differing amounts of work. In particular, the ‘Craigslist Listings’ task was affected by the
expiring data phenomenon described in Section 6.4. Executions with more workers collected more
data and thus took longer. To adjust for the fact that varying the number of workers may also vary
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(b) Effective Speed (Parallel Execution).
Run time per row of output data, normalized.

Figure 6.1: Hash-based signature parallelization performance. Each line represents one of our
benchmarks. The light gray diagonal represents the ideal speedup. Effective speed, our preferred
measure of execution speed, reveals we achieve irregular speedups. Performance is worse for
benchmarks with subtasks of varying sizes.
the amount of work, we also chart the effective speed: the execution time per row of scraped output
data. This is the critical metric, since it reflects how quickly an execution does its allotted work.
Again, we normalize by the effective speed of the serial variant. The resultant speedups appear in
Figure 6.1b.
Once we adjust for the amount of work completed by each run, the ‘Craigslist Listings’ performance comes quite close to the ideal. Craigslist tends to uphold the same-size assumption, so
its poor performance is attributable to the greater amounts of data that multi-worker versions can
access. However, it is clear from the other benchmarks that the amount of work being completed is
not the driving explanatory force for the execution times. Rather, the final execution time reflects
the execution time of the last-running, longest-running process—whichever process was assigned
longer subtasks.

Lock-Based Runtime
Hypothesis. We expect that our lock-based approach should scale well for tasks with large
numbers of subtasks.
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(b) Effective Speed (Parallel Execution).
Run time per row of output data, normalized.

Figure 6.2: Lock-based signature parallelization performance. Each line represents one of our
benchmarks. The light gray diagonal represents the ideal speedup. Effective speed, our preferred
measure of execution speed, reveals that even parallelizing on a single machine achieves near-perfect
speedup for tasks that are not CPU-bound (Subfigure b).
Procedure. We evaluated the lock-based signature technique by running each benchmark script
with 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 workers. Figure 6.2a shows the execution times for all benchmark-workers
pairs, normalized by the execution time for the sequential variation, using outermost locking.
Results. Figure 6.2a reveals that for five of the seven benchmarks, speedups approach the ideal
speedups. Exceptions are the ‘Twitter Tweets’ and ‘Craigslist Listings’ benchmarks. For the Twitter
case, the explanation is simple: the Twitter benchmark quickly becomes CPU-bound because of
how large (in terms of DOM nodes, not in terms of screen inches) a Twitter tweetstream webpage
becomes as one scrolls to the 1,000th tweet. (The evaluation machine had 8 hyperthreads, so we
did not expect CPU-intensive workloads to scale well.) The Twitter performance suggests the
potential to optimize the Helena language for large DOM trees; however, it also motivates our desire
to offer distributed execution for UE scrapers since distribution across machines can accelerate
cases like Twitter that exhibit unusual patterns and may not be worth the trouble of pattern-specific
optimizations.
Again, our preferred measure is effective speed, which adjusts for the amount of work completed
by each parallel run. Effective speedups appear in Figure 6.2b. Twitter remains an outlier since its
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Figure 6.3: Effective Speed (Distributed Execution). Run time per row of output data, normalized.
With distributed execution, we can achieve near-perfect speedup even for tasks that are CPU-bound.
poor performance was caused not by additional work but by CPU-boundedness. However, with the
exception of Twitter, we see that the speedups cluster quite close to the diagonal that represents ideal
speedup. Since we expected that most tasks were dominated by network latency rather than CPU,
these benchmarks largely exhibit the pattern we anticipated. Overall lock-based speedups—once
we account for the increase in the amount of work that multi-worker variations complete—were
indeed very close to the ideal speedups.

Distributed Execution
Hypothesis. We expect that scripts that do not achieve near-ideal speedups in a parallel context
may still achieve near-ideal speedups in a distributed context.
Procedure We used the outermost lock-based runtime implementation to run distributed executions of the ‘Twitter Tweets’ benchmark with 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 machines, each running a single
process.
Results Although we anticipated that most scripts would not be CPU-bound, we were surprised
to find that only one of our long-running benchmark scripts failed to produce near-perfect speedups
in the parallel context. Since only the Twitter benchmark exhibited this behavior, we can provide
only limited data on this question. Figure 6.3 shows the effective speedup for the ‘Twitter Task’
in the distributed setting. Comparing its performance in the distributed context (Figure 6.3) with
its performance in the parallel context (Figure 6.2b), it is clear that distributing the execution can
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indeed allow us to produce near-ideal speedups even for tasks that perform poorly in parallel settings.
This is only one task, so we cannot generalize well from this data. However, we hypothesize that in
cases like the Twitter case, where CPU-boundedness is the reason for the poor parallel performance,
distributing the execution is likely to produce good performance.
We conducted one additional distributed experiment with small-scale web scraping tasks to
evaluate whether our approach, designed for long-running tasks, also improves performance for
short-running tasks. We ran each scraper with one worker and with 100 workers using outermost
locking:
Benchmark
Song Lyrics
Stackoverflow Questions
Newspaper Event Calendar
Recipes

Sequential Time
25 minutes and 18 seconds
46 minutes and 49 seconds
47 minutes and 3 seconds
50 minutes and 45 seconds

Distributed Time
30 seconds
38 seconds
37 seconds
42 seconds

Speedup
50
74
76
72

With such short-running tasks (with execution times in the seconds range), start-up time becomes
a major determinant of the run time and begins to strongly affect speedups. Still, even without
optimizing our implementation for fast start-up performance, we see speedups in the 50⇥ to 76⇥
range.

Case Study: A Comparison of Approaches
For a sense of how our signature-based approach fits into the broader space of web scraping
parallelization techniques, we hand-coded some task-specific techniques for a case study. Our case
study of choice is a task that scrapes information about all votes cast in Peru’s 2016 presidential
election from the website of Peru’s National Office of Electoral Processes [70]. The results are
broken down by state, province, district, polling place, and ballot box. To access results for a
given box, a website user selects the correct department, province, district, and polling place from
pulldown menus. The user waits between each selection for the webpage to communicate with
the server and update the page, then waits for the page to load the relevant list of ballot boxes,
then clicks on the target box. This click updates the page with the voting results for the box. The
top-level URL of the webpage is the same throughout. The dataset includes tens of thousands of
ballot boxes, and scraping it sequentially takes over a week.
We selected this case study for a number of reasons. First, the fact that this dataset takes so
long to collect makes it exactly the kind of task users most want to accelerate. Second, the political
scientist who requested this dataset is technically sophisticated; he had written Python scripts to
scrape large amounts of information about Peruvian laws from another website. He attempted to
write a script for this election data himself, but he found that the amount of AJAX updating involved
was an insurmountable obstacle. This suggests the task involves the kind of reverse engineering that
even technically sophisticated social scientists and data scientists are unwilling to do.
Hypothesis 1. Because repeating UI interactions is expensive, we expect an approach that parallelizes at the level of coarse-grained tasks will be faster than an approach that parallelizes at the
level of the finest-grained tasks.
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Hypothesis 2. Because a signature-based UE script must complete all AJAX requests plus the
additional work of UI interaction, we expect that a UE implementation will be slower than a
hand-written AJAX parallelization approach.
Procedure. We compared our lock-based approach against several designs for hand-written alternatives. In particular, we compare against two scraping approaches that do not use UI manipulation:
URL-based parallelization and AJAX response-based parallelization. We also compared against
a variant that uses UI interactions, as our signature-based program does, but parallelizes at the
finest-granularity tasks rather than the coarsest-granularity tasks. We use this comparison to understand how much benefit we gain from using a technique that avoids reproducing common prefixes
of UI interactions more than once per worker process. (With the outermost locking technique, a
worker iterates through each item of the outermost loop exactly once, executing or not executing
each item. In contrast, a process that uses UI interactions to restore state and parallelizes at the
finest-granularity level must iterate through the 100th item of the outermost list every time it aims
to reach a subtree of items at the 100th index or beyond. We aim to evaluate the cost of repeating
these shared task prefixes.)
For this case study, the URL remains the same throughout all interactions with the webpage.
Thus, a URL-based parallelization approach cannot be used for this task. Our comparison with this
strategy ends at the observation that this strategy is not applicable to this target dataset.
Both the AJAX and fine-grained UI approaches are applicable. We hand-coded programs that
implement only the final parallel phase of these approaches. Both versions have a queue that
stores all the information they need to reach information for a given ballot box. For the AJAX
version, the queue contains the parameters for the necessary AJAX requests. For the UI approach, it
contains the XPaths of pulldown menus and the values to which they should be set, and also the
text associated with the target ballot box’s link (for reaching the details of the votes cast in a given
ballot box). For the purposes of this limit study, we collected this queue information from a run
of our signature-based program and fed it into the hand-coded programs as input to produce the
queue. In practice, the programs would also need to collect this queue information, which means
the programs would in fact run longer.
The aim is to do a limit study bounding how much benefit we can gain from these approaches,
rather than comparing the full execution times. We made this choice in large part because writing
the programs for doing the full versions for a hierarchy this deep is very time consuming and
tedious. Even with the workaround that let us test only the final parallel phase, developing the
AJAX version took 4 hours and 21 minutes of active development time and the UI version took
2 hours and 29 minutes of active development time. The process of debugging their mid-script
errors stretched over days. Comparing partial runs of these alternative strategies against full runs of
signature-based scraping handicaps the signature-based approach, but for the purposes of a limit
study, this is sufficient.
We further handicapped the signatures approach by using the non-adaptive outermost lock-based
approach and limiting the target dataset to data from only the first 8 elements of the outer loop
and running all scraping executions with 8 workers. This is still a very large dataset, with voting
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Approach
Applicable?
URL Parallelization
No
AJAX Parallelization (Last Phase Only)
Yes
UI Manipulation: Fine-Grained (Last Phase Only)
Yes
UI Manipulation: Signature-Based Coarse-Grained
Yes
*Timed out at 24 hours.
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Execution Time
10.5 hours
24+ hours*
14.9 hours

Table 6.3: Comparison of four techniques for parallelizing our Peruvian government case study
task. ‘Applicable?’ indicates whether the strategy can be applied to the task. ‘Execution Time’
indicates how long the resultant program took to collect the target data. By running only the final
parallel phases of the AJAX and UI strategies, we get a lower bound on how long those programs
would run. In contrast, the signature-based variant runs the entire task.
results from more than 19,000 ballot boxes. But the limitation to the first 8 elements means that our
simple lock-based implementation was limited in how well it could load balance—and indeed, the 8
workers did ultimately complete very different amounts of work.
Results Table 6.3 shows how long the variants ran.
This task should be especially amenable to the fine-grained UI-based strategy since most of the
navigation required to reach a subtask occurs on a single page; in contrast to the many tasks where
a UI-based navigation approach requires iterating through thousands of items and clicking on a
‘Next’ button hundreds of times, this task should be unusually amenable to a UI task queue strategy.
Nevertheless, the UI-based variation timed out. The amount of redundant UI interaction necessary
for this approach made even the final parallel phase slower than the whole of our coarse-granularity
approach. This behavior was the motivation for our queue-free design in which workers determine
whether to execute or pass over tasks upon encountering them, so this is the behavior we expected.
While our signature-based approach was faster than the fine-grained UI strategy, it was slower
than the final phase of AJAX-based parallelization. Again, this is the expected behavior. All AJAX
requests made in the AJAX script must also be made by the signature-based script—albeit triggered
by UI interactions—and our truncated version of the dataset prevented the signature-based program
from doing good load balancing, while the AJAX strategy was allowed to load balance at the ballot
box level. In short, it would not be reasonable to expect our approach to outperform the hand-coded
AJAX approach. However, the difference in execution times is small enough that we expect some
programmers will prefer to run the longer-running signature approach in order to avoid spending
the programming time required to reverse engineer a site’s AJAX communication. Recall that with
the signature approach, the programmer reasons about what makes two districts the same—e.g.,
they share a name—while the AJAX approach requires them to identify AJAX requests that load a
district’s details, extract IDs for each district over which they will iterate from webpage internals,
then parse the AJAX response to extract inputs for the next AJAX request. The choice between the
two approaches is likely to depend on the expertise of the programmer, the difficulty of reverse
engineering a particular target wepbage, and how much the programmer values performance.
Since the focus of this work is on UE scrapers, we are most interested in the comparison of
signature-based approaches with the fine-grained locking approach. This result confirms the value
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of using a signature-based approach that executes or passes over each node immediately upon
finding it, the value of avoiding repetition of shared UI interaction prefixes.

6.5

Related Work

Web Automation Parallelization
Web scraping languages typically do not offer built-in parallelization strategies. Most scraping
DSLs are implemented as libraries for general-purpose programming languages: Selenium [83]
for C#, Groovy, Java, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, and Scala; Beautiful Soup [73] and Scrapy [80] for
Python; Nokogiri [63] and Hpricot [28] for Ruby; HXT [26] for Haskell; and so on. Users of these
tools can pick from among whatever language support the host language provides for parallelism.
We know of a few language constructs explicitly designed to parallelize tasks related to web automation. In particular, RCurl’s getURIAsynchronous takes as input multiple URLs to download;
it submits all requests, then processes the replies as data becomes available on each connection,
interleaving response processing [45]. The RCrawler library is primarily focused on crawling,
narrowly defined, rather than scraping or automation more broadly. However, if offers very clean
parallelization for a particular crawling workflow in which each task is to GET one URL, extract
links, canonicalize links, then add them to the work queue [36]. Although its programming model is
quite restrictive, the RCrawler library clearly qualifies as a DSL for parallel web interactions. These
constructs can be used to parallelize URL-based scrapers but not user-emulating scrapers; they rely
on URLs for migrating tasks and thus do not handle transferless parallelism.

Irregular Parallelism
Transferless parallelism is loosely related to irregular parallelism [41, 68, 27, 40] in that the input
data is a pointer-based data structure, a tree. However, prior approaches for irregular parallelism
depend on the following assumptions:
1. The graph can be updated, but only by the parallel algorithm, which is controlled by the
programmer. In our domain, the graph is changed during execution by the environment (the
web server). In standard irregular programs, the parallel algorithm can use locks to prevent
any agent from altering data; we cannot. Likewise, standard irregular programs can trivially
mark visited nodes; we cannot.
2. All workers share a single graph representation. In our domain, in the limit, the web server
can deliver different trees to all workers.
3. Workers can pass around pointers to nodes. In our domain, we have no pointers to nodes.
It is the breaking of these assumptions that drives our approach of having each worker: (1) claim
tasks via custom unique IDs, (2) walk over the graph using the same traversal strategy, and (3)
process a node upon first visiting.
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Work Sharing and Work Stealing
For transferless parallelism, we cannot use generic work sharing or work stealing [25, 11, 12]
because we cannot transfer a task encountered by worker A to worker B. The lack of an efficient
mechanism for transferring a task—for restoring state—is the primary obstacle that drives our
design. There do exist inefficient mechanisms for transferring state. In particular, we can repeat a
prefix of UI manipulations to restore state. For our election data case study (Section 6.4), we made
one variation that used work sharing with a queue of tasks that restored state via UI interactions; this
is the only general-purpose approach for restoring state short of cloning the browser. The program
timed out, taking at least 9 hours longer than the signature-based program that processed tasks as it
encountered them. In some cases, even this strategy is even impossible, if the web server displays a
given node to one worker but not to others. Because we lack efficient task pointers, it is inefficient to
use any form of work queue in this domain. This motivates the use of approaches in which workers
decide whether to claim or pass over nodes during traversals of the data.

6.6

Conclusion

For user-emulating web scrapers facing the constraints of transferless parallelism, the signaturebased technique offers a template for performant parallelized scrapers. With near-ideal speedups in
single-machine contexts and speedups in the 50–76⇥ range in distributed contexts, we conclude
that signature-based parallelization is practical for real scraping tasks and that it is a good fit for the
unusual challenges associated with non-transferable work and inconsistent workloads.
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Chapter 7
Skip Block Usability Evaluation
In this chapter, we evaluate whether programmers and non-programmers can learn and use skip
blocks effectively.

Writing Skip Blocks
Q1: Given just the information that a user will have upon first demonstrating a script, can users
identify what set of features uniquely identifies an entity?
H1: We expect users will do well overall, but miss some corner cases.
Procedure
For each benchmark in our benchmark suite, we collected the attributes of the first object observed
by each skip block construct. For instance, for the Yelp Menu Items benchmark, this is the first
restaurant (for the restaurant block) and the first menu item of the first restaurant (for the menu item
block). This is the same information that a user is guaranteed to have during script demonstration,
and is in fact the same information that we show in the tool’s current UI for adding new skip blocks.
We constructed a survey in which users were asked to select the set of columns (the object attributes)
that can be used to uniquely identify a given object based on this first row of data. For most tasks,
they were also given links to the source webpages which they could use to observe more instances of
the entity. See Figure 7.1 for a side-by-side comparison of the real tool UI and the survey question.
We made the survey available as an online survey and recruited participants through social networks
and mailing lists. Participants were not compensated for their time. We recruited 35 participants
(16 non-programmers, 19 programmers).
Before releasing the survey, we selected ground truths. For each entity, we chose two ground
truths—two sets of columns that could serve as the ‘correct’ unique identifier. Correctness in this
context is somewhat fuzzy in that one user may want to rescrape a tweet each time it has a new
number of retweets, while another user may only be interested in the text, which does not change
over time. Since giving participants a single sharp, unambiguous notion of entry equality for each
task essentially boils down to revealing the target solution, we had to allow them to supply their
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Figure 7.1: The UI for adding a new skip block in the real tool (top) and the same task in the survey
for our user study (bottom).
own definitions of duplicates. Directions could not be more specific than ‘pick columns that identify
unique <entities >.’
Given the inherent fuzziness, there is no one correct answer, or even two correct answers.
Acknowledging this, we elected to use two ground truths that we felt would cover two important
interpretations of the duplicate idea. The first set of ground truths, the Site-Based Conservative
Standard, attempts to use the websites’ own notions of uniqueness to identify duplicates; if a site
provided a unique id, or a URL that includes a unique id, this ground truth relies on those attributes,
often ignoring similarities that might cause a human observer to classify two rows as duplicates.
The second set of ground truths, the Human-Based Aggressive Standard uses the authors’ own
perceptions of what should qualify as a duplicate, based on having seen the output data. This
approach is more aggressive than the Site-Based Standard, collapsing more rows. With the HumanBased Standard, two Craigslist postings with different URLs but the same apartment size, price,
and advertisement text are collapsed, and two Yelp reviews with different URLs but the same star
rating and review text are collapsed. Importantly, we selected the ground truths before soliciting
any survey responses.
For each user-suggested skip block, we identified the rows that the ground truths would remove
but the user suggestion leaves, and also the rows that the ground truths would leave but the user
suggestion removes.
Results
On average, participants spent 0.93 minutes on each annotation task and 4.0 minutes on the
instructions. See Figure 7.2. Programmers learn to use skip blocks in 1.9 minutes on average, after
which they write each new skip block in 51 seconds on average. For non-programmers, the learning
process averages 6.5 minutes and each new skip block averages 61 seconds.
We are primarily interested in two measures: i) how many rows each user annotation keeps
but the Conservative standard discards as duplicates, and ii) how many rows each user annotation
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Figure 7.2: Time to Learn About Skip Blocks and Time to Add A New Skip Block. Orange
dots represent programmers, and gray dots represent non-programmers. Non-programmers add a
new skip block—parallelize a new program—in 61 seconds on average, non-programmers in 51
seconds on average.
discards but the Aggressive standard keeps. We call these keeping and removal errors. For all entities,
all participants produced 0 keeping errors relative to the Conservative standard; the average removal
error rate ranges from 0.00% (Community Foundations, Twitter Accounts) to 5.8% (Zimride),
with a median of 1.3%. See Figure 7.3 in the next subsection for a visualization of error rates by
benchmark.
For a deeper understanding of what these error rates represent, we discuss the most common
causes of errors. Since users produce no keeping errors relative to the Conservative standard, we
focus on removal errors. Removal errors were most common for Zimride carpool listings and Yelp
menu items.
The most serious Zimride error occurred when users collapsed all listings posted by a given
username. Essentially, they made the assumption that each user would only post one carpool
listing, while in fact a given user may request or offer many different rides—to multiple different
places or at multiple different times of day. Surprisingly, even requiring all of [‘carpool_endpoints’,
‘user_name’, ‘carpool_times’, ‘carpool_days’] to match produces some removal errors; this stems
from the fact that a few users post the same commute both as a passenger and as a driver. It is
worth noting that for the Zimride case, users were at a disadvantage. Because the carpool data came
from an institution-specific Zimride site, it was behind a login, and thus this was one of the cases
for which we provided no link to the source data. For this reason, participants could not explore
additional rows of data within the site.
The most serious Yelp menu errors occurred when participants relied on different menu items
having different descriptions, photo links, or review links. On the face of it, this seems reasonable,
but in practice many menu items lack all three of these attributes, so all items that lack the attributes
are collapsed.
These errors suggest directions for future debugging tools. For instance, one simple debugging
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tool could show users two objects for which all key attributes match but all other attributes diverge,
then ask “did you really mean to treat these objects as duplicates?” This would allow users to
quickly identify issues with answers like the Yelp menu photo link mistake. Seeing two rows with
different food item names, different prices, and different descriptions collapsed because they lack a
photo link would quickly remind users that missing data can subvert their answers. A debugging
tool like this is easy to build and easy to use [57].
Overall, we are pleased to observe that participants can quickly produce effective skip blocks
using the same UI that we offer in the current tool, without additional tool support. We are also
encouraged that removal errors are more common than keeping errors, since these are the errors
that future tool support can most easily address.

Programmers vs. Non-Programmers
Q2: Do programmers perform better on the attribute selection task than non-programmers?
H2: We expect programmers will perform slightly better than non-programmers on this task.
We expect that programmers will have had more reasons to work with unique identifiers and
also that they may have more exposure to web internals and thus be likelier to recognize sites’ own
internal unique identifiers in links. With this in mind, we hypothesized that programmers would
slightly outperform non-programmers.
Procedure
Our survey asked participants to indicate whether they are programmers or non-programmers.
Results
Our hypothesis that programmers will perform better than non-programmers is not supported.
Figure 7.3 shows a comparison of programmer and non-programmer error rates. Overall, we
see little difference between programmers and non-programmers, except in the case of the Tweets
entity. As it turns out, the high non-programmer bars for the Tweets entity reflect the results of
15 non-programmers with removal error rates under 0.001 and a single non-programmer with an
error rate of 81%—this participant elected to use only the display name and username attributes,
apparently interpreting the goal as identifying unique Twitter accounts, rather than unique tweets.
(It may be worth noting that this particular user took less than 4 and a half minutes to complete the
entire survey, including reading the instructions page and completing all eight annotation tasks.)
The average programmer had a keeping error rate of 0% and a removal error rate of 1.365%.
The average non-programmer had a keeping error rate of 0% and a removal error rate of 2.322%.
The difference between the two groups is not statistically significant (p=.32 for removal errors).
Programmers and non-programmers also spent similar amounts of time on each annotation
task. Programmers spent 0.86 minutes on average, while non-programmers spent 1.02 minutes on
average.
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(a) Keeping errors for programmers and nonprogrammers. When a user answer keeps a row that
the ground truth does not keep, this is one keeping
error. We see that users do not make keeping errors
with respect to the Conservative standard—anything
the site recognizes as a duplicate, users also recognize. Relative to the Aggressive standard, users do
make errors; this suggests that, as expected, they
choose a point between the Conservative and Aggressive standards.
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(b) Removal errors for programmers and nonprogrammers. When a user answer removes a row
that the ground truth does not remove, this is one
removal error. We see that removal errors are more
common than keeping errors. Unsurprisingly, users
are more aggressive than the Site-based Conservative
standard, but it appears they are also slightly more
aggressive than our Aggressive Standard.

Figure 7.3: A comparison of programmers with non-programmers, based on whether they are more
or less aggressive than the Conservative and Aggressive standards.
Given that non-programmers can produce an average error rate of less than 3% in the context
of a 12 minute online survey (and despite lacking familiarity with the data to be scraped), we are
satisfied that end users will be able to use our construct for their scraping tasks.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion: Programming Tools for the
Future of Data Science
From the perspective of my social science collaborators, the key contribution of Helena is removing
their dependence on programmers. In building Helena, we took a per-domain approach instead of a
per-project approach (Figure 8.1). Rather than hearing a team’s particular goal, then building one
scraper for the team, we built a tool that puts a whole class of programs in easy reach for a broad
swath of non-technical domain experts. With Helena in hand, the teams of domain experts no longer
need to hire or rely on a programmer for web data collection.
Going forward, I hope that we can make this same transition in many more programming
domains. We can move away from the situation where a domain expert needs to find an amenable
coder, explain the relevant domain expertise, then wait for the coder to produce a program. We can
move towards the situation where domain experts produce their target programs themselves. Cases
where domain experts are already collaborating with programmers on a per-project basis can serve
as a guide, pointing to the domains in which we need new programming tools to support the future
of data science.
Our Helena experience suggests strategies for developing the next generation of programming
tools for non-coders and novice coders. From the perspective of PBD, the key contribution of
Helena is actually that we departed from pure PBD. Helena succeeded because it is not strict PBD.
It combines demonstration-based authoring with direct program edits, giving users multiple ways
to communicate their intent. However, this DORA workflow is only one point in a vast design
space of tools for Programming By X (PBX)—programming by anything and everything the user
can communicate to a computer. End users are much less restricted than we have always assumed
in what inputs they can provide, and there are many promising specifications at hand: coached
demonstrations, formalized domain expertise, direct question answering, and fuzzy outputs to name
a few. PBX tools should accept all of these as specifications.
Many web automation problems remain open. Helena produces likely relations by layering a
Relation Selector on top of a traditional Relation Finder because (i) input demonstrations do not
directly produce labeled table data and (ii) traditional Relation Finders perform poorly with only a
single row of sample data. However, we may be able to do better by abandoning traditional Relation
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Figure 8.1: Per-Project versus Per-Domain Collaboration Styles. A per-project collaboration style
delivers the programs that end users need, but it keeps the non-technical domain experts dependent
on programmers. A per-domain collaboration style—such as the Helena collaboration, centered
on the web automation domain—empowers many users with different needs to write their own
programs.
Finders altogether and starting from scratch. There is also much more to learn about how users can
use DORA tools to produce large programs—presumably not with a single demonstration. Can
demonstrations be combined the way we compose library functions? And we have barely scratched
the surface when it comes to studying the Helena language’s editability. How should synthesizers
identify maximally editable programs, how much of Helena’s benefit comes from the synthesizer
versus program editability, and how do non-traditional programmers respond to various editing
tasks? There are also many exciting potential tools that come in range now that we have robust web
PBD. We have used Helena to build a do-it-yourself customizable voice assistant; users give Helena
the prompt they plan to speak (“Is my pool open?” “What are the seasonal cupcakes this month?”),
then demonstrate how to find the information Helena should use to answer. We have hooked Helena
scripts up to web interfaces, IoT devices, and Arduinos. Since so many of our daily activities are
now web-mediated, we can use web automation for actuation—to alter server state, control a device,
or direct a digital agent. The possibilities for automatic webpage testing tools, now that we have an
easy way of generating robust web automation programs, are endless. What other tools come into
range, now that we have this new enabling technology?
Even more importantly, many Usable Programming (UP) problems remain open. There is a
tremendous gap between the programming skills of occasional programmers—social scientists,
journalists, data scientists—and the skills required to write the programs they want. But the need is
pressing. Programming is changing. While there are about 20 million programmers in the world,
there are now at least twice as many individuals performing end-user programming [78]. Coders
with traditional programming training are already only a small sliver of the people out in the world
writing programs. This reality is starting to change how we teach, via data science curricula. It
should also change how we design and build programming languages, programming environments,
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and programming tools.
My discussions with social and data scientists have revealed many outstanding programming
needs. These users represent only a small slice of the population of end users, but even in this one
slice, the programming needs are diverse and complex. To name a few, they need: tools for designing
and implementing communication-based experiment workflows and online experiment workflows;
chatbot design tools; easy access to computer vision algorithms; easy access to natural language
processing; data storage and schema matching solutions adapted to their needs and expertise.
Most, maybe even all, of these target domains are abstraction-resistant. We can imagine highlevel DSLs describing what we want programs to do, but it is not clear how to compile down
to the low-level code we would need to run them. As in the web automation domain, users can
reason about the high-level logical structure of programs in these domains but cannot use traditional
programming tools to provide all requisite implementation details. PBX may be a good fit for
these domains. The target audience can provide examples, demonstrations, coached demonstrations,
domain expertise. They can describe what they want but not how to get there. In short, they could
use PBX tools.
Even in the domain of web automation, many important Usable Programming questions remain.
However, Helena demonstrates that Programming By X is now a practical approach for writing
real programs, putting large and complex programming tasks in reach for non-programmers. It is
already clear that, together, PL and HCI hold the potential to blur the line between programmers
and non-programmers.
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